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AUTHOR’S NOTES

I never intended to write a book. But here it is– a labor
of love for over ten years. It first started when... wait no, I guess
it actually goes back further than that.

It first started with the homemade comics I used to
draw as a kid. I made up my own characters and soon was cre-
ating short comic books drawn on lined notebook paper placed
into three ring binders. The comics evolved from silly to more
serious but by the time I graduated from high school I was pretty
much done making them.

However, I still loved drawing comic book style char-
acters and continued creating them throughout my college years.

Inspired by japanese animation I decided to test my
abilities by writing a script for an animated feature based on my
own original characters. I began writing in my spare time and
after a few years I had a finished draft. Then I began passing it
around to family and friends for proofreading and feedback. But
the feedback I received was overwhelming.

“You should write a book,” was the nearly unanimous
consensus. I wanted to quit right then and there. I had just spent
the last few years agonizing over this script and I thought it was
finally done. Besides that, “I never considered myself a writer.
I didn’t know anything about writing a book. I’m not even that
fond of reading them, how am I ever going to write one.” I said
on more than one occasion. But I sensed God spurring me on,
“All things are possible with God.” (Mark 10:27 NIV) So I com-
mitted it to Him. If I was going to write this book I was going



to need His help. “Never will I leave you; never will I forsake
you.” (Heb.13:5 NIV) He reminded me. And so began the
painfully long and tedious process of transforming the script
into a full out book. And God was with me every step of the
way, encouraging me and spuring me on, throughout all the ups
and downs.

After several more years I was ready for more proof-
reading and feedback. This time the consensus was that I should
use my drawing abilities to illustrate the book as a graphic novel.
I really liked the idea of using my drawings to help illustrate the
story and characters, so I spent the next couple years drawing,
editing, and placing illustrations throughout the book. In fact,
some of the characters in those old notebook comics from my
childhood survived all these years and has now evolved into the
main characters of this book. It was a lot of fun and a lot of hard
work all at the same time but in the end I feel it was worth it. I
think the illustrations greatly enhanced the look and feel of this
book.

And now here it is. The first of what I hope will be sev-
eral other books. If you are reading this book, it is only by God
that it came to be. You do not realize how many times I just
wanted to be done with it– to quit and give up. But I couldn’t,
this is what I was created by God to do.And I want you to know
that while the words of this story may be fiction, the scriptures
used in it from God’s Word, are faithful and true, and can be
fully trusted.
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In the BEGINNING...

In a small but cozy, dimly lit room, a dark-haired man
suited in medieval battle armor sits on the corner of his bed read-
ing from a forbidden book of old. The light from hanging
lanterns flickers across the wood-trimmed room as he sits
hunched over the thick leather-bound book. The olden book is
worn, and it’s hard to tell if the cover was once black or brown
as areas of the leather are cracked with age. The brittle pages
are yellowed by time and show areas of dried water damage.
Skimming through the pages, the man reads a passage to himself
then flips aimlessly to another passage and does the same. As if
he were trying to discover the secrets it may hold through a few
seemingly random sentences here and there. And he reads:

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning.
Through Him all things were made; without Him nothing was
made... In Him was life, and that life was the light of men. The
light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not understood
it.1 And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we be-
held His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,
full of grace and truth.2 He was in the world, and though the
world was made through Him, the world did not recognize Him.3

He came unto his own, and His own received Him not.4 Yet to all
who received him, to those who believed in his name, He gave
the right to become children of God.” 5
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The young man stops for a moment, puzzled, wonder-
ing why it is that he is reading about the beginning when he has
opened the book over three-fourth's of the way through. In fact,
he is closer to the end of the book than the beginning. Curious,
he decides to go to the front of the old book. Opening it to the
first page he reads again, “Genesis, In the beginning God cre-
ated the heavens and the earth.6 In the day that God created
man, He made him in the likeness of God– He created them male
and female, and blessed them and called them mankind in the
day they were created.” 7 Skipping ahead, he reads on... “Then
the LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth;
and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil
continually, ...and He was grieved in His heart.” 8

Still curious about this ancient book of intrigue, the
man flips to another passage. “For the wages of sin is death...9

For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God,” 10 Using
his fingers to keep his place, he turns back further in the book
and reads another Scripture:“...your iniquities have separated
you from your God; your sins have hidden His face from you...11

But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were
still sinners, Christ died for us.” 12

Rummaging through the brittle pages the dark-haired
man finds a different place and reads on.“For God so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes
in Him should not perish but have everlasting life. For God did
not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that
the world through Him might be saved. He who believes in Him
is not condemned;” 13

Captivated, the young man searches out yet another
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verse, “Believe on the LORD Jesus Christ, and you will be
saved,” 14 Returning to the place his fingers had kept, he reads
again. “For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified,
and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved.” 15

He stops and ponders to himself why such a book has
been banned.

Suddenly there is an abrupt knock at the door inter-
rupting the man’s thoughts. The man turns his head slightly at
the sound then closes the old book and sets it down on a small
wooden desk just an arm’s length away.

“Enter,” he calls in a strong deep voice responding to
the knock.

The door opens and another man, also suited in armor,
walks in. The soldier begins to speak, then stops suddenly after
noticing the large leather book on the young man’s desk, almost
as if he were uncomfortable with its very presence. The dark-
haired man turns to see what is troubling the soldier. Finding
that it is the old book causing the soldier’s uneasiness, he turns
back to face him and commands, “Report at once.”

“Forgive me, my Lord,” the soldier says quickly. “Your
men are assembled and ready. Count
Vladimir awaits you in his throne room.”

“Good. You are dismissed.”
At his command the soldier takes

one last glance at the book before exiting
the room. Alone, the young lord looks back
at the worn book for a moment. Then reaching across the desk,
he grabs his helmet and starts for the door– leaving the book and
his thoughts behind as he exits the small wood-trimmed room.

In the BEGINNING
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Chapter I

The BLACK LORD of LORE

In the southern lands of Lore, now known as Arteah,
on the far outskirts of the Kingdom of Avolon lies the sleepy
town of Brendinheim. It’s a cool autumn night. A nearly full
moon peeks through the clouds that move across the night sky.
Lights from burning lamps can be seen in village huts and look
like little stars scattered across the countryside from the height
of the village watchtower. The guard posted there yawns as he
looks out over the peaceful community below.

Pulling watchtower duty in Brendinheim is a dull job.
Brendinheim is a small farming community, and nothing very
exciting ever happens there. Occasionally a few animals get
loose and several villagers band together to chase them down, or
sometimes wolves stir up the livestock and must be run off, but
nothing dramatically interesting. Most of the time it is just laid
back and peaceful. Like every other night in Brendinheim, the
same seems to hold true for this night. Nothing is stirring except
a few dogs wrestling over a bone. The watchtower guard drifts
in and out of sleep throughout the night as his eyes become
heavy with fatigue.

However, in the distant skies above, an enormous evil
approaches. Something elusive moves through the clouds in the
darkened sky.A flicker of what appears to be several fires glows
high in the atmosphere.At such a late hour, only a few people in
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the village are even awake to notice the peculiar sight as the
enormous mass moves towards the unsuspecting town.

A villager on his way out to relieve himself sees the
fiery glows of red and orange flickering in the night sky and
wonders to himself, “What is that?”

Elsewhere in the village, a man and his son carrying
firewood also see it. The boy points to the large object, “Father,
what’s that?”

“I don’t know, son, we’d better get inside,” his father
replies.

Finally, the guard in the watchtower wakes long
enough for his tired eyes to take notice of the glowing flames
above. Getting to his feet, he rubs his eyes for a better look and
wonders to himself. “Adragon? In these parts? It can’t be. There
haven’t been any dragons around here for a...”

But he stops as the flickering lights of the large mass
moves in closer towards the village, and he decides to alert the
townspeople. Pulling a rope, he sounds the warning bell. “Gong!
Gong! Gong!” The bell echoes
across the countryside as the
whole community of
Brendinheim wakes into a
frenzy. The enormous
mass stops in the sky
above, directly over the
center of town, blanketing
it in a large shadow. Mo-
ments later, from out of the
shadow, an army of hooded

The BLACK LORD of LORE
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warriors dressed in black appears. Carrying swords, spears, and
axes they prey upon the small village, launching a vicious at-
tack. The malicious warriors chase screaming villagers and burn
huts as they begin to pillage and plunder the town.

Nearby in the same moon-lit night, on top of a small
hill, a tall, horse-mounted figure gazes down at the country vil-
lage that has been set ablaze. From the silhouette of his single-
spiked helmet, the knight stares at the burning flames from the
village huts as they rise up, licking against the night sky. Hear-
ing the screams of the inept villagers, he watches as the hooded
warriors ransack the village and burn books in a large bonfire.
Amidst the chaos, something catches his attention. A young
woman fleeing on foot, holding the hand of a young boy who
runs closely behind her. They are chased by two of the black-
hooded warriors. In the woman’s other hand she carries some
kind of book. The two warriors pursue the woman and boy into
a small pub, one of the few remaining buildings not yet torched
by flames. The tall horse-mounted figure hears the young
woman’s distant screams from inside the pub. Giving his horse
a kick, he rides off down the hill– his cape flowing in the wind
behind him as he heads towards the small pub.

Inside the pub, the two black-hooded warriors close in
on the woman and young boy. In an act of protec-

tion, the boy charges the two men. But the first
warrior knocks him to the ground with ease and
pulls out his sword.
The young woman, gripping tightly to the
book in her arms, screams in horror. “No!
Max!!”

nephilim the REMNANTS
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The hooded warrior raises his sword above his head
preparing to strike and kill the boy. He brings the sword down
with a terrible shearing sound, and an agonizing scream erupts.
The blood-spattered boy looks up, trembling in disbelief. Only
to find that it is his attacker screaming in pain. Examining him-
self, the boy realizes that he has not been harmed.As he wonders
how that is possible, he notices his attacker’s severed arm lying
on the ground in front of him, still clinching the sword. Look-
ing back up, the boy sees a tall, shadowy figure standing before
him, the most horrifying and frightening individual he has ever
seen in his relatively short existence. He is even more dark and
menacing than the rumors and stories had described and yet,
there he stands in all his dread. There is no mistaking it– it is
him: the infamous Lord Geremy, the Black Lord of Lore. The
dark Lord is supposedly the forgotten heir to a kingdom long
since past, buried by the ages of time and lost from the pages of
history. No warrior has ever faced him without severe conse-
quences. In fact, most warriors do not survive him at all.

Frozen with fear, the boy ignores his former attackers–
his eyes locked on the black knight standing before him. The
tall, charcoal figure stands strong with his cape draping to the
floor. The outside of his cape is black as pitch, but its underside
is white, silhouetting his massively superior physique. The dull
grey steel of his armor accents his dark apparel. His rounded
helmet is made from the same dull grey steel as his armor and
is topped with a single spiked horn. He stares back at the boy
through a row of vertical slots which line his visor. Shark-like
teeth protrude from the hideous grin cut into the bottom edge of
his helmet, looking as if to be laughing evilly though silent. Like

The BLACK LORD of LORE
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a vile demon spawned from a nightmare, just the sight of him is
enough to strike fear in the hearts of the bravest of men.

In his right hand he holds a massive shard-like sword.
The blade itself is shaped like an elongated diamond, flared
straight out from the hilt, then coming to a long, sharp point.
The hilt itself is extra long to compensate for the enormous size
of the blade; its cross-guard is adorned with two large, orna-
mental balls, one on either end to keep it balanced. He holds the
giant, bloodied sword with one hand; his muscles bulge under its
weight. A normal man would barely be able to lift such a sword
with both hands, and yet he wields it with one as if it were a
stick. With a single blow, the dark Lord of Lore had severed the
warrior’s arm, and there it lay twitching on the floor.

As the one-armed warrior clutches at his missing ap-
pendage in pain, the other hooded warrior takes hold of the
young woman.At this, Lord Geremy makes one quick move and
backhands the masked warrior, sending him straight to the
ground.

Then the daunting Lord
Geremy speaks. “We do not take
advantage of women and children,”
he exclaims in a deep, strong voice.
“Now leave!”

The one-armed warrior
glances at his missing appendage,
then flees– leaving the severed
arm behind. The other warrior
stumbles and staggers back
to his feet trying desper-
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ately to flee with his life while he still has it.
The boy runs back to the woman, who is on the ground

holding her book tightly against her stomach.
“Mother! Are you all right?” the boy asks.

But the fair, young woman just looks up at the sinister
Lord Geremy with tears running down her cheeks and with grat-
itude, says, “Tha- thank you, sir...for rescuing...my son.We owe
you our lives.” Then dropping the book from her grasp, she re-
veals a large knife wound in her side.

“Mother?!” the boy cries, seeing her blood.
Noticing the knife wound, the black knight realizes it is

only a matter of time before she dies. The hooded warrior must
have stabbed her when he took her hostage.

Taking the book into her grasp again the young woman
says to the dark lord, “Here, take this.” She offers it up to him
freely now. “I... I’m not sure why, but I believe He wants you to
have this. A gift to you for sparing my son’s life. But please, do
not burn it. For within its pages lies a secret treasure and a hid-
den power to which nothing can compare. It is full of truth and
life for those who find it.”

Curious, the dark lord takes the book from her open
hands. He looks at the woman for a moment and then at the thick
leather book in his hand. Saying nothing, he turns to walk away.

“Where... where are you going?” the boy pleads. “You
have to help her. You can’t just leave us?”

The black Lord of Lore stops for a moment and glances
over his shoulder, only to ignore the boy and continue on his
way.

Outside the pub, near a large pile of flaming books, an-

The BLACK LORD of LORE
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other sinister figure awaits the black lord. His raspy voice
seethes with contempt.

“That was quite a noble deed you did in there.”
It is Maylor the sorcerer, the evil Vladmirian wizard.

He is thin and wiry, clothed in brown robes and wearing a white
pointed hood which completely covers his face except for two
narrow eye holes. He stands holding a long wooden staff deco-
rated with an elaborate gold crescent moon, within which a sin-
gle sphere-shaped orb seams to float.

“It pains me to have to report this to Count Vladimir,”
he adds.

“Do what you will, wizard,” comes Lord Geremy’s un-
concerned reply. “I am merely carrying out the Count’s wishes.
We have taken the village; our mission here is complete. Now
leave me, sorcerer.”

“As you wish, my Lord,” Maylor says, turning to leave.
Then stopping, he turns back to add, “You know as well as I do
that most of the survivors here will die as Count Vladimir brings
about his new age of darkness. Your fruitless heroics, as well as

your return, are a clear sign of weakness.”
“The only weakness here is standing

in front of me,” Lord Geremy antago-
nizes. “If it were not so, then perhaps

Count Vladimir would have left a wizard
in command instead of a Nephilim.” Then
Lord Geremy turns his back on Maylor and
walks away as the village is taken under his
control.

nephilim the REMNANTS
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Chapter II

The GREAT SON of HENDERS

Further south in the land of Arteah lies the glorious
Kingdom of Avolon. Surrounded by its colorful foliage and ex-
quisite landscapes, it sits in the hill country, basking in the mid-
morning sun. The Kingdom of Avolon is the largest of the
kingdoms ofArteah, known for its beauty and broad splendor. Its
walls extend for several miles across the horizon. Flags of
Avolon ripple high in the wind from the tops of the cone-shaped
towers, which are spread throughout the expanse of the king-
dom. A single river that flows out to the sea, runs straight
through the kingdom of Avolon and crosses the main road. At
this crossroad in the heart of the vast kingdom sits the royal
palace. Tall and beautiful with its sharp peaks, the royal palace
overlooks the entire kingdom of Avolon.

Inside the royal palace, through the spacious rooms and
arched hallways filled with people, a dashing young knight
makes his way. He is tall, handsome, and mighty just from his
appearance. He is clothed in blue and shines from the chrome of
his armor. His sword dangles at his side as he walks. Upon rec-
ognizing him people part in the halls and move out of his way.

11.



His long, blue cape drags behind him bearing the
symbol of a large white cross stitched into the
fabric. His blond hair parts in the middle and
hangs down the length of his face but is cut at
an upward slope to above his ears in the

back. He rubs the blond tuft of hair on his
chin in deep thought as if something

heavy is on his mind.
The dashing young knight

walks past several guards and into the royal throne room where
a large crowd of people have gathered and stand waiting. To-
wards the front of the crowd he notices an old, scruffy man in
torn clothing and a young boy. Both seem to be very troubled
and very out of place among the well-dressed knights, nobles,
aides, and royal officials who fill the hall. Just then, King Ældor
and his daughter Johanna, the Princess ofAvolon, enter the royal
throne room together.

The blond-haired knight watches as the plump, old
king waddles his way out, tugging at his grey beard. The king is
dressed in the finest of scarlet robes trimmed with fur of pure
white. A golden crown crusted with jewels sits upon his balding
head. He sparkles with the gold of his gaudy rings, chains, and
medals as he makes his way with his daughter across the plat-
form towards their two thrones.

The Princess ofAvolon, on the other hand, bears no re-
semblance to her father. She is young, slender, and breathtak-
ingly beautiful. Her exquisite, pale-blue dress seems simple in
contrast with her long curling blond hair. Unlike her father, she
is lightly trimmed in jewelry, wearing only pearls. For her eyes
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are the precious stones of rare turquoise set against the smooth
white of her skin. And her lips are the color of soft pink roses as
she bestows a warm smile upon the crowd.

As the King and Princess stand in front of their thrones,
everyone in their audience bows a knee before the King of
Avolon– all except one individual. Like a tower rising above the
forest tree line, the blond-haired knight stands tall over a sea of
kneeling patrons. A few heads in the crowd turn a bewildering
look at the young man standing calmly before the king. But no
one says anything. A puzzled Princess turns to her father as if to
question the unusual situation.

“It’s all right,” the king assures her quietly, and the two
take their seats. Then the King goes on to address the young
knight who stands before him.

“So, Sir Daniel, the Great Son of Henders, you have
heard the unfavorable reports as well?”

“Yes,” the knight answers confidently. “I heard that
Brendinheim was attacked only a few nights ago.” At this the
rest of the crowd gets back to their feet.

“You are correct Sir Daniel,” King Ældor affirms be-
fore continuing. “The Black Knight of Lore has returned, lead-
ing the armies of Count Vladimir. And his forces are on the
move. He’s been attacking the lands from the north and has now
made his way here to the Kingdom ofAvolon. Something about
bringing a new dark age to the lands of Arteah.”

At these words, the crowd gasps and breaks out into a
worrisome chatter all across the great hall.

King Ældor then gestures to the ragged man in torn
clothing and continues. “This man and boy are some of the sur-
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vivors. They have traveled three days to bring us the news.” The
crowd grows silent at the King’s gesture.

The man in torn clothing steps forward and begins to
speak. “Count Vladimir’s forces surprised us, attacked us at
night. They dropped down out of the sky. We were completely
defenseless against them. They spared those who submitted to
their rule but killed all who resisted. They took our books and
burned them. We barely escaped with our lives. And now they
control Brendinheim.”

At this the crowd starts chattering again.
Hearing this, one of the royal officials speaks up, ques-

tioning him. “From out of the sky, you say? How is that possi-
ble?”

“I do not know, but it is as I told you,” the man in torn
clothes replies.

The royal official grunts in disbelief, then mumbles
something about peasants under his breath as he rolls his eyes.

Angered at the royal official’s disbelief, the boy with
the man in torn clothing interrupts, “It’s true! Just as he said!
They killed my mother!” But the man in torn clothes stops him
from continuing any further. “Max, that’s enough. ‘Twill be all
right.”

Sir Daniel takes notice of the boy’s fiery outburst.
Though inappropriate and out of line, the boy reminds him of
himself when he was that age, and he admires his courage.

Then a nobleman interrupts, “You said they burned
your books? What would Count Vladimir hope to gain from
this?”

To which one of the scribes answers, “He wants to start
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another dark age by robbing us of our knowledge. Our children
will grow up unlearned without the wisdom of our books, which
have been passed down for generations. Thus, he will reduce us
to controllable slaves, plunging all the lands of Arteah into his
dark rule.”

“But that would take decades,” another knight else-
where in the crowd blurts out.

King Ældor interjects, “Yes, but it is rumored that
Count Vladimir is a Nephilim, an immortal, some sort of vam-
pire. He is supposed to be the very same Count Vladimous who
started the first dark age over two hundred and fifty years ago.”
At this the crowd breaks out into waves of panicky chatter. With
the crowd getting out of hand, King Ældor silences them,
“Quiet! Please, everyone, quiet!”

Sir Daniel listens intently, taking it all in. Angered at
what he hears, he says to himself, “I’ve got to stop that mon-
ster.” As if he had some personal vendetta to settle.

As the chatter in the royal throne room returns to a
quiet lull, Sir Daniel speaks up, “You have my sword and serv-
ices to help protect your kingdom while I am here.”

“Thank you, Great Son of Henders,” the king says with
gratitude. “I had hoped you would offer, for I have a task of great
importance I would like to ask of you.”

“What would that be your highness?” Daniel asks with
much anticipation.

“I need you to help escort my daughter to the Kingdom
of Etheria,” the king answers.

“I do not understand. Surely your royal guards can han-
dle a job like that,” Sir Daniel reasons. “I had hoped to be of use
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in organizing your forces for an attack campaign against Vlad-
miria.”

“If Vladmiria were to gain control of either kingdom,
Tremond or Etheria, they would be far too much for us to han-
dle,” the king enlightens. “I have already sent word to the Tow-
ers of Tremond for help but have received no response. I must
consider the possibility that they have already been taken. And,
if so, I do not have enough men to hold off a full-scale attack
fromVladmiria. Therefore, I need someone to personally escort
the Princess to the Kingdom of Etheria to ask King Titus IX for
his support. Only with our kingdoms united will we be able to
stand against Count Vladimir’s forces and stop him from bring-
ing about another dark age.

“My daughter must reach Etheria and ask for King
Titus’ support in person; if she does not, then they will not help
us.And if my kingdom is taken in the meantime, Count Vladimir
will surely leave no heir to my throne alive. Sir Daniel, I need
you to protect the Princess at all costs. She is the only heir to
my throne and the only hope for uniting our two kingdoms and
saving the lands ofArteah.Will you please help us?All the king-
doms of Arteah depend upon this.”

“May all the kingdoms of Arteah depend on God
alone,” Sir Daniel replies profoundly. “This decision is not mine
to make. I must speak with my King. Only then can I give you
an answer.”

“Let it be as you say,” the king replies, “but I will need
your answer soon. The Princess will begin her journey two days
from now.”

“Then I will give you His decision in one,” Sir Daniel
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says with a nod.
“In one day?” the King questions.
“Yes,” Sir Daniel affirms.
“Good, then it’s settled. One day from now we will as-

semble again to have your answer and to discuss this in more
detail over dinner.”

Then the King rises and dismisses all the people in his
audience before he and the Princess exit the throne room.

Chattering people start to empty the large hall through
the two portals on either side of the throne room. Sir Daniel no-
tices the man in torn clothing and the young boy as they filter
through the crowd to make their way out. He watches the two
talk as they exit and wonders to himself about what they will do
or where they will stay now that their homes and loved ones
have been taken away. Bearing this in mind, he joins the crowd
of people and exits the hall himself, considering the possible
journey which may lie ahead of him.
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Chapter III

The COUNT of VLADIMIR
VLADIMOUS

In the northern lands of Arteah lies the dark and
gloomy Kingdom of Vladmiria.A ruined city by the sea, its cas-
tle towers are bent and leaning, its walls cracked and crumbling
with decay, as if it had survived a great earthquake or been the
site of a terrible battle. An aging coliseum sits at its western-
most wing. Just behind the coliseum lies the Sea of Mephasis
on which is set a long pier lined with Vladmirian battleships.
High mountains hedge the city on the east and also to the west,
leaving a valley passage to the south and the sea to the north as
the only access to the dismal kingdom.

Inside the fallen city, in a huge, darkened library, sits
the Count of Vladimir Vladimous. Bookshelves line the walls
of the gothic library from the floor to the height of the high ceil-
ings. Intricate, candle-lit chandeliers strewn with spider webs
hang from the ceiling, casting eerie shadows across the many
aisles of dusty bookshelves. The Count sits in shadows upon his
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stone-carved throne. Uneven stacks of books stand like towers
scattered all around him.

He is dressed in dark shades of gray and black and
wears a cape of deep violet. His chest armor is adorned with
sharp metal spikes which match his spiked knee and wrist
guards. He thumbs through a book before setting it down on the
tall stack of old volumes beside his throne. His helmet is made
of bone and appears to be a large, jaw-less human skull bearing
two teeth resembling that of a sabre-toothed tiger. The two tusk-
like teeth protrude down out of the skull like a vampire. Count
Vladimir looks through the hollowed ocular cavities listening to
the sorcerer, Maylor, as he finishes a conversation with him
about Lord Geremy, the black Lord of Lore.

“I fear that the return of your prodigal son from his
journeys abroad has left him soft and weak, my Lord,” Maylor
the wizard says from under his pointed hood. “Remember that
it was he who deserted you, and now you have made him first in
your empire, second only to yourself. He is not fit to serve you
at such a prestigious level of honor.”

“I have my reasons, Maylor,” Vladimir assures him.
A small noise occurs off in the

corner of the darkened library
catching both Maylor and
Vladimir’s attention. The two turn
to see what it is. To Maylor’s sur-
prise it is Lord Geremy, and he
wonders to himself
about how much of
his conversation Lord
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Geremy has heard.
Count Vladimir starts in, not caring at all if Lord

Geremy has overheard them, “Ah! Lord Geremy, report.”
Lord Geremy responds boldly, “Like the previous cam-

paigns, the attack was a complete success. The village is ours,
and the books we do not speak of have all been burned.As usual,
we have brought back the books which are not currently in your
personal library.”

Count Vladimir then digs a little deeper. “Now then,
what’s this Maylor tells me about you assaulting two of our own
men and sparing some of the resistance, the women and chil-
dren?”

“Men who cannot control themselves in the heat of bat-
tle are a threat to our mission, and they have no place in the
Vladmirian army. I took care of them myself.” Lord Geremy
replies without hesitation. “I left the women alive to spread the
word of your Vladmirian dark age. Without some survivors, no
one will know who it was that attacked the village.And no word
spreads more quickly than news spoken from the lips of a
woman. Furthermore, I left the children alive because they are
the future loyal subjects of the Vladmirian Empire. They will
grow up in fear of you because they have experienced your
wrath firsthand and will remember it for the many years to
come.”

Count Vladimir, satisfied and impressed, praises Lord
Geremy. “Excellent job, Lord Geremy. I am glad to have you
back. I have full confidence with my army under your command.
Now prepare the men for our next target.”

Maylor, furious at how Lord Geremy has won
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Vladimir’s overwhelming favor despite his own best efforts to
ruin him, curses Geremy under his breath, trying to hide his
anger from Count Vladimir.

The skulled Count gets up from his throne and dis-
misses Maylor and Geremy then turns to exit the library, leav-
ing through a darkened doorway just behind his throne.

With Vladimir gone the wizard Maylor turns to vent
his anger on the dark Lord of Lore.

“You should not have come back, Lord Geremy,” he
says, glaring at him through the eye holes in his pointed hood.
But Lord Geremy is already walking away with his back to May-
lor. Nevertheless, he stops to listen for a moment as Maylor con-
tinues.

“In your absence I have become Vladimir’s most
trusted advisor. I will be watching you very closely. It would be
my highest pleasure to rid myself and all Vladmiria, of you!”

But Lord Geremy, still standing with his back to May-
lor, is clearly not intimidated, and just looks over his shoulder.

“Foolish wizard. You cannot
destroy what I am. Not even with all
your magic,” he says as his eyes pulse
once with a strong white glow lighting
up the slotted visor of his helmet.
Geremy then exits the dreary library,
leaving the cloaked sorcerer alone
with his words.

Standing in the middle
of the library, Maylor says out
loud, “We shall see about that,
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Lord Geremy. We shall see.”

In one of the many lavish rooms of King Ældor’s
Avolonian palace, the King and Princess talk about the up and
coming dinner and her journey to the Kingdom of Etheria.A fire
crackles in the fireplace, warming the lush suite as King Ældor
goes to the mantle to retrieve a little wooden box. Opening the
lid, he pulls out a shiny gold medallion and hands it to his daugh-
ter.

“Now remember, Johanna, you and you alone must
show this to King Titus IX. It is the only proof he will accept. He
will recognize it and give you an audience. Under no circum-
stances must you lose it.”

Princess Johanna takes the polished gold medallion and
stares for a moment at the intricate engraving of Avolon etched
on it before curiously changing the subject.

“Father? Why does Sir Daniel not bow before you like
everyone else? Most men are put in the dungeon for that.”

Tugging at his grey beard, he explains, “Sir Daniel is
not from our kingdom.”

But Princess Johanna persists that they’ve had other
visitors from other kingdoms who still had to pay tribute and
bow.

King Ældor changes the subject, “Johanna my dear,
I’ve noticed that you have been dragging your feet in finding a
possible suitor. I would just like to know that if anything ever
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happens to me that you will be taken care of.”
“Father! You’re changing the subject,” Johanna says

giving her father a playful scowl with her beautiful eyes. “Be-
sides, I haven’t found prince charming yet.”

“I’m not changing the subject entirely,” King Ældor
explains. “You see, this journey you’re about to take, if Sir
Daniel volunteers to go with you, uh, maybe, consider him.”

The princess lets out a restless groan as if to say, “Here
we go again.”

“What? He’s a handsome young man and a perfect gen-
tleman. Chivalry defines his character, and he is the finest knight
in all the land. Not to mention the fact that he’s powerful, brave,
and courageous. He is a holy warrior you know.”

“He has not yet committed to taking the journey, Fa-
ther,” Johanna says.

“Well, there is still dinner tomorrow evening, even if he
should not commit,” the King replies.

Johanna, considering the thought, says jokingly, “I
don’t know... Princess Johanna, the Great Daughter-in-Law of
Henders. I don’t think so. Besides, he’s probably
one of those conceited, holier-than-thou types.
Sir High and Mighty, up there on his high
horse.”

“Johanna, what have I told you about
judging a book by its cover? I raised you better
than that. A man is judged by his character not
his appearance,” King Ældor says in a correc-
tive tone.

“I’m sorry, Father. It’s just that all I
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really know about his character is that he does not bow before
the King of Avolon,” she says sharply.

“Well, he did save my life, and for that reason alone is
enough for me,” the king says, finally coming forth with some
details. “Your mother knew him and respected him highly, God
rest her soul. You and your mother believe in the same God he
does.Anyway, I’m just saying that it wouldn’t hurt you to get to
know him a little.” He pauses for a moment then continues,
“Well, you had better retire for the night. You will have a busy
day tomorrow.”

“All right, Father,” she says, “but I am not in a hurry to
find a suitor because nothing is going to happen to you.” Then
taking the gold medallion in hand, she turns to exit the room–
then stops. “But if it will make you feel any better, I’ll go out and
kiss a couple of frogs to see what happens,” she says, blowing
him a kiss from across the room before slipping through the door-
way. Alone now in the comfort of his extravagant suite, King
Ældor looks up and asks, “Why couldn’t I have had a boy?”
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Chapter IV

˚A ROYAL FEAST

Outside the palace in a secluded part of the royal gar-
den, Sir Daniel, the Great Son of Henders, is down on one knee
in prayer. The cool evening air blows through the variety of tall
trees and trimmed hedges that hide Daniel almost completely.
With his head bowed, his blond hair hangs down and blows
against his face as he begins to speak solemnly out loud amidst
the maze-like arrangements of delicate flowers and sculpted
greenery.

“Lord, my God and King, great is Your name and wor-
thy to be praised. Please forgive my sins and cleanse me of all
my unrighteousness so that no sin will separate me from hear-
ing You, O’ Lord. I come before You now, seeking wisdom and
direction in discerningYour will. The King ofAvolon has asked
me to escort the princess on her journey to the kingdom Etheria,
but I am a warrior. I belong on the battlefield confronting Count
Vladimir and his forces. Lord God, what would You have me
do?”

Daniel listens in spirit as a cool evening breeze rustles
the leaves of the trees in the grove.

“But, Lord, I am no babysitter of those well versed in
etiquette. It is difficult for me to just travel off with the Princess
to the safety of Etheria knowing that the people here are in peril.”

A few moments of silence pass; then Daniel seemingly
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responds.
“I understand that the choice of obedience is mine to

make. And inYour word I am reminded that just as, ‘...the heav-
ens are higher than the earth, so are
Your ways higher than my ways.’ 16

And ‘the foolishness of God is wiser
than man’s wisdom.’” 17

Daniel pauses quietly, then
speaks into the night air again.

“I choose the path
of obedience, for ‘... not

my will, but yours be done.’” 18 His voice echoes softly through
the garden, then is quiet again.

“Lord, please guide me with Your Spirit and give me
Your courage and Your strength to take the more difficult path
set before me so that I will be found faithful in Your sight.”

Daniel continues to talk and listen as he prays with
God there in the garden. He meditates on God’s word for a long
while before finally retiring to his room in the castle for the
night.

The next evening in King Ældor’s royal dining room,
guests begin to gather and take their seats around the lengthy
table set for a feast. The air in the dinning hall is thick with the
hearty aroma of food. Steaming bowls and rare dishes line the
table, along with several large turkeys, roasted to perfection, for
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the main course. The table is comfortably full, and there is a
steady flow of conversation as many of the King’s officials,
knights, and aides are in attendance, including Sir Daniel.

King Ældor takes his seat at the head of the table with
his daughter Johanna seated to his right.

“I wish your mother could have seen the beautiful
young woman you’ve become,” he says to his daughter.

“Thank you, Father,” the Princess replies.
Sir Daniel finds his seat at the King’s left, so that he is

directly across from the Princess. Johanna raises an eyebrow at
her father upon seeing the arrangements, but the King pretends
not to notice.

As Sir Daniel takes his seat, he cannot help but notice
the beautiful young princess sitting across from him. She looks
just as pristine as she did before with her curly, blond locks and
her soft, pale skin. Again, she is elegantly dressed in pearls and
the pastel green of her gown seems to accentuate the beauty of
her eyes so much so, that he feels almost uncomfortable to gaze
into them.

“Good evening, Princess,” Daniel says to keep himself
from turning his eyes away from her intimidating beauty.

Johanna returns a warm smile to him and watches as
the tall, well-built Daniel is seated. His blond hair hangs down,
framing his face, and matches the thin blond patch of hair on his
chin. His eyes are the deep blue of twilight and are compli-
mented by the blue, tight-fit tunic stretched across his muscular
build that can be seen underneath his chrome armor which is
buffed to a shine. The two hardly have time for pleasantries as
King Ældor begins to address his guests.
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“Sir Daniel, Great Son of Henders, thank you for com-
ing. And welcome to all my guests.”

Daniel feels a bit uncomfortable with the King wel-
coming him before the rest of the guests, and he just nods, then
brushes his hair out of his face and tucks it behind his ear.

Wasting no further time, the King asks, “Well, Sir
Daniel, has your King reached a decision?”

Sir Daniel answers, “Yes. He has.”
“What say you then? Will you help us?” the King says

with much anticipation.
“That depends,” Sir Daniel replies, withholding his an-

swer.
“On what?” the King asks hesitantly.
Turning his attention towards the Princess, Sir Daniel

replies, “On whether or not the Princess approves.”
Johanna remains silent for a moment, caught off guard

and surprised that he would care about her opinion in such an
important matter. The silence is broken by King Ældor.

“Well, Johanna?”
The Princess, still surprised, answers blankly, “Uh, yes,

of course.”
With this, Sir Daniel finally answers, “Then I accept. I

will escort the Princess to the kingdom of Etheria.”
At this King Ældor thanks Daniel several times,

“Thank you, Sir Daniel. I am forever in your debt; we thank you
and your King. Now then, shall we let the feast begin?” he says,
reaching for a big, juicy turkey leg before being interrupted by
Johanna.

“Wait, Father.Wemust first ask the blessing on the food.”
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King Ældor fumbles around for words before agreeing,
“Oh, um, yes, right!”

Then Princess Johanna turns directly to Sir Daniel and
suggests that as there is a holy knight in their presence, he should
ask the blessing.

The King agrees, and Sir Daniel accepts with a nod. “It
would be an honor.”

And everyone around the lengthy dinner table bows
their heads as Sir Daniel begins to pray.

“God in heaven, bless this food which You have pro-
vided and bless also the fellowship around this table. Please
grant us safety and protection from our enemies. In the name of
Jesus I ask these things. ...Amen.”

With the close of Daniel’s prayer, everyone starts talk-
ing and passing various dishes of food around the long table.
Princess Johanna, disappointed in Daniel’s short and all-too-
simple prayer, mumbles to herself, “Must not have wanted the
food to get cold.”

The King, who is too involved with his own dinner,
pays no attention. But Sir Daniel, hearing the Princess’ com-
ment, replies in a low voice.

“The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effec-
tive. James 5:16’ 19 You know, prayer is not a competition; sim-
ple and complex prayers alike are both heard and answered by
God when prayed in faith.”

The Princess, still not impressed with this new knight,
asks sharply, “So tell me, Great Son of Henders, what does one
do to become a ‘holy’ knight?”

“Besides being a knight, one needs only to believe in
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Jesus Christ as his Savior, God, and King, and accept His word
as the authority on how to live his life.”

But Princess Johanna retorts, “How is this any differ-
ent from other knights who lay claim to the Christian faith?”

Sir Daniel replies sincerely, “Truthfully, Princess, there
should be no difference.”

“The difference is that Sir Daniel actually lives it,”
King Ældor interrupts, speaking up on Daniel’s behalf.

But the Princess, still unsure about this holy warrior
quickly changes the subject. “Right. So how is it that you came
to know my father?”

King Ældor interrupts once more, this time catching
the attention of everyone seated around the lengthy table. “I’ll
tell you how. It was during theAydrianWar, at the battle of Kay-
nesh. The smoke was thick, and slain bodies were strewn across
the battlefield. The carnage was devastating, and we were tak-
ing a pounding. The Great Son of Henders was among the allied
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companies that day and the finest warrior on the battlefield. He
was unequaled in strength and skill with a sword. I, on the other
hand, was in trouble. When he saw me struggling he came to
my aid. He fought off at least thirty men. Then, just as I was
about to meet my end, Sir Daniel threw himself in front of me,
taking the sword in my stead. I thought we were both dead men,
but to my amazement Sir Daniel kept on fighting with the sword
protruding straight out of his chest. It was so awesome a sight
that the enemy fled before him in sheer terror. If I had not wit-
nessed it with my own eyes, I would not have believed it. You
should have been dead, my friend.”

Sir Daniel, embarrassed and uncomfortable, explains
humbly, “I think your father has embellished the story a little.”

But the King insists, “Nonsense! Quit being modest. It
was exactly as I said. Sir Daniel saved my life that day and sin-
glehandedly turned the tide of battle in our favor. It was truly a
miracle from your God!”

“Aye, it was the Lord God that saved us that day,” Sir
Daniel agrees. At this, a few of the men around the table give a
hearty, “Amen.”

Putting down his fork, one of the knights at the table
asks Sir Daniel, “Do you mean to tell me that you are a descen-
dent of the legendary Lord David Henders? The mighty warrior
who fought off Count Vladimous, putting an end to the last dark
age and ridding our land of the dragons over two hundred years
ago?” But before Daniel can respond, KingÆldor speaks for him.

“That is right!” he boasts.
At this, another knight joins in, “Then the stories are

true? They are not just myths and legends.”
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“That all depends on what you have heard,” Daniel
replies.

There is a lull in the conversation for a few moments as
everyone reflects on the King’s story and digests the latest facts
about Sir Daniel.

“Sir Daniel, I would like you to meet my newly ap-
pointed commander, General Rolyam,” King Ældor introduces.
“He will be accompanying you and the Princess to Etheria.

“It is an honor to actually meet you, Great Son of Hen-
ders,” General Rolyam says, wiping his mouth with his napkin.

The general is a lanky, middle-aged man with a short
beard. He does not look as if he has seen much battle. Nonethe-
less, his attire is decorated handsomely with many awards and
medals.

“Now about tomorrow,” King Ældor continues. “Sir
Daniel, you, General Rolyam, and some of my royal guards will
escort Johanna to the Kingdom of Etheria aboard my mightiest
and fastest battleship.”

“I do not think that would be wise,” Daniel advises.
“One of your battleships will only draw attention. And if Count
Vladimir were to see one of your flagships, he would surely tar-
get it for an attack.”

General Rolyam agrees, adding, “Yes. Even pirates
would like a chance at some royal plunder. We should keep our
journey a secret if we want success.”

Daniel nods his head and continues. “Yes, and that is
why I have made arrangements for passage on a smaller mer-
chant vessel. Its captain is a personal friend of mine.”

General Rolyam agrees. “Again, I support Sir Daniel if
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it is a fast ship.”
King Ældor, satisfied with what he hears, replies, “Very

well, it’s settled then. I leave everything in your very capable
hands, Sir Daniel. Rest well tonight for you will depart first thing
in the morning. And I thank you again.”

Swirling the goblet of wine around in her hand,
Princess Johanna speaks up. “Yes, thank you, Sir Daniel, for
your help. But I wonder: since I am not a King, would the Great
Son of Henders be willing to take a sword for me?”

Sir Daniel turns and looks confidently into her beauti-
ful eyes and says solemnly, “I pray it never comes to that,
Princess.”

The genuine sincerity in Sir Daniel’s voice somehow
makes the Princess feel uncomfortable for having asked such a
question. Or maybe it is his passionate blue eyes, which seem to
be looking into her very soul, exposing her thoughts for what
they are, yet still answering her compassionately as if to know
what is weighing on her mind. Whatever it is, Johanna breaks
eye contact and dispenses with her questions. She is not used to
feeling uncomfortable in the presence of someone else. She is
after all a princess, and that feeling is reserved for others to ex-
perience in her presence. “Maybe there is something to this
knight after all,” she thinks to herself as she finishes out the rest
of dinner politely.
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Chapter V

The DARK SORCERER

Back in the ruined city of Vladmiria amidst the leaning
towers and crumbling walls, a thin, cloaked figure makes his
way down a few dark corridors. Coming to a large wooden door,
he enters through it. Inside lies the large gothic library of Count
Vladimir. The Count himself stands hidden between the aisles as
he flips through some old books. The cloaked figure speaks up
with his raspy voice to get his attention. “Count Vladimir.”

The sabre-toothed Count turns and identifies the
hooded sorcerer. “Ah, Maylor, look at this,” he says, lifting his
arms to showcase the books in his extensive library. “My li-
brary grows. I trust that the books we’ve gathered on alchemy
are aiding you in your sorcerer’s ways. Soon you will become
the most powerful warlock in all the land.And I, well, I will rule
it all.”

Maylor bows. “Yes, Count Vladimir. In fact, I have
come with important news. I have foreseen plans of a secret mis-
sion by the King of Avolon.”

Count Vladimir closes the ancient volume in his hands.
“Secret mission? Go on.”

“My Lord,” Maylor begins, “the King of Avolon plans
to send a small party to the Kingdom of Etheria to warn them of
us. I have seen them traveling by way of a small merchant ves-
sel. The Princess of Avolon herself will be aboard. She plans to
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convince the King of Etheria to join forces with Avolon and to
stand against us.”

Count Vladimir contemplates this new revelation for a
moment before responding. “The Princess, hmm? When will
they reach Etheria?”

“They leave on the morrow and will journey for several
days, my Lord.”

“This is helpful insight, Maylor. Now if there is noth-
ing more, you are dismissed.”

“But, my Lord, I am eager to test my newly acquired
abilities. Let me intercept the Princess and her party for you.”

“No.” Count Vladimir says reproachfully. “Lord
Geremy can handle this. I want you here, working on the fire
powder spell.”

Maylor does not like the fact that Count Vladimir has
given this important task to Lord Geremy, but nonetheless he
complies with his wishes. “Yes, my Lord.” Maylor says. He
bows, turns, and then exits the dim library through the large
wooden doors.

Outside the library with the doors closed
behind him, Maylor says quietly, “It looks like I
will have to conjure up a way to be in two
places at once. I must be the one to capture the
Princess and show Count Vladimir that there is
no need for that ogre Lord Geremy. He should
never have returned. After he is out of the way,
we can go back to our plans for ruling all the
lands in darkness. And I will regain my right-
ful place at Vladimir’s side. For I will be the
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most powerful warlock this world has ever seen. Ha ha ha ha
ha!” Maylor then starts back for his laboratory.

Upon entering the laboratory, Maylor calls for his ap-
prentice, searching him out through the smok-
ing vials, burning candles, and dusty books
that clutter the room. Finally, he sees his
robed apprentice pouring contents from a

bowl into a small jar.
“Ah! There you are,” Maylor says as he walks

over to greet the slim, bearded man. “How is the
work on the fire powder coming?”

The cloaked apprentice answers. “I have just
finished translating the missing portions of the spell. But there
is still much work to be done.”

“Good. Thanks to all these books on alchemy, we will
soon have no rivals,” Maylor says through his hooded mask.

The bearded apprentice agrees. “Yes, there is much to
be learned from such a vast collection of books.”

“Now I am going to need your help,” Maylor says as he
looks around the dank laboratory for a moment to make sure that
no one else is there listening. He spends a few moments whis-
pering the details to his apprentice then says, “You have learned
much. Do you think you are ready, my warlock brother?”

“Yes, of course,” the robed man answers.
They walk over to a large bookshelf against the wall.

Maylor reaches for one of the books on the shelf entitled The
Secret of Passage Interpretation. He pulls the book until it
clicks, then he pushes on the bookshelf and it opens up to a hid-
den passageway. The two enter into the passage, closing the
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bookshelf behind them.

Back in the dismal library amongst the many books and
dreary shadows, Count Vladimir is joined by Lord Geremy, the
black Knight of Lore. Count Vladimir relays Maylor’s premo-
nition of King Ældor’s plans against them and the fact that the
Princess will be making the journey.

“Can we trust the wizard?” Lord Geremy responds.
“No. But we must not underestimate his abilities.

Though he is not one of us, he is a strong asset. Had it not been
for his foresight, we would never have intercepted King Ældor’s
message to the Kingdom of Tremond. And they would be in-
volved now much earlier than anticipated, leaving us with our
hands full.”

“Agreed,” Lord Geremy says. “But I feel that he’s hid-
ing something from us.”

“I will have Maylor here working on the fire powder
where I can keep an eye on him. You just need to stop the
Princess and her party before they can reach Etheria and join
their forces against us.”

“Understood. I will take my ship and intercept them.
And with the Princess in our clutches, King Ældor will surely
surrender the throne of Avolon in exchange for the safe release
of his one and only daughter, the last heir of Avolon.”

Count Vladimir laughs evilly with delight through his
vampire-like skull. “Excellent! It’s good to have you back, Lord
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Geremy. Go and take the Princess captive.”
“It will be done,” Lord Geremy says. The dark Lord of

Lore turns and leaves the large gothic library followed by sev-
eral of his men.

Shortly thereafter, out on the edge of the crumbling
Vladmirian empire facing the Sea of Mephasis, Lord Geremy
walks across the pier towards his ship. Several of his men follow
behind him as they pass by several of the large, prestigious Vlad-
mirian battleships docked along the pier until they come to it–
the mother of all ships.

Bearing the name “Sea Cloud” and armed to the hilt,
this enormous battleship dwarfs all the other ships docked at the
pier. In fact, it is actually two massive battleships bridged to-
gether as one gargantuan vessel. Joined like a pair of siamese
twins, the two ships float in the water side by side, sharing a sin-
gle helm. At the tail end of the ship, two giant, mill-like pro-
pellers are rigged for extra propulsion.And behind them are two
gigantic rudder fins which run the full height of the ship, from
the top of the propeller mills down into the depths of the water.

As they approach the colossal twin ship, a feeling of
insignificance comes over the soldiers following along behind
Lord Geremy as they face the sheer size of the vessel. Both sides
of the ship have at least four decks below, and the helm itself is
two decks high. Judging from the size of the ship, it could eas-
ily house a small city.

As they get closer, the former names of the once inde-
pendent ships, which make up the massive vessel, can be seen
on the inward sides of the ships’ hulls. The names of the two
ships sharply contrast each other. One ship reads “Salvation”
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and the other “Desolation.”
The ship’s origins are a mystery. No one seems to know

who built it or where it came from. But rumor has it that the dark
Lord Geremy obtained the ship during his travels afar and that
every ship who has come against her has found itself at the bot-
tom of the sea. The ship is known to be Lord Geremy’s personal
floating kingdom.

Lord Geremy boards the twin battleship followed by
his men. He orders one of the captains to shove off, and the
Vladmirian captain makes the appropriate preparations. A short
while later the gigantic vessel departs from the pier and sails
away from the leaning towers of Vladmiria. Leaving the dark
empire behind them, the Sea Cloud heads into the open waters
of the Sea of Mephasis in search of the Avolonian Princess.
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Chapter VI

CHRIS the PIRATE

The next morning at the busy docks ofAvolon, sailors,
fishermen, merchants, and traders go about their daily business.
Ship sails line the small Avolonian port. A strong breeze comes
in off the sea carrying the foul smell of fish on the air. Stacks of
crates are scattered around the docks as Sir Daniel and Princess
Johanna, along with General Rolyam and a small group of royal
guards, search the port for their ship and its captain.

The Princess, not used to having to search for her trans-
portation, becomes a little impatient. “I don’t think I can take
this awful smell anymore. Where is this ship? And where is its
captain? ”

“Don’t worry, he’s here,” Sir Daniel reassures her. “If
we noticed him right away, then that would defeat the purpose
of trying to keep our journey a secret.”

General Rolyam agrees, “That’s right, we don’t want to
attract any unwanted attention.”

“I wish someone would have told them that,” Sir
Daniel says, looking back at the small group of royal guards
dressed in brightly colored uniforms carrying the Princess’ bags
and belongings. Their flashy attire stands out against the mud-
dled surroundings of the docks and merchant boats.

General Rolyam, looking back at the guards for a mo-
ment, apologizes. “Sorry, a minor oversight.” Just then a tall,
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muscle-clad buccaneer steps forward and interrupts. “Nice
pearls, my lady,” he says, speaking to the Princess.

Sir Daniel, recognizing the voice, turns to greet him.
“Chris! Or should I say captain? How are you my friend? ”

“I’m good. How are you?” Chris says. The two give
each other a firm handshake and then a heartfelt hug.

Princess Johanna and General Rolyam just watch as Sir
Daniel and Chris, their apparent captain, greet one another. Chris
is tall and rugged– a bit bigger than even Sir Daniel– and look-
ing a little older, too. Wearing a tattered vest and a bandanna on
his head, he doesn’t exactly look like a typical captain. In fact,
he looks more like a standard, run-of-the-mill pirate than a cap-
tain, complete with earings, tattoos, and a falchion-style sword
at his side.

Beneath his bandanna is brown, shoulder-length hair.
Hanging across his chest like a sash is a large-buckled, leather
belt which matches his leather buckled boots. What looks like a
strange celtic-looking symbol, encircled by an intricate design,
is tattooed on his upper left arm.

“It’s great to see you again, my friend. It’s been quite
a while,” Chris says with a crooked smile.

“Yes, it has, much too long,” Daniel replies eagerly.
“So how’s business going for you?”

“It’s good,” Chris answers with his booming voice.
“We’ve been hitting a couple islands off the coast. Haven’t run
into any real trouble yet, at least nothing we couldn’t handle.
What about you? What’s been happening?”

Before Daniel can answer, the Princess clears her throat
to remind him that they are still standing there.
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Sir Daniel apologizes, then starts introducing them.
“Forgive me. This is my old friend Christopher T. Ian, our cap-
tain. Chris, this is Johanna, Princess of Avolon, and this is Gen-
eral Rolyam.”

“It’s a pleasure to meet you, Princess,” Chris, replies
in his best formal voice. “My crew is ready and able. We’re pre-
pared to shove off as soon as you are.”

Johanna glances around the port for a moment, then
asks, “So where is your ship? Which one is it?”

“You’re looking at it. Welcome to the Fish Hook,”
Chris says, pointing a thumb at the worn cargo ship docked be-
hind him.

The vessel is pretty old and smaller than most of the
cargo ships docked in the port. Patches of new boards stand out
against the old wood, marking recent repairs to the ship’s hull.
A large harpoon-like hook adorns the masthead of the ship. But,
despite the ship’s rugged appearance, it does seem to be in work-

ing order and just big enough for their needs.
“That!?” Johanna says in disbelief.

“It’s so small.” Adding sarcasm to insult
she continues. “It’s practically a fishing
boat. We’ll never make there it in that.”

“Hey, easy, that’s my ship.” Chris
says.
Sir Daniel replies to the Princess

simply. “We will, and we are. Now let’s
get moving.”

Chris bows with an outstretched arm and says,
“Right this way,” thus revealing that he has a hook in
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place of his right hand. Johanna gasps at the sight. Chris, notic-
ing her reaction, says jokingly, “Pretty stylish don’t you think?
I tried it on once, and I’ve been hooked ever since.”

With the mood lightened a bit, Johanna playfully rolls
her eyes at Chris’ bad pun, then boards the small ship.

General Rolyam boards the ship next, appearing some-
what disappointed. “Well, no one is going to recognize us in
this,” he says to himself.

Chris watches the royal guards curiously as they march
up the boarding ramp in their ridiculous uniforms, then says to
Daniel, “What’s with the royal jesters? I thought we were trying
not to attract any attention to ourselves.”

Sir Daniel, implying that he had no choice in the mat-
ter, says, “They’re the royal guards.”

“Want me to have them thrown overboard once we’re
out to sea?” Chris says jokingly as the two board the ship to-
gether.

Moments later, as everyone gets settled on the main
deck, Christopher shouts a few orders to his crew, and they start
hoisting anchors, untying ropes, and setting sails as they prepare
to disembark from the docks of Avolon.

With Chris preoccupied with his crew, Princess Jo-
hanna turns to Sir Daniel and says, “Where did you find this
guy? He’s a pirate. We can’t trust him.”

At this General Rolyam chimes in. “Yes, do tell.”
“He’s not a pirate.” Daniel explains, “He’s my friend.

Don’t worry he may look a little rough, but he will get us to
Etheria. Trust me.”

Johanna sighs. “All right, if you say so.”
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General Rolyam, unsure of what to call their new cap-
tain, tries getting his attention, “Chris? I mean, Captain Christo-
pher? Captain Ian, Sir?”

“Chris or Christopher will do,” he says with his back
turned, securing some of the rigging. “Or some people call me
Hook,” he adds.

Stunned, Johanna and General Rolyam just look at one
another.

General Rolyam says to himself, “Captain...”
“...Hook?!” Johanna unwittingly finishes. Then whis-

pering to Daniel, “You said he wasn’t a pirate.”
Chris, just finishing with the rigging, turns back

around. “Oh, have you heard of me?”
Just then another pirate-looking man with dark skin

wearing tan cut-off pants and an old sleeveless shirt walks onto
the main deck. Underneath his mop of dread locks and around
his head is an eye patch made from weaved hemp covering one
of his eyes. Chris introduces the dark-skinned man.

“This is Gideon, my first mate. He will keep an eye on
you and get you anything you need.”

Princess Johanna rolls her eyes again at another of
Chris’ puns as he continues on. “Gideon will see you to your
quarters. They’re not much to look at, but the journey should go
quickly.” Then he gives Gideon a nod.

Gideon, obviously having a sense of humor, salutes
Chris with his hand up to his good eye. “Aye-Eye Cap’n,” he
says, then turns to Sir Daniel and his party. “This way.”

Gideon leads Sir Daniel and the rest of his group off
the main deck and down some steps to the cabins below.
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Princess Johanna whispers to Daniel, “What is it here?
Is there some sort of code that states you have to be maimed in
order to be a member of the crew?”

Sir Daniel ignores the Princess’ cutting remarks and in-
quires of the first mate, “So, Gideon, have you sailed with the
captain long?”

“Oh, yes.” Gideon replies. “I’ve
been aboard since the very first mission. Me
and Fingers over there,” nodding at another
man, who gives them a three-fingered
wave as they pass by. Two of his fin-
gers are missing from his left hand.
General Rolyam and a few of his
men give a dumbfounded stare
at yet another disfigured crew member.

After walking down a short hall-
way, Gideon leads them to a small cabin. “This is our guest quar-
ters, Princess. Make yourself at home. I know, it’s no royal suite,
but I hope that you will find it comfortable nonetheless. The rest
of us will be down the hall if you need anything.”

“Thank you,” Johanna says as she enters the quaint lit-
tle room and starts to look around.A few of the royal guards fol-
low her in and set down a large trunk full of the Princess’
belongings, along with a couple of bags.

“The rest of you, follow me,” Gideon orders. They all
start back down the hallway leaving the Princess alone in her
quarters. Gideon, Sir Daniel, General Rolyam, and the royal
guards all come to a large room at the other end of the hallway.

“Welcome to what we here on the Fish Hook call, the
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Rack Room,” Gideon says as he adjusts the patch over his eye.
Gideon opens the door, and Sir Daniel steps into the large room
only to see that it is completely filled with hanging hammocks.

“Pick your bunks, men,” Gideon says, almost too en-
thusiastically.

Sir Daniel, General Rolyam, and the rest of the men
pick out their hammocks and begin unloading their belongings.
Daniel climbs in and tries out his swinging bunk. He sways back
and forth for a few moments, relaxing, while the rest of the men
get settled. He starts to thinks about how nice it is to see his old
friend again and looks forward to their journey to Etheria, when
suddenly, a loud scream comes from down the hall. General
Rolyam and a few men stop and turn their heads at the sound.

“The Princess!” Sir Daniel exclaims.
Daniel jumps from his bunk and rushes down the hall

towards the Princess’ cabin, with Gideon, General Rolyam, and
the rest of the men right behind him. When they get there they
find the Princess standing outside of her quarters in the arms of
the Captain.

“What’s going on, Chris?” Daniel asks.
“Yeah, we heard a scream,” Gideon adds.
“There is someone in my room,” Johanna explains. “I

saw him. That’s when I screamed and ran out.”
Chris looks down at the frightened princess and reas-

sures her. “Don’t worry, we’ll check it out. You just stay here.”
He pauses for a moment, then turns to Sir Daniel. “Daniel?” he
says, implying that he’d rather not do this alone.

Daniel, getting his meaning, replies. “Right!” Then
turns to the Princess and says, “You’ll be safe out here.” Daniel
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draws his sword, then enters the Princess’ cabin with Chris right
behind him.

Inside, the room is not very big and is poorly lit with
only a single lantern and a small window to provide light. They
both search opposite sides of the room for a moment, though
there is not much to see.Abed, a dresser, a mirror, and a covered
chair in the corner.

Whispering to Chris, Sir Daniel asks, “Do you see any-
thing?”

“No.” Chris answers in a low voice. “Wait!” he says,
hearing something rustle in the far corner. He moves closer to-
wards the sound where he finds a large covered chair. He looks
at the white sheet covering the chair for a moment, then grabs
it and pulls it away.

“What is it?” Daniel asks.
“Just a chair,” Chris replies. “There’s nothing in here.”

But just then another noise comes from behind the chair.
“Wait!” Chris reaches into the corner to feel behind the chair.
“What do we have here?!” he says as he pulls something out
from behind the chair.

“Hey! Let go of me!” a young boy cries out.
“A stowaway, aye!” Chris says, holding the boy off the

ground by his shirt.
The young boy struggles a bit, then yells, “Let go of

me. Put me down, ya big turd!”
Daniel recognizes the boy. “Hey, you’re the boy from

the castle. The one who was with the man from Brendinheim.”
“You know this boy?” Chris asks.
“Sort of, he was from the village that was attacked by
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Vladmirian troops. I saw him back in the royal palace.”
Outside the room, Johanna, Gideon, General Rolyam,

and a few other guards and crew members wait eagerly for Sir
Daniel and Chris when the door opens suddenly and two emerge
with the young boy.

“It’s all clear now,” Chris says to everyone outside
waiting. “But it appears that we have a little stowaway,” he says,
still holding onto the boy.

The young boy’s black hair is short and scattered. He
has a few dirty smudges on his face, and his white shirt is so
dingy that it looks almost beige. His brown trousers are old and
worn and have a few holes in them.

Princess Johanna recognizes the boy as well and says,
“Hey, you’re the boy from Brendinheim. What are you doing
here?”

“Well, when I was at the castle, I saw Sir Daniel, the
Great Son of Henders, and I wanted to become his page,” the
boy explains. “Then he could teach me to become a great knight
just like he is, but I figured he’d say no, so I decided to just fol-
low him.”

“You followed us?” Johanna says.
“Yeah, sorry. I didn’t mean to frighten you.”
“I’m more concerned about you,” Johanna
replies. “Where are your parents? They must

be worried.”
“I don’t have any parents,” the boy

replies. “At least not anymore.”
“You got a name, boy?” Chris asks.
“My name is Max,” the boy answers.
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Chris turns to Daniel “Well, what should we do with
your little stalker? Throw him in the brig or toss him over the
side?”

At this Max becomes angry. “All I wanted was to learn
how to become a knight so that I could defend my town from
those creeps who attacked our village and killed my mother!”

“I am so sorry about your mother,” Johanna replies.
Sir Daniel interrupts and says, “You are a very brave

young lad. But you have taken a great risk in following us. We
are on a secret mission to stop the forces that attacked your vil-
lage and your mother. And we are en route to a far off kingdom
and cannot turn back. So it looks like you will just have to come
along with us for now. But first, let’s show you to your quarters
and then get you something to eat.”

“All right! Thank you!” Max shouts. Then gaining con-
trol of his enthusiasm, he tones it down a bit. “I mean, uh, yes,
Sir Daniel.”

“All right, lad.” Chris says, giving his approval, then
turns to his first mate, “Gideon, show Max to his bunk and then
take him to the mess hall.” Turning back to Max, “Don’t worry,
kid, Gideon will keep a good eye on you.”

Max turns around to see a dark-skinned man with long
black braids readjust the patch over his eye. The Princess lets
out a small groan, rolling her eyes again at the same old joke.

“This way, boy,” Gideon says, walking towards the
Rack Room, as Max follows behind him.

With all the commotion over now, Sir Daniel turns and
asks, “Are you going to be all right, Princess?”

“Yes, I’ll be fine,” she says, looking at Daniel with her
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beautiful eyes, “...and thank you.” She then re-enters her cabin
and closes the door.

Everyone else breaks up and goes back to what they
were doing before all the excitement began. All except Sir
Daniel and Chris, who head up to the main deck of the ship rem-
iniscing along the way.

“You know, this reminds me of the good old days.”
Chris says to Daniel as they both climb the set of steps to the
main deck.

“It sure does,” Daniel replies.
“Hey,” Chris says, starting into an old story. “Remem-

ber when we tried to sneak into Holdenberg through the cul-
verts? But your horse got sick and started yakking up all over the
place. It made so much noise, that it tipped off the guard, and he
came running around that corner and slipped in it.”

“Oh, yeah,” Daniel says nodding his head as Chris con-
tinues talking.

“Yeah, he went head first, straight down to the bottom
of the culvert, where he smashed open the door for us with his
head, knocking himself out cold.” Chris pauses for a moment
before starting again. “Man, we must have freed fifteen slaves
that day. God truly works in mysterious ways.”

“Yes, He surely does,” Daniel says in full agreement.
“And if I remember correctly, your horse got sick a day later and
yakked on the village elder.”

“That’s right. Boy, was that ever a sight to see!” The
two laugh for a bit before Chris continues. “So, Daniel, tell me
more about this quest you’re on. It doesn’t sound like you to be
escorting anyone around when there is a battle brewing, espe-
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cially when it involves Count Vladimir. You must be getting
some heavenly riches for this one.And the Princess, wow!What
a Cleopatra. Does she know about you? Be honest, I want to
hear it all. Don’t leave anything out.”

Daniel gives in to Chris’ jabberings. “All right. All
right, my friend. And, no, the princess does not know. It’s prob-
ably for the best if she doesn’t find out either.”

“I know it’s hard for you to let anyone get close to
you,” Chris says, “and how complicated a relationship might be
for you. But you don’t have to deprive yourself. It never stopped
your father. He took the good with the bad and was a better man
for it. Just look how you turned out. And from the way you
talked he never regretted a moment of it.”

“I know, and you’re right.” Daniel replies before side-
tracking on about their mission and the new Vladmirian threat.

Sir Daniel and Chris spend the rest of the evening
catching up on their friendship, talking, laughing, and sharing
old stories, reminiscing as the small cargo ship makes its way out
across the sea towards the Kingdom of Etheria.

In her room, a homesick Princess sits on her bed star-
ing at her shiny gold medallion. Looking at the picture of the
Avolonian castle engraved on it, she realizes that it is all she has
left of home now. She has never been away from home like this
before. Sure she’s been out of the kingdom before but never
without her father and a large royal entourage. Her only comfort
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now, is in the faint laughter of Sir Daniel and Chris that she hears
coming from the decks above. Listening to their laughter makes
her feel safe somehow and puts her mind at peace with her new
surroundings and the journey ahead of her. She lays her head
down on her soft pillow and slowly drifts off to sleep for the
night.
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Chapter VII

A SEA of WOES

On the Sea of Mephasis, Lord Geremy’s massive twin
battleship, the Sea Cloud, sails through the choppy waters of the
deep in search of the Princess of Avolon. Hoping to catch her
before she can reach Etheria and join their forces together
against them, the dark Lord of Lore stands at the helm with one
of the ship’s captains.

The captain rummages through some old maps at one
of the ship’s wheels. Lord Geremy stands silently in deep
thought, his black cape covering his body completely as it drapes
down to the wood plank deck. He looks out across the sea
through the slotted visor of his spiked helmet, contemplating the
likelihood of finding the Princess’ ship in the vastness of the
ocean. He watches the waves of the sea roll and crash against it-
self for a while before coming to an idea. Breaking from his
silent gaze he turns suddenly and walks towards the captain and
orders, “Captain, plot a new course.”

Pointing to a longitude on one of the tattered maps in
front of the captain, he says, “We are going here.”

The captain, not sure of what Lord Geremy is trying to
accomplish, interjects. “But, my Lord? That will...” But he
stops, catching himself before questioning Lord Geremy’s or-
ders fully. “Uh, yes, my Lord.”

“Take to the air,” Lord Geremy commands. “We will be
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able to cover a greater distance.”
“Yes, my Lord,” the Captain answers then turns and

calls to the first mate. “Take to the skies!”
The first mate in turn shouts the orders to the rest of

the crew. “You heard him, men, take to the skies! Take to the
skies!”

At the command, crew members fall into positions, un-
tying sails, pulling levers, and securing riggings. Soon both
decks of the twin vessel become an extensive system of ropes
and pulleys as its sails fill up with air until they become enor-
mous balloons.

At the back of the ship two men turn a large valve and
falling water starts to move the two giant, mill-like propellers
fashioned to the rear. As crew members rush back and forth car-
rying out various duties, the black Lord of Lore looks on in si-
lence with the evil grin of his helmet.

The captain addresses Lord Geremy. “We will be air-
borne by morning, my Lord.”

Lord Geremy, pleased by their work, says, “Good, cap-
tain. Inform me of any changes in our progress.”

“Yes, right away, my Lord,” the captain responds,
though Lord Geremy has already begun walking away from him,
his black cape flowing behind him as he takes his leave.

Elsewhere in a star-filled night, the sound of snoring is
heard from the crows’ nest of the Fish Hook. High above the
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sails, Gideon snores obnoxiously with his unpatched eye wide
open, staring straight up into the night sky.Waking himself with
his own snorting, he lifts his head of thick dreadlocks and looks
around with the same wide-eyed stare. Realizing he can’t see
anything, he quickly switches his patch from his good eye back
over to his bad one, covering the motionless bum eye.

Able to see now, he looks around and notices some-
thing on the sea in the distance. He grabs his spyglass to get a
closer look. Holding the long reed-like telescope up to his good
eye, Gideon sees a disturbing image. He then reaches for a
nearby rope. Jumping out from the height of the crows’ nest, he
slides down to the main deck and rushes off.

Moments later, below in the captain’s quarters where
Chris is fast asleep, Gideon barges in
through the door. “Captain! Wake up!”

Chris, getting his wits about
him, starts, “Wha? Gideon? What’s
wrong?”

“There is a Vladmirian bat-
tleship on the horizon,” Gideon says.

“What?!” Chris says, “Let’s
go have a look.” The two head up for the main deck. Once top-
side, Chris checks out the situation with the telescope. The small
speck on the horizon suddenly looms through the glass lens.
“Yep! It’s a Vladmirian battleship all right, and there’s the pointy
headed Maylor, Vladimir’s wizard. I wonder what they’re doing
out here? They shouldn’t have any problem with a small mer-
chant ship sailing these waters. We’ll just hold our course for
now.”
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“Right,” Gideon says. “Should I alert the others?”
“Not yet. Let’s wait and see if they change their head-

ing,” Chris answers.
Chris and Gideon spend an anxious hour taking turns

checking on the battleship with the spyglass. But the only visi-
ble change is in the size of the battleship as it gets closer to them.
Finally, Gideon says, “It looks like they are changing their
course.” He then hands the telescope to Chris.

“They are,” Chris says looking through the lens, “and
they’re heading right for us. Go wake Sir Daniel.”

“Aye, Captain!” Gideon says, rushing off again, this
time to wake Sir Daniel.

In the far distance, aboard the main decks of the Vlad-
mirian battleship, the cloaked sorcerer Maylor stands with the
Vladmirian captain.

“Maylor, we are closing in on them,” the Vladmirian
captain says.

“Good. Act as if we are going to pass them by, then
cross their stern. They’ll be caught off guard and will be totally
defenseless. Then we will destroy them,” Maylor replies through
his hooded mask. “King Ældor’s secret little mission will end
here. I want that ship sunk!”

“With all due respect, a small merchant ship like that
will have little or no weapons at all. A head-on attack would be
more than sufficient,” the Vladmirian captain suggests.
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“No, this particular ship is not a threat to us. I just want
to totally crush and annihilate them. No one shall oppose us,”
Maylor gloats.

The Vladmirian captain nods his head in agreement.
“Yes, of course.”

Maylor goes on to tell the Vladmirian captain to have
the men ready the catapults and wait for his signal. The captain
does so, and Vladmirian soldiers rush about setting and loading
the catapults as they prepare for battle.

Maylor now thinks to himself, “Count Vladimir will be
most pleased when he finds that I have destroyed the enemy’s
plans, and, most importantly, shown up that cursed Lord
Geremy.”

On the Fish Hook, Sir Daniel and Gideon are just get-
ting up to the main deck with Chris to see what is happening. Sir
Daniel asks curiously, “What’s going on?” as he combs his fin-
gers through his hair to get it out of his face.

Chris answers grimily. “It’s a Vladmirian war class bat-
tleship, heading straight for us, and the wizard, Maylor, is
aboard.”

“The sorcerer’s magic!” Gideon says urgently. “Maybe
he knows about us.”

“Lies, tricks, and deceit are a wizard’s only magic.” Sir
Daniel relpies. “I doubt he would know about us.”

“All the same, they’re coming right at us,” Chris ex-
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plains.
“Well,” Gideon offers, “you did say that Count

Vladimir had been attacking small villages. Maybe we are a tar-
get.”

“Or maybe they’re just bored and want to have a look,”
Chris counters.

After more words, Daniel suggests that they move out
of the battleship’s way and see what happens, and Chris agrees.
Sir Daniel looks up into the starry night sky and prays a short
prayer, “Lord God, please see us through this.”

“Amen.” Chris and Gideon say in unison.
The three wait to see what happens. Gideon takes an-

other look through the telescope. “It looks like they are going to
pass us,” he says.

Chris grabs the telescope with hope. “He’s right; good
eye, Gideon. They’ll pass a little close, but it does appear they’ll
go right past us.” Then he adds confidently, “Must have just
wanted to take a look.”

But as the Vladmirian battleship starts to pass, Daniel
looks through the telescope. “Wait, something is definitely not
right, their men are in battle positions.”

“Awake the crew!” Chris orders.
“Yes, Captain,” Gideon says as he rushes off a third

time to alert the rest of the crew.
Just then the massive warship starts to turn. “They’re

getting ready to cross our T,” Chris says to Daniel in a raised
voice as Gideon starts ringing the ship’s alarm bell in the back-
ground.

“Don’t worry. I’ve specially modified this ship my-
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self,” Chris says. “Most ships, even battleships, are not equipped
with weapons on their stern, but mine is. They would have been
better off crossing our bow. Now they’ll be in for a bit of a sur-
prise. It won’t be enough to stop them, but maybe we can hold
them off long enough to make an escape.” The two head for the
back of the small freighter. When they reach the rear, Daniel
sees an area covered with a large canvas tarp held down around
the edges by several barrels. Daniel remembers seeing this area
earlier when he first boarded the ship but assumed that it was
just supplies and cargo for trading.

“Come on! Help me get this up,” Chris says as the two
pull away the tarpaulin, revealing several catapults.

With the sound of the ship’s warning bell ringing in the
night, the Princess, her royal guards, Max, and the rest of the
crew all wake and rush to the main deck.

Upon seeing Sir Daniel, Johanna calls out to him.
“Daniel, what’s going on?”

“We’re under attack by a Vladmirian battleship,”
Daniel replies. “I don’t know how they know about us, but
they’re here.”

“Man the catapults!” Chris shouts. At his command,
the crew and royal guards rush to load the catapults as the giant
warship pulls around, crossing their stern.As soon as his men are
ready, Chris orders, “Fire!!”

Across the short distance of water that separates the
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two ships, Maylor gloats to himself aboard the battleship’s main
decks. “This is almost too easy. They’re just sitting there wait-
ing to meet their doom.” Suddenly several large boulders whis-
tle through the air from the back of the small merchant vessel.
Maylor watches in astonishment through the darkened eye-holes
of his hood as the boulders smash into his battleship, punching
holes in its side, sending Vladmirian soldiers overboard into the
waves below. Maylor, caught completely off guard, shouts an-
grily, “Return fire, you fools! Fire!”

The catapults of the battleship release a hail
storm of huge, iron-spiked balls onto the

small merchant ship, taking out half of the
Fish Hook’s catapults and ripping huge holes

in the tail end of the small ship, killing several of
the royal guards along with some of Chris’s crew.

“We’re not going to last very long against that battle-
ship,” Daniel says to Chris.

Gideon, noticing the battleship starting to turn again,
yells, “They’re pulling around to our starboard side!”

“They’re circling us!” Daniel shouts.
“When they get to the front, we will be totally de-

fenseless,” Chris says grimly.
“If we last that long.” Gideon adds.
“Man the starboard catapults!” Chris shouts.
The men all rush from the back of the ship to the side

of the boat to load the catapults. At Chris’s command, they re-
lease the catapults, firing a volley of boulders at the battleship,
which is now sailing parallel in the water with the Fish Hook.
The boulders smash into the battleship’s hull but seem to do lit-
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tle damage to the vessel. The small cargo ship is dwarfed by the
size of the Vladmirian battleship as the two ships sail side by
side.Another series of spiked boulders leap from the deck of the
battleship and tear into the small freighter, leaving its sides
strewn with holes.

Aboard the Vladmirian battleship, Maylor orders, “Get
ahead of them and cross their bow; they will be completely help-
less.”

“Yes, Maylor,” the Captain says, then shouts the orders
to the crew. The crew, in turn, starts adjusting sails and chang-
ing the rigging. Soon the battleship picks up speed and starts to
pull ahead of the small cargo ship.

“I have you now,” Maylor says to himself.

On the main decks of the Fish Hook the crew begins to
panic as Chris and Daniel take notice of Maylor’s strategy.

“They’re too fast. They are pulling away from us,”
Daniel says. “They’re preparing to cross our bow.”
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“We’re no match for that ship.” Chris adds. “We need
a new strategy. This ship is not going to make it.”

“Maybe we can use that to our advantage,” Sir Daniel
replies.

“What do you have in mind?” Chris asks.
Daniel gives him a clever grin. “Full sails, my friend.”
“Right,” Chris says, realizing what Daniel is suggest-

ing. He then turns to his first mate. “Gideon, increase speed, then
get some of the men to set fire to the bow. After that, get to the
escape boats.”

“Aye, Captain!” Gideon responds without question.
Chris turns back to Daniel and says, “Take the Princess

and the others and get to the lifeboats. I’ll come just as soon as
I’m sure we’re going to hit.”

Daniel grabs the Princess and Max and heads for the
lifeboats at the rear as Gideon and some of the crew members set
fire to the ship.

Chris guides his ship through the waves with his hook
on the wheel. He steers straight for the battleship, which has now
crossed their path in the water ahead.

Maylor waits for his prey to come within range of his
catapults. Noticing the fire which has broken out on the small
cargo ship, Maylor laughs contemptuously. “Look at them. That
fire is out of control. They’ll go down in flames to their watery
graves.”
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Alarmed, the Vladmirian captain interrupts Maylor’s
musing. “It looks like they’re picking up speed.”

Beneath his hood Maylor blinks at the coming ship.
“What?! They’re trying to ram us!”

“That’s suicide?” the Vladmirian captain says before
ordering his men to fire at will. At this, the warship starts firing
sporadically, pelting the fiery vessel in hopes of sinking it before
it can reach them. Blow after blow, sections of the cargo ship’s
hull are blasted away but fails to stop the impending ship.

“Stop them!” Maylor yells in sheer helplessness.
The Vladmirian captain starts shouting orders. “In-

crease speed, evasive maneuvers!” But as soon as the orders
leave his lips, he realizes that it is already too late, they’re not
going to be able to avoid a collision. “They’re going to hit,” the
captain shouts “Brace for impact!”

Sir Daniel leads Princess Johanna, Max, and the re-
maining royal guards to the lifeboats at the rear of the ship. Upon
reaching them, Daniel looks around for a moment at the shred-
ded tail end of the ship, its frame decimated by catapult fire.
Miraculously, there are three small lifeboats left untouched.
Looking up to the sky, Daniel thanks God for the provisions He’s
left them.

“Daniel, what’s going on?What are we doing? Princess
Johanna asks.

“We’re going to ram them,” Daniel explains. “They
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will be crippled and have to head straight for the nearest port,
leaving us a way of escape in the lifeboats.”

“But what if they come after us anyway?” Max asks
earnestly.

“They won’t do that,” Daniel assures him.
“And why wouldn’t they do that?” Johanna persists.
“Because they will eventually sink, and we are not

worth that risk,” Daniel explains further. “Now take this boat
with your royal guards,” he says as the guards climb into the
lifeboat. “I will take the next one with the rest of the crew.”

“No way,” Johanna refuses. “I’m staying with you.”
“Yeah, me too!” Max exclaims.
“All right. You two are with me.” He then cuts the first

lifeboat of royal guardsmen loose. It splashes down into the
water, and the guards start rowing away from the tattered ship.
As Daniel helps Johanna and Max into the next lifeboat, Chris,
Gideon, and what’s left of the crew come running.

“Hurry, we don’t have much time,” Chris says, huffing
and puffing from his vigorous run to the rear of the ship.
“Gideon, you take the rest of the crew in that lifeboat, I’ll go
with Daniel.”

“Aye, sir,” Gideon says, then turns to join the other
crew members who are already filling the last lifeboat.

“Where is General Rolyam?” a worried Princess asks.
“Let’s hope he’s already made it off the ship,” Chris

says just before cutting loose their lifeboat. The two remaining
boats drop down into the water, one after the other, and make
their escape.

Chris’s fiery ship blazes through the water, its hook-
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like harpoon a sickle of flames as it rams into the large Vlad-
mirian warship– tearing an enormous hole in the side of its hull,
crippling the much larger battleship. The fire from the smaller
vessel soon spreads to the battleship, engulfing the opening in
flames. Chris’s crew and all the royal guards cheer at the success
of their escape as the large warship sits in the water locked with
the smaller merchant vessel wedged in its side.

After the impact, Maylor gets back to his feet and sur-
veys the devastation caused to his battleship.

“No! This can’t be happening!”
The Vladmirian captain, also getting to his feet, shouts

to one of his officers. “Damage reports?”
Another officer reports back to him. “We’re hit bad,

Captain. I don’t know how long we will make it.”
After assessing the damages himself, the Vladmirian

captain returns and reports to Maylor. “We are in serious risk of
sinking. We must head to the nearest port immediately.”

Maylor, angered at his failure, says to himself. “No!
No! How can this be happening?” Then Maylor turns to con-
front the captain about their situation.

“Captain, you are to take full responsibility for this un-
fortunate mishap. And you are not to mention my involvement
to anyone. Do I make myself clear?”

“But my lord...”
“I would hate to have to turn you into something un-
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pleasant,” Maylor threatens.
The captain gulps at his predicament and replies, “Uh,

yes, of course.”
“Now you’ll have to excuse me. I have other matters to

attend to,” Maylor says. He then takes a small pouch from his
belt and throws it to the ground where it bursts into a thick cloud
of dark smoke which envelops him completely. When the thick
smoke clears, the wizard is nowhere to be found– leaving the
Vladmirian captain with his failure.

Afloat in their lifeboats on the still waters, the survivors
of the Fish Hook contemplate what to do next. The large Vlad-
mirian battleship in the distance is far behind them now, just a
small fiery glow in the darkened night’s horizon.

“We made it. Now what?” the Princess asks.
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“Now,” Daniel pauses. “Now we pray.”
Chris nods in agreement and passes the message on to

Gideon in the other small lifeboat just a short distance across
the water. Gideon in turn notifies the other boat full of royal
guards. They all bow their heads beneath the starlit sky and start
to pray. Amid the desolate waves of the sea, the muffled sound
of prayers can be heard as the three lifeboats float aimlessly away.

Before long, the former crew and passengers of the
Fish Hook find themselves fast asleep in the night, cradled by
their boats in the ocean’s tides. Hours later, however, Daniel and
his companions are awakened by the uneasiness of the sea. The
wind whips back and forth as waves crash against the boats. The
moon and stars that once shone so clearly can no longer be seen
through the thick storm clouds which now cover the sky.

With a rumble of thunder it starts to rain. The passen-
gers of the three lifeboats become panic stricken as the waves
rise higher and higher. Soon the waves tower over the lifeboats
before crashing down on them, filling the boats with sea water
and drenching the passengers completely. A violent wave picks
up one of the boats filled with royal guardsmen and tosses it into
the air. Daniel, Chris, Johanna, and Max all watch helplessly as
it comes smashing down onto Gideon’s lifeboat of crew mem-
bers, sending its occupants into the choppy waters. A soaked
Princess shouts helplessly from her lifeboat in the midst of the
chaos. “Noooo!!”

Through the rain, Chris calls out to his first mate,
Gideon, who is somewhere in the roaring ocean. “Gideeooon!!”
Just then another powerful wave hits, capsizing their boat,
spilling Chris, Daniel, the Princess, and Max into the stormy sea
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as well.
As Sir Daniel surfaces the water, he looks around for

the Princess, but all he can see are crew members and broken
boards from the lifeboats scattered across the waves. Searching
the floating debris, Daniel can’t find the Princess anywhere.

“Johanna!” he calls over and over again, but the sound
of the waves and the aggression of the storm drown out the
sound of his voice. He swims over to a large piece of wood float-
ing in the water and turns it over, hoping to find her, but there is
nothing there. He searches the cold waters frantically until fi-
nally he sees her in the waves ahead.

Swimming to her aid he calls out, “Princess! Princess,
are you all right?!”

“Daniel! Help me!” she calls back to him as she strug-
gles to stay afloat in the raging sea.

“Hold on, Princess, I’m coming!” Daniel yells. Upon
reaching the Princess he sees Chris in the water ahead helping
Max climb on top of the capsized lifeboat. Daniel helps Johanna
swim to the up-turned boat and lifts her onto it with Max. With
men strewn across the ocean clinging to life on pieces of wood
and debris, Daniel and his party struggle desperately not to be
overtaken by the fury of the sea. With a few more peals of thun-
der, the rain begins to pour down hard on the forsaken travelers
caught in the treacherous storm.
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Chapter VIII

The CAPTAIN’S HOOK

In the Vladmirian Empire, the skulled Count makes his
way to Maylor’s laboratory. Opening the wooden door with an
erie creak, Vladimir enters and calls for the sorcerer. He looks
around the room of experiments and vials, but finds no trace of
the wizard. In fact, there is no trace of anyone amongst the dusty
books and burning candles. Vladimir, becoming somewhat an-
noyed, calls out once more, but still there is no response. He
starts back for the door, but stops at the sound of coming foot-
steps from an interior room of the laboratory.

“Who’s there?” a raspy voice calls.
Vladimir turns around and listens as the footsteps get

closer and closer until the silhouette of Maylor’s pointed hood
walks through a stone archway.

“My Lord, forgive me.” Maylor says. “To what do I
owe the honor?”

“I have come to see your progress on the fire powder,”
Vladimir says. “Now what have you come up with?”

Beneath his mask, Maylor smiles with delight. “My
Lord, you are just in time. I have just finished.” He picks up a
long staff-like object made of wood and metal and presents it to
the Count. The top of the staff is a lightly decorated metal cylin-
der with a long shaft which emerges from a piece of shaped
wood.
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“It looks like some sort of ridiculous walking stick,”
The Count says looking it over. “Explain yourself, Maylor. You
are supposed to be working on the fire powder. What is this?”

“Let me show you, my Lord.”
Maylor walks to the window and spots a Vladmirian

guard on a nearby tower turret. “That will do,” taking the staff,
he pours a small amount of the fire powder down inside the
metal cylinder at the head of the staff. Then he picks up a small
iron sphere and drops it down the metal barrel as well. He pulls
from his cloak a little scrap of cloth and a thin iron rod and jams
the cloth down into the barrel with the rod.

Vladimir watches intently, studying Maylor's every
move. Noticing a small wick sticking out from the shaped wood
staff, he watches carefully as Maylor lights the fuse on a burn-
ing candle. Returning to the window, Maylor takes aim at the
guard on the next tower. Count Vladimir watches eagerly as the
wick burns down into the staff and BOOM! Through the smoke
from the explosive blast, Vladimir watches as the guard on the
next tower grabs his chest and falls over the side.

“And that is what I call a magician’s staff,” Maylor
says smugly.

“Excellent work. You’ve done well, Maylor,” Vladimir
says with delight. “I want you to mass produce this immediately.
These weapons should be in the hands of my Vladmirian army
when we march against Avolon.”
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“But, my Lord, only a highly trained sorcerer can use
a weapon such as this,” Maylor cautions, secretly disliking the
thought of sharing his mystical secrets with anyone.

“Nonsense. After what I have just witnessed, anyone
could use this weapon with a little training,” Vladimir insists be-
fore continuing on. “I will have an army of wizard warriors.
Now begin mass production immediately.” At Maylor’s hesita-
tion, Vladimir adds, “Is there a problem with this?”

“No, of course not. I will begin at once, my Lord.”
Maylor bows obediently to the Count, despite his own conflict
of interest.

“Good. Keep me informed of your progress. That will
be all,” Vladimir orders, then turns and exits the stone labora-
tory.

The next morning in a blue, cloud-filled sky, an enor-
mous vessel emerges from one of the large clouds. It’s Lord
Geremy’s battleship, the Sea Cloud. It sails through the morning
sky far above the ocean below. Floating through the atmosphere,
the colossal twin ship hangs from a series of gigantic balloons.
Clouds pass by as the two massive fan-like propellers move the
ship through the air. On the main deck, one of the captains re-
ports their progress to Lord Geremy through the strong whistling
of the winds.

“We are on schedule, my Lord,” he says in a loud voice
as the wind whips across his face. “According to these maps, we
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should be there by tomorrow evening, my Lord,” He says, re-
ferring to the tattered maps rustling in the windy currents.

“Just in time for the cover of nightfall to cloak our at-
tack,” Lord Geremy ponders. “The Princess’ envoy will be com-
pletely unaware. Excellent. Inform me when we reach our target,
Captain.” He then turns and walks away, the colors of his cape
flipping from black to white as it ripples in the wind behind him
upon taking his leave.

Later, elsewhere in that same morning, Sir Daniel
awakens to find himself in the sand. Pulling himself up to his
hands and knees, he strains to focus his eyes as he stares at the
ground in front of him. The brightness of the morning sun re-
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flecting off the sand pierces his eyes as he looks around at his
new surroundings. His eyes are somewhat blurred by sea water
as he sees what appears to be strange dark lumps in the sand
scattered across the shore.

“The Princess! Chris!” he says out loud to himself,
wondering where they are. As his vision begins to adjust, he re-
alizes that the blurry lumps in the sand are actually bodies.
Daniel’s heart begins to pound in his chest as he scans the shore
to his left and to his right, recognizing the lifeless bodies as crew
members and royal guardsmen. In the distance he sees a few un-
familiar figures picking up one of the bodies. Daniel gets to his
feet before noticing that the body being taken is the Princess’s.

“Stay away from her!” he shouts at the strangers in the
distance.

“Pae hen-nach kay, Sve!” one of the robed strangers
calls back to him.

But Daniel, having no comprehension of what they are
saying, just repeats himself. “I said stay away from her!”

“Neh-yak foi?!” another of the strangers seems to ques-
tion.

Then Sir Daniel unsheathes his sword and holds it out
in front of him to help further persuade them. “Back away from
her now!”

At this the robed strangers seem to get his point and
lay the Princess’ body back down in the sand. Stepping away
from her, they raise their hands and shake their heads at Sir
Daniel.

Suddenly a familiar voice calls out to Daniel from
some distance behind him. “Wait! Wait, my friend! Daniel, it’s
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all right!”
Daniel turns around to see Chris coming towards him

carrying an arm load of salvaged junk with his hook.
“It’s all right, Daniel, they are trying to help us,” Chris

says. At this Daniel lowers his sword and turns to face his old
friend.

“Ree-eck oh tief!, Ree-eck oh tief, siachee!” Chris calls
out to the strangers. Upon hearing him, the strangers shrug and
attend to another body nearby, leaving the Princess alone.

“Don’t worry, Daniel, the Princess will be fine. Max,
Gideon, they’re all going to be fine. Unconscious, but fine. They
just need to sleep it off.”

Daniel stands still for a moment trying to make sense
of what is going on.

Chris continues. “They are the Isulah people, natives
of this region. They found us here washed up on the shore... on
the way out for their morning fish. I was the first one they re-
vived. They have offered to take us back to their village for shel-
ter and aid.”

“How do you know their language?”
“I have been here a few times before with the crew.”

Chris replies with a half-cocked smile.
Daniel, relieved that Chris is safe, says simply, “Thank

God you are all right, my friend.” He gives him a heartfelt hug.
“And the others are going to be all right?”

“Yes, my friend. Now let’s go help the Princess and
Max,” Chris says, giving Daniel a firm pat on the back.

The three Isulah villagers continue to help up the crew
members and royal guards, treating their wounds as Daniel and
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Chris attend to the Princess.
At Johanna’s side, Sir Daniel whispers to her in a soft

voice. “Come on, Princess.Wake up. Johanna, wake up.”At this,
Johanna’s eyelids slowly open, revealing the blue-green color
of her beautiful eyes.

“Wha– what happened?” Johanna says as she sits up.
Then realizing her pain she puts a hand to her forehead. “Oh,
my head.”

“You are safe, Princess,” Daniel reassures her. “We are
going to a nearby village to regroup.”

Just then the eye-patched first mate, Gideon, walks up
carrying Max. Johanna, seeing the motionless boy in his arms,
says with concern. “Oh, no, Max?” But Max does not respond.

“He’s fine, Princess,” Gideon explains, “just ex-
hausted.”

“Come on, let’s get to the village; we will find all we
need there,” Chris suggests.

Soon crew members and royal guards are up and mov-
ing about the beach as the Isulah villagers assist in forming a
caravan to start moving the weary travelers back to their village.

Later that evening at the Isulah village, Daniel, Chris,
Max, and the Princess find themselves in friendly surroundings
as the Isulah natives are eager to help them. The village itself is
not far from the beach, but is hidden by the thick greenery of
trees and plants. The village consists of many mud-thatch huts
and reed-like shacks. Everything built there seems to be made
from the natural materials of their surroundings. There are sev-
eral structures that sit raised above the ground built on wooden
stilts. And in the trees above, there is an elaborate system of
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walkways and bridges connecting the many tree homes built
there. Despite their primitive display of culture, the Isulah vil-
lagers do seem to have all that they need for their way of life.

Stranded now without their boats, royal guards and
crew members sit warming themselves around several small
fires in the village square as the Isulah people tend to their needs.
At one of the open fire pits, Johanna, Gideon, and Max sit to-
gether, waiting while Sir Daniel and Chris speak with the vil-
lage elders.

Princess Johanna stares blankly into the flickering
flames of the fire, entranced by the orange and yellow flickers
of light dancing about. Turning from her gaze, she asks, “So,
Gideon, did we all make it?”

The crackling fire casts random shadows across
Gideon’s face as he adjusts his eye patch and replies, “Most of
us. There are several men still unaccounted for. Biron, Fingers,
and Pele are still missing, as well as a number of your royal
guardsmen, including General Rolyam, but miraculously, every-
one who made it to the lifeboats did survive the storm.”

Max and the Princess barely have time to ponder the
thought when Sir Daniel and Chris join them. They both sit
down on one of the logs around the small fire. Sir Daniel, look-
ing across the flames, at the Princess, says, “We’re close.”

“Close? To what?” she asks curiously, unsure of his
meaning.

Daniel continues, “To Etheria. According to their maps
here, we are not too far from Etheria. We will have to travel
through the Fallen Forest. But the elders say that it is only a three
days’ journey on horse from here.”
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“But we have no horses or any transportation, for that
matter,” Johanna says.

Upon hearing this, Gideon interrupts, shaking his
mopped head of thick locks. “The Fallen Forest of Fear is a dark
and very dangerous place. They say that the forest is cursed and
that goblins roam there. It is no place for a Princess, of that I am
sure.”

At this Princess Johanna becomes a little frightened.
“Maybe Gideon is right. We should go around the forest.”

“We do not have time for that, Princess. To go around
would take us more than a week,” Daniel explains. “And we do
not have a week. We are already behind schedule as it is. We
cannot delay any further on account of some old ghost story.”

“But you still have no transportation,” Gideon reminds
them.

“We have worked out a deal with the elders.” Daniel
informs him. “They have agreed to give us horses.”

“In exchange for what? For free?” The Princess asks.
“No, not exactly,” Sir Daniel answers hesitantly.
“For your jewels.” Chris says bluntly.
“My jewelry?” Johanna says. Understanding their sit-

uation and her obligation, she agrees. “Okay, whatever I can do
to help,” she says, secretly tucking away her father’s gold medal-
lion into her dress. She goes on to remove her pearl earings and
gives them to Daniel before removing the rest of her jewelry, all
the while keeping the gold medallion hidden.

“Thank you, Princess.” Sir Daniel says, impressed
with her generous gesture and her willingness to part with such
valuable possessions.
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At this Chris speaks up. “I am going with you, my
friend, if that is all right?”

“But, Captain,” Gideon stammers, “you can’t.”
“It’s fine with me.” the Princess says, giving her ap-

proval.
“Aye, your company is most welcome and much ap-

preciated,” Daniel says with gratitude.
Chris turns to his first mate with a grin, “Sorry, Gideon,

but it looks like the Eyes! have it.” Then putting his joking aside,
Chris asks, “Gideon, would you be so kind as to make sure the
all the men get back to Avolon safely for me?” although he al-
ready knows his answer.

Gideon nods in agreement. “Aye, Captain, I’ll take care
of the men.”

Max, who has been quietly warming himself by the
fire, stares at Chris’metal hook, before finally speaking
up curiously. “Hey, Chris?” he says, getting his atten-
tion. “How did you lose your, uh,” he pauses briefly,

“uh, your hand?”
“Max!” Johanna says sharply in a tone that

implies he should not have asked such a ques-
tion.
“It’s all right,” Chris says as he holds up his

metal hook. “How did I lose my hand? Well, it was
long ago when I was a young man– in a country across the sea.
A tyrant named DanteWinslette, not unlike Count Vladimir, was
invading and conquering the civilized regions. I fought hard to
protect my homeland but was captured when my town was
taken. I was beaten, tortured, and imprisoned along with the rest
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of the men.
“One day Dante Winslette, in his dark, perverse ego-

tism, came down to the dungeons and started forcing the pris-
oners to bow before him and pledge allegiance to him as our
new king. Fearful of what the ruthless Dante would do to them,
one by one, the men bowed, without hesitation. When he stood
before me, he said, ‘Kneel. Bow before me and hail me as your
king, and I will show you mercy.’ I told him that I could not, for
the Lord God is my King and to Him alone will I bow. When he
heard that, he became furious. ‘Where is your God now? Why
doesn’t he save you? Hmm. Perhaps you could use some per-
suasion. Kneel before me, hail me as your god or lose one of
your hands, infidel. The choice is yours.”

Chris, glaring at the crackling flames of the small fire,
turns and looks directly at Johanna and Max. “Though in my
heart I loved God, with my actions I chose to keep my hand, and
with my mouth I betrayed Him. I bowed before Dante and gave
him what he wanted to hear. But afterwards, Dante took my hand
anyway.”

Max gulps at the cruel reality life sometimes offers.
Princess Johanna, nearly brought to tears, says compassionately,
“Oh, Chris, I am so sorry.”

Chris looks down at the ground for a moment then con-
tinues. “A month later Dante’s forces were defeated, and we
were set free. Looking back, I realize now that I was going to
lose my hand no matter what I said. I should have done what I
knew in my heart was right. I just wish that when I looked at
this cold metal hook of mine, it could remind me of the sacrifice
I made for my Savior. But instead, every time I look at it, I am
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reminded of the foolish decision I made.
Never again will I sacrifice so much,”

he says looking up to the heavens,
“for so little,” he finishes, look-

ing back down at his hook.
“But even after all that, I

felt God calling me. His Holy
Spirit tugging on my heart and

on my inmost thoughts. Calling
me back to Him. So I repented and asked God for His forgive-
ness. And He has forgiven me, for His word says, ‘If we confess
our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness.20 As far as the east is from
the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions from us.’ 21

But you know, the thing I lost the most wasn’t my hand; it was
the ability to forgive myself.”

Daniel adds, “It is much easier for God to forgive than
man. ‘For I will forgive their wickedness and will remember
their sins no more.’ 22 says the Lord.”

“Amen,” Gideon says, nodding in agreement.
“So,” Chris continues, “I gave my sins and my inabil-

ity to forgive myself to God and rededicated my life to Christ. I
was baptized and shortly thereafter I got this tattoo,” he says,
showing them the strange looking symbol etched on his left arm.
“It’s the Chi-Rho, an old Christian symbol. It’s the first two let-
ters of Christ’s name in the Greek, one over top of the other. It’s
a permanent testimony to my God.

“Then I bought a ship, rounded up a small crew and
became a missionary. We go from island to island providing
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food, help, and the word of God to all who will accept it. I’ve
been doing it ever since. It’s a good life, adventurous, and ful-
filling. My life now has purpose and meaning. I do it all for
Jesus, my Creator, Savior, and King.”

Max and Johanna sit in silence staring at Chris’ tattoo
as they both digest his testimony. Just then it begins to drizzle
lightly as one of the Isulah villagers runs up to them.

“Hon-eji, ess jay tseu.”
Johanna turns to Chris and asks, “What is he saying?”
“He says that there is another storm moving in,”

Gideon says, interpreting for Chris.
“Well, we had better call it a night and get indoors,”

Daniel says, standing up. “We have a long day ahead of us to-
morrow.” Looking into Johanna’s beautiful eyes, he reaches out
for her hand to help her up.

Johanna, starring back into his blue eyes, reaches for
his hand as well.

Chris turns to Max, “Come on, let’s go, kid, before we
get all wet, again.”

“I’m comin’,” Max says as he and Gideon get up from
the small bonfire.

They all gather up their things and seek the shelter of
the Isulah huts as the rain comes down on the small village.
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Chapter IX

The FALLEN FOREST
of FEAR

The next morning Sir Daniel, Chris, the Princess, and
Max depart from the Isulah village. Their horses packed with
light provisions, they set out once more for the Kingdom of
Etheria, leaving behind Gideon with the rest of the crew mem-
bers and royal guards. Sir Daniel’s party rides on through the
forest greenery and through various fields for about a day and a
half before seeing the Fallen Forest of Fear in the distance.

Upon reaching the Fallen Forest, they are quick to no-
tice the eerie trees which look twisted and dead. The darkened
forest seems cold and quiet. Large trees and logs lay scattered
across the forest floor, limbless and lifeless among the dried
leaves that blanket the ground. Some trees lay completely up-
rooted, and others are nothing more than jagged stumps, as if
the trees had been broken off at their trunks. On the mangled
trees that still stand are very few leaves, most of which are
brown, grey, and shriveled. The forest is quiet except for the oc-
casional creak from some of the larger dead trees. There are no
sounds of life: no animals, no birds, or even crickets. There is
only a still quietness and a light haze of fog.

After a long day of safe passage through the deadened
woods, Daniel, Chris, Max, and the Princess find themselves
deep within the forest. The further they venture, the cooler and
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quieter it gets until they happen upon a peculiar sight. A single
flower growing amidst the dead branches and dried leaves on
the ground.

“Well, would ya look at that.” Chris says with amaze-
ment.

“It’s funny how such a small thing can capture such at-
tention.” The Princess says as they all gaze at the white petaled
flower blooming from its yellow center atop a healthy green
stem. “What a beautiful symbol of hope in such a dreary and
wretched place.”

“Hey, look over there.” Daniel says.
Ahead in the forest there is a large area rich with

healthy trees and green grass. Like an oasis in the desert, it
seems they have reached a paradise in the middle of the lifeless
trees of the Fallen Forest.

“Whoa! Look at this,” Max says as they all gallop into
the oasis.

“It is like something out of a dream,” Johanna says as
she looks around at the beautiful wild flowers growing in the
grass. A stream winds through the trees of the lush surround-
ings.

“What is this place?” Max asks curiously.
“Look, water,” Daniel says, seeing the stream. Then

giving his horse a kick he says, “Come on,” and they all follow
the winding stream further into the oasis to its source. The
stream flows from an open pond of water. Daniel gallops to the
edge of the fairly large pond where his horse leans down and
starts to drink.

“It’s an underground spring of fresh water,” Daniel says
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as he dismounts from his horse. “This is what’s keeping the area
so green. Come on, we will camp here for the night.”

The rest of the party dismount and begin to make camp.
Later that night in the light of the moon and stars,

Daniel and his companions sit around a small campfire and feast
on the catch of fish Chris caught from the pond. After stuffing
themselves, the four lay out some blankets on the soft, green
grass. Feeling safe and secure in their new surroundings, they
thank God for His provisions before laying their heads down to
sleep for the night.

Early the next morning, they pack up camp, load their
horses, and continue on their way to Etheria. Before long they
come to the end of the green trees of the oasis and set foot once
more into the dead grey forest with its dried leaves and twisted
branches.As they gallop along the forest pathway, Johanna pulls
out her gold medallion bearing the seal of Avolon and looks at
it, wondering whether or not it will be enough to gain Etheria’s
allegiance.

Chris, riding his horse nearby, notices the
shiny medallion. “Hey, Princess, where did
you find that?”

“It’s the medallion my father gave
me. See, it’s engraved with the royal crest of

Avolon,” Johanna replies, showing Chris the coin-like medal.
Max also takes notice, his eyes widen upon seeing it.

“Wow! Is that made of real gold?”
“Yes. It’s made from the finest gold in all of Arteah,”

Johanna explains.
Sir Daniel interrupts. “I thought you gave all your jew-
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elry to the Isulah elders.”
“Yeah, how did you manage to smuggle that one,

Princess?” Chris asks.
“A princess has her ways,” she says with a smile and a

flutter of her eyes. “My father said that without this, King Titus
would not help us.”

“Well, then, it’s a good thing you kept hold of it,”
Daniel says.

“I sure hope that he recognizes it,” Johanna says in un-
surety. “What if he does not? What then, Daniel? We will have
traveled all this way for nothing.”

“Don’t worry, Princess, he will,” Daniel says. “Once
you show King Titus that medallion, he will lend his support.
That’s how kings handle these situations to protect themselves
from would-be assassins.” He pauses briefly before adding, “Be-
sides, who could resist your beautiful smile?”

The Princess can’t help but give a warm smile back to
him, a beautiful sight in such a dark and dreary place.

“And don’t forget her royal charm,” Chris adds sar-
castically, breaking up the moment.

Johanna returns Chris’ sarcasm with a quick low brow
scowl. Chris just gives her a crooked grin.

Just then there is a rustle in the thicket nearby, startling
their horses. Daniel and Chris both stop for a moment to listen.
Looking around at the twisted trees, they hear some more
rustling leaves and then a twig breaks. Suddenly out of the for-
est haze, they are confronted by hostiles. A man dressed like a
gypsy, joined by a large band of other warriors, comes out de-
manding the medallion and the rest of their belongings.
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Johanna screams at the sight of them. The other war-
riors are hideous and do not appear to be human like the gypsy
is. They look like some sort of troll or goblins wearing strange
armor. Their ears and noses are exceptionally long and pointed
on their slightly larger heads. Their faces, at least what can be
seen of them under their helmets, are unnaturally pale, as if they
have never seen the light of day.

“You have strayed far from safety, my wayward
friends,” the Gypsy warrior says, “and you have entered our
oasis. Now it’s gonna cost you.We’ll take your horses, weapons,
and, of course, that gold medallion,” the Gypsy warrior explains.
Noticing the beautiful young Princess, he continues, “Or maybe
we’ll just take the girl.”At this the trolls grunt and snort with de-
light.

Sir Daniel, attempting to avoid any conflict, says sim-
ply, “Please, we come in the peace of our Lord Jesus Christ. We
mean you no trouble.”

The Gypsy warrior replies sharply, “Maybe you didn’t
hear me. Your things or the girl. Or maybe now, we’ll take them
both.”

Daniel, becoming annoyed with his arrogance, replies,
“The only thing you will get is my wrath if you do not let us
pass and be on our way.”

The Gypsy warrior, surprised with his defiance, retorts,
“Can you not see, blind man?You are hopelessly outnumbered.”
The goblins snicker and jeer at Daniel upon hearing their
leader’s remarks.

But Sir Daniel cautions him again, “This is your last
warning. We will defend ourselves. Now stand aside.”
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The frightened Princess interrupts Daniel, whispering
to him, “Daniel, just give him our things. We are almost there.
We can walk from here.”

“Yes, Daniel, you would be wise to listen to such a
smart girl,” the Gypsy warrior says. “But it’s a shame that you
will have to lose her now as well.”

Sir Daniel glares at the Gypsy warrior “I’ve had
enough!” he says with a radiant blue pulse of light from his eyes.
“We are going now.
I suggest you
stand down.”

The Gypsy warrior recognizes the unmistakable glow
in Daniel’s eyes and says to himself, “A Nephilim!”

But a terrified Princess screams, “Noo! Daniel, we’ll
all be killed!”

The Gypsy warrior, putting all the pieces together in
his head, says out loud. “Daniel? Sir Daniel. The Great Son of
Henders, Daniel?” Then it hits him. “Son of the legendary Lord
David Henders?”

Max, all too eager, answers his question, “That’s right!
He’s his descendent.”

At this the Gypsy warrior apologizes. “Forgive me. By
all means you may pass.” He then shouts to the rest of the trolls,
“Stand down! Let them pass! No one is to attack this man or
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anyone in his party!”
But Sir Daniel, not trusting the Gypsy warrior, calls

out, “Max! You and the Princess stay close to me.”

They start off through the group of goblins but as they
pass by, a few of them become restless.

“I dun care who he es, I wan dat horse!” one of the
trolls says, stirring up several of the others.

“Yah, so le`s take em! Come on!” says another. With
this, he charges out after Daniel and his party, followed by about
half of the Gypsy warrior’s clan.

The Gypsy warrior, staying back with the rest of his
men, calls out to his rogue companions to try and stop them, but
they ignore him. Blinded by their own greed, they rush to attack
the horse-mounted travelers with their axes and clubs. As the
first troll reaches them, Daniel kicks him in the face, sending
him straight to the ground. Then drawing his sword, Daniel takes
out the next troll with a blow to the head, using the butt of his
sword, knocking the goblin warrior unconscious. Suddenly, out
of nowhere, two arrows whistle through the air and strike Sir
Daniel.

Daniel looks down slowly at the two arrows protruding
from his own body. Looking back up, he sees a troll in the dis-
tance holding a double-action crossbow. Johanna screams at the
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sight of the bloody arrows sticking out of Sir Daniel.
The troll reloads his crossbow and raises it for another

shot at Sir Daniel, then pulls the trigger. Daniel raises his arms
to protect himself. The two arrows fly through the air, one
catches Daniel in the forearm and the other bounces off his metal
armor. With this Sir Daniel falls from his horse to the ground.
The other trolls run right past the fallen hero, heading for their
prey. At this Chris draws his sword and jumps from his horse to
defend Max and the Princess.

Chris battles through a few of the rogue warriors, de-
fending himself from their attacks with his sword and hook.
When all at once, one of the trolls goes flying through the air,
past Chris, and into the darkened brush behind him. Stunned,
the trolls turn around to see what kind of force could have pos-
sibly flung their comrade into the thicket. All they find is an en-
raged Daniel, his eyes glowing a vibrant blue and arrows
protruding from his body. With one swift punch Daniel had sent
the warrior flying into the forest brush.

“I warned you! You’ve brought this on yourselves,”
Daniel says as he removes an arrow from his forearm and throws
it to the ground.

The rogue trolls turn and charge Sir Daniel with their
clubs and axes. As they rush him, Daniel retaliates fiercely,
swinging his mighty war-sword, knocking each warrior’s
weapon from his hands completely. With his enemies disarmed,
Daniel throws his own sword blade first into the ground and con-
tinues fighting hand to hand.

All watch in amazement at Daniel’s brute strength and
awesome fury as he kicks, punches, and throws the troll-like
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warriors around as if they weigh nothing. One by one, Daniel
sends each of the warriors to the ground with a powerful blow
until the only warrior left standing to fight is Sir Daniel himself.

As the Princess and Max look more closely at the fallen
warriors, they notice that they are not trolls at all, but men. They
had been wearing elaborate masks to disguise themselves as
trolls and goblins, most likely to discourage travelers from pass-
ing through their forest.

Seeing their comrades fall at the hands of Sir Daniel,
the rest of the Gypsy’s warriors cry out in fear.

“Wha es he?” one of the warriors says, removing his
pointy-eared helmet.

The Gypsy warrior commands his men saying, “Let
them be, men!”

Another man cries out, “He’s a berserker!” At this,
some of the men start to flee.

Even Johanna and Max are stunned at Sir Daniel’s
fierce display of combat and the intense glowing of his eyes.

“No, he’s som’ kin’ a demon,” a third man cries out.
“I’m gettin’ out a here!” He quickly disappears into the forest,
followed by the rest of the men, including the Gypsy warrior.

Now Chris, Johanna, Max, and Daniel are left to them-
selves in the middle of the dark and twisted forest. With the
gypsy and his warriors gone, Sir Daniel calms his breathing until
his glowing eyes return to normal. He goes on to remove the rest
of the arrows, pulling them from his body and throwing them to
the forest floor.

Princess Johanna, both concerned and confused, asks,
“Daniel, are you all right?”
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“I’ll be fine,” Daniel replies.
But Johanna insists, “You look hurt. I thought you were

dead.”
“They barely pierced my armor.” Daniel explains.
Johanna continues, “What happened, Daniel?”
“Yeah, your eyes, how did you do that? It was amaz-

ing!” Max exclaims.
Daniel, unsure of how to answer them, starts to respond

“I...” but then, he turns away without finishing.
“No more questions,” Chris says, recognizing Daniel’s

discomfort.
Daniel, dismissing the obvious, focuses on the journey

at hand. “Come on, let’s just keep moving.”
An uncomfortable silence settles over the small group

of companions as they start once more down the eerie forest
pathway towards Etheria.
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Chapter X

The NEPHILIM

Inside his small, wood-trimmed room, the young lord
sits down on the corner of his bed. Removing his helmet, he runs
his fingers through his dark brown hair before setting it on the
small desk next to the thick leather-bound book he had been
reading earlier. His hand still resting on his helmet, he stares at
the book in curious wonder. After a few moments he gives in to
its pull and picks up the ancient book. Opening it randomly, he
begins to read to himself once more.

“We saw the Nephilim there. We seemed like grasshop-
pers in our own eyes, and we looked the same to them. All the
people we saw there are of great size.” 23

“What is this?!” the young lord says in great anticipa-
tion, as if he has found something of great significance. Then
bracing himself for disappointment, he says to himself skepti-
cally, “What can this book know of the Nephilim?” Captivated
still by the hopes of finding its origins, he searches for more in
the passage. He scans the paragraphs carefully but finds nothing
more. In the margin, however, he notices some handwritten
notes, the key word being Nephilim, then followed by a passage
code: Gen. 6:4. He quickly turns to the reference and begins to
read again.

“The Nephilim were on the earth in those days– and
also afterward– When the sons of God went to the daughters of
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men and had children by them. They were the heroes of old, men
of renown.” 24

“Is this the true origin of the Nephilim?” the young
man says, talking to himself. “But Vladimir had always told him
that they were immortal gods meant to rule over the mortals.”
And that seemed to explain it all: their size, strength, power, and
their hundreds of years of life without death. Yet all that had al-
ways left him feeling empty and unfulfilled. Speaking out loud
to himself again, “But why? Why would Vladimir lie about
that?” The young lord sits silently on the corner of his bed, care-
fully contemplating his findings.

After journeying for several days, the weary travelers,
Daniel, Chris, the Princess, and Max come to a clearing on the
edge of the Fallen Forest where they finally see the magnificent
kingdom of Etheria jutting upwards over the tree line in the dis-
tance. A sense of awe and relief comes over them at the sight of
their destination towering into the clouds above.

Max notices it first. “There it is! Look how tall it is,”
he says, pointing to the castle in the distance.

“Wow! Sure is beautiful,” Chris says.
“It’s okay,” Johanna says, indifferently, as if it were not

that impressive.
“Do I sense a hint of jealousy in your voice, Princess?”

Chris asks.
“I’m just glad to finally be here,”Max says emphatically.
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“I’m with Max,” Sir Daniel says in agreement.
“All right, all right, I am glad to be here too,” Johanna

admits. “It has been so long since we left Avolon that I was be-
ginning to wonder if we would ever make it at all.”

“Well, it looks like we are going to make it. Now we
just need to meet with the king,” Daniel explains.

Max interrupts, “Come on then, we’re almost there.
What are you guys waiting for?”

The four travelers hasten their horses’ pace towards the
towering castle beyond the distant trees. As they approach the
castle’s perimeter, however, they notice that there aren’t any vis-
ible guards. In fact the castle appears to be abandoned.

Chris is the first to speak. “Kind of strange. I
thought there would be more guards than
this.”

“Yes, very strange,” Sir Daniel adds.
“I do not see anyone,” the Princess

says in a troubled voice.
Just then, the drawbridge starts to
lower over the surrounding moat
with the clanking of chains.

“Well, someone’s here,”
Chris says with his quick wit.

The drawbridge hits the
ground with a tremor. Sir
Daniel and his party trot
across the wooden gate
over the moat and on
through the main entrance.
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There they are greeted by a single Etherian guard. Dressed in
gold armor, his helmet is adorned with a pair of gold wings,
which flare off to the sides.

“Greetings,” the guard says, “and welcome to the mag-
nificent sky kingdom of Etheria ruled by his majesty, King Titus
the IX.”

“Thank you,” Sir Daniel replies. “We have journeyed a
long way from the kingdom of Avolon with a message from
King Ældor himself. This is his daughter, the Princess ofAvolon.
We beseech an audience with King Titus.”

“The Princess ofAvolon? Forgive me,” the guard says.
“I will take you at once. Follow me.”

The guard turns, and everyone trots along behind him,
following his lead.

“Pardon me,” Princess Johanna says, speaking to the
Etherian guard, “but, where is everyone?”

“Much of our forces are spread throughout the outlying
towns and villages to protect against the Vladmirian threat. But
you will find that there is more life to this city beyond the sec-
ond gate,” the guard replies.

“The second gate?” Chris asks.
“Yes. The second gate is just ahead,” says the guard.
“Your kingdom is protected by two city walls?” Jo-

hanna asks, making sure that she has heard him right.
“Yes,” the guard repeats again, then explains. “We have

an outer wall and an inner wall to ward off invaders.”
“I remember my father telling me about this place

when I was a boy,” Sir Daniel reflects out loud. “He said the
king lived in the highest tower of the castle. So if the kingdom
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ever came under attack, and if by chance they made it past the
moat and the two castle walls, the king could retreat to the high-
est point in the castle where archers would man the narrow stair
wells, making it nearly impossible for invaders to get to him.”

“Wow! This castle must be the safest place in all of
Arteah,” Max says.

“Yeah! Almost impenetrable,” Chris adds.
“You are quite right, sir. Up until now, no one has ever

successfully made it past both walls. In theory it would be nearly
impossible to get to the king through the stair towers,” the Ether-
ian guard confirms as he leads them to the second gate.

“Yes, but nothing is foolproof,” Princess Johanna ar-
gues. “If they did chase the king to his tower, they could barri-
cade him in there, and he’d be trapped, a prisoner in his own
tower. Right?”

Daniel rubs his blond goatee. “Actually, Princess, from
the tower the king would send out Etherian hawks carrying mes-
sages for help.”

“But archers would just shoot down any attempts at
sending messenger hawks,” Johanna says.

“An archer’s arrow is not very accurate at such a
height,” the Etherian guard goes on to explain. “It would be very
difficult to actually hit one, let alone half a dozen.”

The Princess stops her arguing, impressed and satisfied
with the guard’s explanation. She attempts to commend the
Etherians on their ingenuity but is interrupted by the sound of the
second steel gate as it’s cranked open from the other side. Then
the Etherian guard informs them, “You will have to continue on
foot from here, but do not worry– we will take your horses to the
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main stable. You may send for them whenever you should need
to leave.”

At this, the travellers dismount from their horses and
gather their belongings. As they step through the second gate,
they see the busy city streets full of people walking about, as
well as a number of guards keeping watch from the parapets
above.Another Etherian guard dressed in the same golden armor
with the same winged helmet, approaches to speak with his com-
rade.

“The Princess ofAvolon and her royal party are here to
see King Titus. Please escort them to the guest suites at once.”

“Yes, sir!” the second guard says, then turns to Sir
Daniel and his party. “Please come with me.”

They follow the guard through a labyrinth of hallways
and stairs, making small talk along the way until finally, after a
great deal of walking, they come to their rooms.

“Here you are. Feel free to refresh yourselves while I
inform Lord ...uh ...King Titus of your arrival.”

“Thank you,” the Princess says kindly as they walk into
the lavish guest suites to await the king’s summons.

“Uh ...Lord ...I mean King Titus,” Chris mimics, re-
peating the guard’s fumbled words now that he’s gone. “He must
be a little wet behind the ears there, huh, kid?”

Max laughs at Chris’ joke while the Princess disap-
proves with a frown, “Stop it, Chris.”

“You guys relax. I’m going to go clean these wounds
while the king is being informed of our arrival,” Daniel says, re-
ferring to the arrow hits he received earlier while in the Fallen
Forest of Fear.
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“Wait, let me help you,” Johanna offers.
“That won’t be necessary. I am going back down to the

bathing area we passed along the way. It shouldn’t take long,”
Daniel says before slipping out of the room and shutting the door
behind him.

Max looks out the window of their lavish guest suite.
“Whoa! Look at this view. You can see most of the kingdom
from up here. And we’re not even halfway up.”

“Amazing, isn’t it, kid?” Chris agrees, leaning over
Max to look out the window.

But Johanna is not interested with the view or how high
up they are. In fact, there is only one thing on her mind, and if
Sir Daniel will not tell her, then she will find out from the next
best source.

“You know, don’t you, Chris,” the Princess interro-
gates.

“Know what?” Chris asks as he turns from the window
to face her, not sure of what she is talking about.

“You know what happened to Daniel ...back there, in
the forest ...his eyes?”

Max quickly turns his attention from
the window anticipating Chris’ answer.
Chris shakes his head silently as Jo-
hanna and Max stare him down in-
tently, curiously awaiting his

response.
“Well?” Johanna says, pressing him

further.
“Yes, I know... I know what hap-
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pened to Daniel back there in the forest. But it is not my place
to tell you.”

But Johanna pleads with him. “Come on, tell us please.
Daniel should be dead. What happened to him out there? What-
ever it is, you can tell us– you don’t have to hide it.”

“I think Daniel wants to tell you, but he’s not sure how
to, or how you will take it.” Chris says reluctantly,

“I will not look at him any differently,” the Princess
says, trying to convince him.

“But you will never be able to look at him the same,
either,” Chris replies.

“Come on, Chris. We’re all traveling together, and
Daniel is supposed to be my protection but after what I have
seen, who is going to protect us from Daniel?”

“Daniel would never hurt you; he was in complete con-
trol,” Chris assures her.

“That is hardly the point. I think I have a right to know
what’s going on,” Johanna says earnestly before sitting down on
the couch in their room.

After a short moment of silence, Chris looks at the
Princess. “You really want to know?”

The Princess nods her head. “Yes.”
“All right,” Chris says, finally giving in. “Daniel’s fa-

ther was a Nephilim.”
But Johanna does not understand and asks, “So, what

does that mean? What is a Nephil...uh whatever?”
“A Nephilim,” Chris repeats. “Well, there is not much

written about them.According to the Book of Enoch, they were
giants, titans of evil and cruelty, who ruled over men as
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demigods. To whom, Enoch prophesied, telling them that God
would destroy them in a massive, earth-wide flood; which the
Bible tells us happened. Noah and his family were the only peo-
ple who survived the flood in their ark.

“The Bible only mentions the Nephilim a couple of
times, so not much is known except that they are an almost ex-
tinct race of giants– powerful men of great size, strength, and
abilities. Believed to be half man and half angel– the offspring
of a fallen angel and a human woman, to be more specific.
Daniel’s father, Lord David Henders, was one such Nephilim,
which makes Daniel part Nephilim as well. So he bares some of
the same Nephilim traits, though no one could probably tell you
to what extent.”

“Wait, how can that be? Lord David Henders lived al-
most two hundred years ago,” Johanna argues.

“Yes, you are right. It seems that another trait of the
Nephilim is a pre-flood life expectancy. Daniel’s father lived
eight hundred and thirty-nine years. Daniel himself has lived for
two hundred and twenty-threes years,” Chris explains.

“This cannot be.” Johanna says in disbelief.
“I’m afraid so, Princess,” a familiar voice confirms.
Johanna turns to see Sir Daniel standing in the door-

way.
Chris starts to apologize, but Daniel stops him. “It’s all

right, my friend, you were trying to help.”
“I know, but it really was not my place to...”
“No, it’s my fault,” Johanna interrupts. “I pressured

him. It was none of my business. I shouldn’t have.”
Sir Daniel sighs. “So, now you know.”
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Johanna walks towards Daniel and takes his hands and
looks up into his eyes. “I’m glad that I know,” she says. Look-
ing down, she pauses for a moment. “It must be wonderful to
live for so long. To think of all the things you’ve already seen
and done and all you will see and experience in your life time.
How amazing.”

“That would be awesome to live for hundreds of
years,” adds Max, who has been listening intently.

“Most of the time, but it’s not always so easy, to watch
everyone you’ve come to know, love, and care about grow old
and die, only to start the same cycle over again, and again. Or to
be continuously exiled because people think you are possessed
by some kind of demon. Though I’ve lived my life striving to
serve God, still after two hundred years, I am labeled as a freak
and a monster. That is why I try to keep my abilities hidden.”

Johanna sympathizes with Daniel, placing a hand on
his arm. “I’m sorry, Daniel. It must be very difficult for you.”

“At times,” Daniel says. “But, ‘I have learned the se-
cret of being content in any and every situation...’ 25 That is, ‘I
can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.” 26

Chris agrees with a hearty, “Amen!”
Daniel continues, “My father once told me, ‘We do not

get to choose our existence, for that is from God, our creator.
But we do get to choose how to live it.’ I have been blessed with
life, long life, and I choose to live it for God. It will be worth it
all, when I enter eternity and see Jesus Christ, my Lord, God,
Savior, and King.”

Just then there is a knock at the door. “I’ll get it,” Max
says, getting up to answer it. Opening the door he sees another
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Etherian guard in gold armor.
“The King will see you now,” the guard says. “His

majesty regrets the delay, but hopes you’ve had adequate time to
refresh yourselves from your long journey. We have been ex-
pecting you for several days now.”

“Expecting us?” Chris questions.
“Why yes,” the Etherian guard replies.
“How did you know we were coming?” Sir Daniel asks

curiously.
“General Rolyam told us,” the guard replies again.
“General Rolyam?!” the Princess says surprisedly.
“Yes, he arrived here two days ago,” the Etherian guard

expounds. “He told us that he had been separated from you at
sea, but that he was confident you would eventually make your
way here.”

“Wait, you mean to tell us that General Rolyam is here,
now?!” Princess Johanna says.

“Yes, of course, I’m right here,” General Rolyam says
as he walks around the corner dressed in a brown robe. He looks
different without his uniform adorned with medals, but, despite
the apparel, it is the same lanky, middle-aged man.

“I am glad to see that you are all right, my friends,” the
General continues.

“General, what happened to you? How did you get
here?” Johanna asks him.

“It’s a long story that I would be more than happy to
share with you, but later,” General Rolyam explains. “First, we
must go and see the king. I have already spoken with him per-
sonally and told him of our situation. And he has agreed to help
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us but not until he sees the one and only daughter of King Ældor
himself.”

“All right then, lets go,” the Princess says as they all
follow General Rolyam and the Etherian guard down the hall on
their way to meet with King Titus IX.
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Chapter XI

KINGDOM of DECEIT

The Princess, Daniel, Chris, and Max all follow Gen-
eral Rolyam and the Etherian guard up many flights of stairs be-
fore being led to a set of large wooden doors, elaborately
decorated and trimmed in gold with a large winged crest in the
center, also made of gold.

“His Majesty, the King,” the guard says as he opens the
large decorative doors.

Upon entering the spacious throne room supported by
tall pillars, Daniel and his party notice several large stone sculp-
tures lining both sides of the hall. The statues appear to be the
former kings and rulers of Etheria. The white marble floor is in-
laid with black diamond shaped tiles and is shined to a high
gloss, making it look as if they were walking on a sea of glass.
Unfamiliar guards stand at attention along the perimeter of the
great hall, dressed quite differently than the guards they had seen
earlier. They have no gold armor or any winged helmets. Daniel
had expected to see the same type of guards here in the throne
room as before, if not something flashier than the dark drab col-
ors of the guards standing at attention around them now. Never-
theless, these are apparently the King’s royal guards.

A hunter green carpet runs down the center of the hall.
It runs the full length of the marble floor and climbs the small set
of steps to the foot of King Titus’ throne, where he sits draped
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in shadows concealing his face. His throne is massive and shines
of pure silver. Two expansive wings spring from its sides; they
are the same style of wings as from the guard’s helmets they had
seen earlier. As Sir Daniel, Princess Johanna, Chris, Max, and
General Rolyam move forward down the green carpet to present
themselves before the King of Etheria, one of the royal guards
shouts, “Halt! Go no further!”

At this everyone stops.
“Princess ofAvolon, present yourself,” says King Titus

in a deep, strong voice.
Max’s ears perk up at the sound of his voice; it seems

familiar to him somehow.
Johanna steps forward and says, “I am Princess Jo-

hanna, daughter of King Ældor, the King of Avolon.”
From out of the shadows King Titus extends his hand.

“What proof have you brought me?”
“This medallion,” Johanna says as she pulls out the

gold medallion. “It belongs to my father. He said that you would
recognize it.”

King Titus then gestures to General Rolyam. “You,
bring the medallion to me.”

General Rolyam, acting somewhat surprised, retrieves
the medallion from Johanna and takes it to the King. After plac-
ing it in the King’s hand, he stands down beside the throne at
the foot of the steps. King Titus holds up the medallion, exam-
ining it in the light for a moment, though his face is still con-
cealed in darkness. He looks at the engraving of the Kingdom of
Avolon for a moment before turning it over to see the crest of
Avolon on the other side. Then he turns his attention back to the
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Princess.
“Thank you, Johanna, Princess ofAvolon.” He turns to

the side and commands, “Guards, seize her!”
“What?” the Princess says calmly as the

guards rush to surround her.
Sir Daniel and Chris both draw their swords ready for
whatever may befall.
“Wait!” Johanna calls out to Daniel then turns to plead
with the King. “Why?”

“Yeah, what’s going on here?” Chris adds fer-
vently.

“Silence!” the King commands as he stands
up from his shadowed throne and steps forward into
the light, thus revealing the demon-like monstrosity

that is really Lord Geremy, the dark Lord of Lore. With a vile
grin carved into his spiked helmet, the dark figure stands tall in
the light.

Max, recognizing him from the village, says to him-
self, “It’s him,” although no one pays him any mind.

Sir Daniel recognizing the dark Lord calls out to him,
“Lord Geremy, the Black Knight of Lore, so it is true, you have
returned.”

“But how could he have possibly taken this kingdom?”
Chris ponders out loud.

Lord Geremy answers Sir Daniel. “Yes, I have re-
turned.” Then with a menacing gaze he answers Chris. “And if
you are referring to how I managed to get past the two city walls,
it was quite an easy feat. We just flew over them in my airship
and dropped straight down on the royal tower. They were com-
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pletely unprepared for such an attack, and now King Titus is our
prisoner. And the rest of the kingdom is none the wiser. As far
as they are concerned, everything is fine, and King Titus is re-
clining comfortably in his royal suite.”

“Airship? So it was you who attacked Brendinheim,”
Sir Daniel exclaims.

“Yes, it was.And now thanks to your Princess, we have
all that we need to conquer Avolon without even sending an
army to take it. Count Vladimir will be most pleased.” Then
turning to the side he calls out, “General,” and tosses the gold
medallion to General Rolyam.

The General catches the medallion and starts in, “With
this medallion, we will blackmail your father. He will either sur-
renderAvolon, or we will slowly torture his one and only daugh-
ter to the death.”

“How could you?! You’ve betrayed us,” Johanna says
in great disgust.

“Yes, I didYour Highness,” he says. Then changing his
voice to a sinister raspy tone he adds, “And to what extent, you
had no idea,” he says pulling a white, pointed hood over his face.

“Maylor, Count Vladimir’s wizard,” Chris says, rec-
ognizing his foul hooded mask.

Lord Geremy then interrupts. “My apologies, but we
cannot stay. Guards! Bring the Princess. Finish the rest,” he says,
as he turns around and walks towards the exit near the back of
the throne room. Maylor bids them farewell before following
him.

Johanna screams for help as the guards seize her and
drag her away, kicking. “Daniel! Help me!”
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Sir Daniel, with sword drawn, calls back to her,
“Princess!” just as the rest of the guards rush in to attack him
and Chris.

A guard lunges at Sir Daniel, but is cut down by
Daniel’s sword, as his eyes begin to glow again. “Hold on,
Princess!”

Another warrior goes for Chris, but is taken out by his
hook. One by one the rest of the guards start in on the fight as
Daniel and Chris fend them off.

Meanwhile, Lord Geremy and Maylor take their leave
with the Princess. Before exiting the hall, the dark Lord of Lore
takes notice of Sir Daniel wreaking havoc on his men and of his
glowing eyes. Then he exits through the doorway with the
Princess, leaving her escorts behind in the throne room to battle
his guards.

Chris and Daniel fight vigorously before coming to the
realization that they cannot hold out against so many guards and
still defend Max while trying to get to the Princess.

“There are too many of them!” Daniel shouts to Chris
as he runs through one of the guards with his sword.

“What are we going to do?” Chris shouts back as he
dodges a spear, then retaliates, swinging his sword.

“We’ve got to get out of here,” Daniel says, giving an
attacker a good punch, pummeling him to the ground.

“I agree,” Chris says, knocking the weapon out of his
attacker’s hand with his hook.

“Max! Go! Head for the door!,” Daniel shouts to him.
“Right!” Max says as he runs for the large, wooden en-

trance way.
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Little by little the guards close in around Chris and Sir
Daniel. The two stand back to back struggling against the
guards. Chris takes notice of one of the stone statues just to his
right. Seeing a large crack at its base, an idea clicks in his head.

“Get ready!” he shouts to Daniel.
Then Chris reaches out with his hook and pulls the

giant statue by the arm. With the sound of cracking stone, Chris
brings it crashing down on the guards in front of him. “Now!”
Chris yells to Daniel, then drops to the floor.

Daniel, seizing the opportunity, picks up the fallen
statue by the head and begins swinging it around in a circle, lev-
eling the guards within the statue’s radius before finally slinging
it into a crowd of coming guards.With most of the guards down,
Chris and Daniel scramble for the door where Max is waiting.
Once through, Daniel and Chris both shut the large doors, and
place a wooden beam across them, securing themselves more
time.

“That should hold them for now, but not for long,”
Daniel says to Chris, as the guards start pounding on the barred
door.

“Are you all right, kid?” Chris asks.
“Yeah, I’m fine,” Max replies. “But what about the

Princess?”
“We’ll have to find another way around. We’ll split up

and search for her. You and Max take this hallway to the left,
and I’ll go to the right. Once we find the Princess, we’ll regroup
and try to come up with a plan to get ourselves out of here. Got
it?”

“Got it,” Chris repeats with a quick nod of his head as
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chunks of splintered wood are chopped through the barred door
by the impending guards.

“May the grace of God be with you,” Daniel says, then
turns and takes off down the long corridor before disappearing
around the corner.

Chris turns to Max and says, “All right, kid, looks like
it’s just you and me. Are you ready?”

“I’ll be right behind you,” Max affirms, and the two
head off down the opposite end of the hallway, turn the corner,
and continue down another long corridor in search of the
Princess.

After checking several halls and rooms, Chris and Max
come to three open doorways, each leading to a different path.

“Now what?” Max says anxiously. “Which one should
we take?”

Chris looks at each doorway for a moment. “I’m not
sure.” He pauses briefly. “All right, that one,” he says pointing
to the doorway on the far right.

“How do you know it’s that one?” Max asks.
“I don’t,” Chris replies confidently.
They step through the doorway and continue their

search. Several rooms later, Max interrupts. “Chris, wait up.
Can’t we take a breather and rest for a few moments?”

Chris stops and says, “I thought you wanted to become
a knight?”

“I do!” Max replies quickly.
“We can rest now, but know that every breath we take

resting will be one less the Princess will have if they get away
with her. This isn’t training; this is the real thing, kid. But if you
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are really at your limit, then we will rest.”
“No, you’re right,” Max says. “I said I wanted to be-

come a knight, and Johanna needs us. I’m ready.”
“That’s the way, kid,” Chris encouragess.
“You can count on me,” Max assures him.
“Good, because I am. Now lets move.”
Chris and Max continue to rush through the castle cor-

ridors, searching rooms and halls before stopping at the sound of
a voice in the distance.

“Do you hear that?” Chris says to Max.
Max stops to listen, welcoming the brief break. “What

is it?”
Just then a voice in the distance calls out again.

“Heeelp... Daniel!... Chris!... Heelp!”
Max shouts, “It’s the Princess!”
“It sounds like she’s above us,” Chris says listening

carefully.
Max looks around for a moment before pointing to an

open stairwell a short way down the hall. “Look! Stairs!”
“Good job, kid. Let’s go.” They both head for the steps.
Bursting out of the stairwell a couple floors up, Chris

runs to the nearest window and looks out with Max right behind
him. They both look up and see the giant twin airship of Lord
Geremy docked at one of the tower balconies a few stories up.
Just then, they see several indistinguishable figures struggle
across a short wood plank bridge from the balcony to the air-
ship. Then they hear the Princess scream again.

“Help! ..... Someone Help Me! .... Help!
“There she is,” Max says anxiously.
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“They’re taking her aboard that ship! Come on, kid.”
They both head back into the stairwell and start up the spiral
staircase toward the airship and Princess Johanna.
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Chapter XII

CLASH of two TITANS

Sir Daniel scours the tall towers of the Etherian castle
for Princess Johanna, searching hallways, corridors, and stair-
wells, but he can find no trace of her anywhere. After a short
while, Daniel comes to an open doorway, through which he sees
a bridged walkway to the tower just adjacent to him. Having no
success in finding the Princess thus far, he decides to take the
walkway across and hunt for her in the next tower. Hearing a
faint scream coming from the top of the next tower confirms his
decision, and Sir Daniel walks through the open doorway.

The Princess screams again, and he looks up to see
what appears to be two gigantic battleships joined together as
one, floating in the air. The gargantuan vessel is held up by a se-
ries of massive balloons and is docked at the
tower’s highest balcony. With clear direction in
sight, Sir Daniel steps out onto the stone sky-
walk only to find a dark, menacing figure
awaiting him on the other side, stand-
ing between him and his path to the
Princess. With sword drawn, the dark
figure steps forward and calls out to
Daniel.

“Sir Daniel, Great Son
of Henders!At last we meet!”
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Daniel, recognizing the sinister figure, calls back to
him, “Lord Geremy, the Black Knight of Lore. Where is the
Princess? What have you done with her?”

“I have the Princess– your prize should you best me.
Now let us see if you can live up to that name, Great Son of Hen-
ders,” Lord Geremy says as his eyes begin to glow with a white
light, shining through the slits of his visor.

Sir Daniel recognizes the glow from his eyes. “I know
what you are. And despite what you think, you are not com-
pletely immortal,” he says drawing his long sword.

“Indeed you do,” Lord Geremy says taking notice of
the blue light emanating from Sir Daniel’s eyes. “We are one in
the same, you and I. The last remnants of an ancient race. Now
come, save your Princess if you can.”

At this they step forward to face each other. Poised on
opposite sides of the stone skywalk high above the castle, the
two warriors stare each other down. Heat lightning flashes
through the clouds in the distance, and the wind picks up as a
storm seams to be moving in on the two warriors. Lord Geremy,
starting off the battle, takes a deadly swing at Sir Daniel with
his massive shard-like sword.

Daniel blocks and retaliates. But Lord Geremy parries
the attack, pushing it off to the side as if it were nothing. He
strikes again at Sir Daniel, who dodges quickly. The two knights
exchange blows before Lord Geremy aims a finishing move at
Sir Daniel’s head. But Daniel defends with a high-guard ma-
neuver then takes another shot at Lord Geremy only to have it
blocked by his enormous sword. The two warriors push hard
against each other's crossed blades in an intense power struggle.
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Lord Geremy says to Sir Daniel with a radiant glare from his
visor, “I’m impressed. I did not think you would last even this
long.”

“Hmmff! I could say the same,” Daniel replies simply.
Heat lightning flashes through the clouds above them,

and with surprising speed, Lord Geremy shoves free and swings
his mighty sword at Daniel, nearly missing him but cutting
through one of the stone gargoyles completely. It falls from the
skywalk down onto the parapet far below. Daniel, unconcerned
with the near miss, strikes back, but Lord Geremy defends
against it once more and drives Daniel back. With his large
sword Lord Geremy relentlessly punishes Daniel, striking at him
again and again. Daniel defends each blow with his own sword
over and over again until sshnaaapt!! ching! Daniel’s sword
snaps in two under the sheer force. Lord Geremy, seeing this,
steps back and lowers his sword. Sir Daniel, noticing Geremy’s
noble gesture of chivalry, replies, “I’m not through yet.”

“Excellent. You truly are a worthy adversary,” Lord
Geremy says, staring through his visor with a fiery white glow.

“Shall we continue?” Daniel says, holding up his bro-
ken sword, prepared to finish their duel with a dagger-sized
blade.

“After you, Great Son of Henders,” Lord
Geremy insists.

Sir Daniel lunges at Geremy with
his broken sword. Lord Geremy blocks his at-
tack and the two start in right where they left
off, battling back and forth. Sir Daniel de-
livers a devastating knee to Lord Geremy’s
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stomach, and the dark lord doubles over in pain. Taking full ad-
vantage, Daniel brings his locked fists down like a hammer to
the back of Lord Geremy’s head, driving him to his knees. But
from his knees, Lord Geremy backhands Daniel, sending the
holy warrior reeling backwards. With Daniel in a daze, Lord
Geremy stands up and thrusts his sword into the ground as he
reaches across and grabs Daniel by the head. He then brings it
smashing down against the pommel of his free-standing sword,
sending Sir Daniel to his knees now. Recovering quickly, with
a shake of his head, Daniel takes off his cape and throws it to the
ground. The holy warrior gets back to his feet, while the black
knight pulls his broad sword from the stone floor of the bridged
walkway.

The clouds light up as the two nemeses catch their
breath and prepare for a final showdown. Sir Daniel stands
ready, eyes blazing, wielding his broken blade. On the other side,
Lord Geremy waits with the sinister grin of his helmet and the
glow of his eyes piercing through the slots of his visor. Just as
the two warriors are about to unleash their final fury, a bolt of

lightning flashes from the sky and strikes
the skywalk between them. The

two knights rear back as a huge
section of the walkway crum-
bles away and falls to the cas-
tle below. A large, open chasm
now separates the two warriors.

From the other side of the
broken walkway, Lord
Germy calls out, “Great
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Son of Henders, it looks like fate has chosen for us to finish this
another day.”

Sir Daniel calls back to him, “Not fate, my friend, but
God.”

“I look forward to our meeting again. Until then,
farewell,” Lord Geremy says before walking off the broken sky-
walk and through the tower doorway on his way up to his air-
ship.

Sir Daniel, left standing alone on the other side of the
skywalk, looks up and sees Lord Geremy’s airship at the top of
the next tower and remembers. “The Princess.”

Daniel hopelessly searches his surroundings for a mo-
ment, then looks at the doorway on the other side of the gapping
distance. “I’ve got to find a way to get to her,” he says to him-
self.

His eyes dart around, looking for some way to get
across, but he can find nothing. His eyes finally stop at the open
gap in the walkway, which is just too far for any normal man to
clear. But left with no other option and against all odds, he takes
a few steps back and starts off running towards the edge of the
crumbled skywalk. The edge comes closer and closer with each
passing stride until he reaches the end and jumps. He sails
through the air and lands, catching himself on the other side, his
legs dangling off the edge of the broken bridge.

“I made it!” he thinks as he starts to pull himself up,
but just then the stone starts to crack and give way. Daniel tries
desperately to pull himself up quickly, but the edge of the sky-
walk breaks apart underneath him and he falls with the crum-
bling debris, disappearing out of sight as he drops to the castle
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far below. A flash of lightning illuminates the vacant stone
bridge where Sir Daniel once stood.

Chris runs up the tower steps with Max close behind
as he calls out to him. “Max!”

“Yeah?!” Max answers.
“At the docks of Avolon, how did you get aboard my

ship? ” Chris asks.
“I just jumped in the water and swam to it,” Max

replies, unsure of why he would want to know about this now.
“But how did you get on board?”
“Well, I scaled the side of the ship and hid in one of the

lifeboats,” Max explains.
“Do ya think that giant ship will have lifeboats?” Chris

asks.
“Are you serious?!” Max asks.
“Yeah, are you up for it, kid?”
“Sure, I guess so. It should be easier than scaling your

boat; this one isn’t wet. But what about Sir Daniel?” Max asks
curiously.

“Don’t worry. If the Princess is aboard that ship, Daniel
will find a way onto it. He may even be there already,” Chris
explains as the two continue up the steps towards the airship.

Chris and Max reach the balcony, only to find that the
bridge has been removed and the enormous airship is already
setting out.
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Chris, staring at the departing airship, calls out to Max.
“Are you ready, kid?”

But as he is talking, Max runs right past him and jumps
into the air, grabbing one of the long rudder fins on the tail end
of the ship. Chris, completely stunned at his courage, has no time
to dwell on his astonishment and takes off for the ship’s rudders
as well. With a running leap Chris jumps for the ship’s tail rud-
der and makes it, holding on for dear life. The gigantic twin ves-
sel sails off into the evening sky as Chris and Max both climb up
the rudders and scale across the side of the ship’s hull to one of
the lifeboats where they both take cover and hide.

Elsewhere, on the ground, in a pile of rubble far below
the crumbled skywalk, something begins to move. Amidst the
heap of stones and rocks a hand reaches out. The rocks and
stones part as Sir Daniel rises from the debris. Emerging from
the rubble, he begins to dust himself off. Then looking up at the
broken walkway, he sees the height from which he has fallen.
Staring up at the skywalk, he notices something else in the dis-
tance beyond the walkway itself. It is Lord Geremy’s airship de-
parting from the castle tower.Watching the giant ship float away,
he quickly begins to follow it with his eyes. His gaze locked on
the large ship, he makes his way through the castle courtyards,
trying to keep up with it on foot. Still fixed on the airship, he
tries to figure out how he is going to save the Princess now. He
continues to follow the ship until he runs into the castle walls.
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With his forward progress stopped, he quickly prays, “Lord,
what do You want me to do now?”

Out of the corner of his eye, Daniel sees his grey,
speckled horse saddled and running loose. Puzzled, he wonders
how his horse got loose and looks around, but there is no one in
sight anywhere. Seeing his horse, it clicks. “Thank You Lord,”
Daniel says, then he runs and mounts it. Grabbing the reigns and
giving the horse a good kick, he sprints off through the castle
streets until he comes to the city gates.

“Raise the gates! Raise the gates!” he shouts urgently
to the guards.

“What’s the problem, sir?” one of the guards asks.
“The problem is that your King is in trouble and the

Princess of Avolon has been kidnapped,” he says, pointing to
the airship floating away through the sky. “Now raise the
portcullis!” Daniel insists.

“What, what is that?” the other guard asks, looking up
at the fleeing airship in the sky.

“I don’t have time to explain,” Sir Daniel says, dis-
mounting from his horse and walking right up to the gate.

“Hey, what do you think you’re doing?” the guards de-
mand.

Daniel ignores the guards as his eyes begin to glow
again. He grabs hold of the heavy grilled gate and lifts it open
with his bare hands. Holding the weighty metal gate above his
head, he turns to the guards with a fiery blue light in his eyes
and says, “Get my horse.”

“Yes, right away, sir,” the one guard says, thinking it
not wise to ask anymore questions. “And, you, go open the
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next gate,” Daniel commands the other guard.
The guard nods compliantly and rushes ahead to lower

the drawbridge while the other guard gets Sir Daniel’s horse.
Once through, Daniel drops the metal gate, and it slams to the
ground with a tremor. Looking up at the airship, Daniel mounts
his horse again and heads for the next gate.

Upon reaching the drawbridge, he sees that the guard
does not have it completely lowered yet. But meaning not to
wait, he gives his horse a fierce kick and rides through the gate-
way out onto the lowering drawbridge and jumps the rest of the
distance across the moat and to the ground. Landing, he rides
out beyond the castle walls in pursuit of the floating airship be-
fore disappearing into the countryside.
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Chapter XIII

LORD LORE and
the PRINCESS

Maylor walks across the main decks of the floating air-
ship, the Sea Cloud, followed by Vladmirian soldiers dragging
the defiant Princess. The Princess pleads with Maylor as their
ship pulls away from the Kingdom of Etheria.

“How could you do this to us? My father trusted you as
one of his advisors.”

“My dear child, I have been a spy from the beginning.
Didn’t you think it odd that Tremond, the most loyal ally to
Avolon, never responded to your father’s letters for help? It was
because I never sent them. Your father is more of a fool than a
King.” Maylor says as he laughs out loud with pride. “Ha, ha, ha,
ha, haaa!”

At this the Princess screams and wrestles against the
soldiers.

“Let go of me!”
She breaks free long enough to kick one of the soldiers

between his legs, dropping him to his knees before two more
soldiers take his place and subdue her.

“Do what you will with her,” Maylor says as he leaves
the Princess with the soldiers and heads below deck.With May-
lor gone, the soldiers begin to harass the kidnapped Princess.
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“Look what we have here– royalty,” one of the soldiers
says as he looks the Princess over.

“This is the first time we’ve ever seen a real Princess,”
remarks another soldier who moves in closer to take a look at
her.

“Go on, kiss her. Maybe you’ll turn into a prince,” yet
another one jokes.

Johanna gasps and tries to back away from them, but
has no place to go as the men surround her and close in.

“No! Stay away from me! Please!” Johanna cries.
One of the soldiers reaches for her and says, “I’ve

never kissed a Princess before. And...”
But before the soldier can touch her or even finish his

statement, he is run through from behind, the point of Lord
Geremy’s massive sword sticking straight out of his chest.

“...And you never will.” Lord Geremy says finishing
the man’s statement for him. Then turning to address the rest of
his men. “This woman is mine. Anyone else who touches her
will share the same fate.” A glow pulses from his eyes.

Dumbfounded, the soldiers nod in agreement, “Yes, my
Lord.”

Lord Geremy slowly removes his sword from the
man’s back and kicks the dead body to the floor. “Now, take the
Princess to my quarters.”

Two of the men escort the Princess away.
“The rest of you get back to your posts. We have a long

journey ahead of us, and I want to make haste,” Lord Geremy
commands.

All the soldiers quickly agree again, almost in unison,
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“Yes, my Lord.”
As Lord Geremy turns and walks off the main deck the

men fall in line. A couple of the men haul the dead body away
and throw it over the side of the ship.

Alone in Lord Geremy’s personal chambers, Princess
Johanna finds herself chained to the bed. She pulls desperately
at the chains, but it is no use. She’ll never be able to break them,
she thinks to herself, then begins to scan the room. The wood-
trimmed cabin is small but cozy. Beside the bed is a desk, a
chair, and a large window, which looks out the back of the ship.
She gazes out the window, captivated by the view. Dark clouds
move across the face of the moon in the night sky as the ship
floats through the clouds. Amazed, she looks for several mo-
ments, wondering how it is possible for them to be floating at
such a height, far above the earth below. The sound of coming
footsteps creaking on the wooden floors interrupts her moment
of tranquility, and she remembers the horror of exactly where
she is.

The footsteps stop just outside the door. She waits in
uneasy anticipation as the handle clanks and the door opens. The
black Lord of Lore steps through the doorway. He looks down
at the Princess through the slits in his spiked helmet. He then
continues across the room to the large window and stops. With
his back to the Princess, he takes off his belt and sword, leaning
it up in the corner.
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“Is this the only way for you to get a girl?” Princess Jo-
hanna says angrily.

“Don’t flatter yourself. Whoever said that you were
pretty enough for me, Princess?” Lord Geremy replies.

“Men who cover their faces are either horribly disfig-
ured or just ugly,” Johanna retorts.

Lord Geremy turns his head and looks over his shoul-
der at her through his vile looking helmet. He then moves to face
her fully and removes the ghastly helmet. Johanna gasps at the
sight and is silenced by his appearance, for Lord Geremy is a
very handsome and attractive young man.

His dark brown hair is short and scattered, unevenly
parted down the center. His light colored skin is contrasted by his
dark apparel. He has a strong jaw line, and his face is perfect,
even with the light shadow of scruff, he is completely free of
scars and blemishes. His eyes are like glass of a deep brown.
She could get lost in them if she let herself, but she turns her
eyes away from him. Lord Geremy looks at the Princess for a
moment saying nothing, then turns and
retrieves a rolled up matt. He shakes
it out, laying it on the floor, then
proceeds to take off the rest of his
armor.

“What’s that for?” Jo-
hanna asks timidly.

“To sleep on,” Lord
Geremy replies.

“Will I be sleeping
on the floor?” she asks.
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“No, Your Highness. You will be sleeping in my bed; I
will be sleeping on the floor.” Lord Geremy walks over to her
and undoes her chains. “That should make you more comfort-
able, but don’t even think about escaping.”

“And why not? Why should I listen to you? You kid-
napped me,” Johanna exclaims.

“For two reasons, Princess. First, there is nowhere for
you to go, unless you are going to jump over the side of the ship.
And it is a very long way down. And, second, you are only safe
on this ship if you are with me. Now get some rest; we have a
long journey ahead.” Then he lays down on the matt and rolls
over with his back to the Princess.

Johanna lays back down in bed and stares for a bit at
the wooden boards that make up the ceiling. Remembering May-
lor’s scheming, treachery, and betrayal, she says to Geremy, “As

soon as you fall asleep, I’m going to take your sword
over there and give you a severe limp.”

Lord Geremy, not amused, says plainly, “No
you won’t. Go back to sleep.”

“And why won’t I?” the Princess says, irri-
tated at Lord Geremy for not taking her threat se-
riously.

“Because, Princess, you won’t be able to lift
that sword,” Lord Geremy explains. “Now get
some sleep.”

At that Johanna keeps quiet. She lies awake in bed and
thinks about all that has happened and worries about Daniel,
Chris, Max, and her father until the heavy weight of sleep closes
her weary eyes for the night.
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The next morning Chris and Max wake up in one of
the Sea Cloud’s covered lifeboats as it sails through the sky on
its way back to the dreaded Kingdom of Vladmiria. Exhausted
from their extensive search for the Princess the night before,
Chris lies awake resting while Max peeks out through the cover
to see what all the ruckus is on deck. He watches as prisoners are
brought out and a long wooden plank is extended over the side
of the ship.

“Hey, Chris, look,” Max says in a low voice. “Some-
thing is going on out there.”

“What is it?” Chris says as he sits up to take a look.
Aboard the main deck, Vladmirian soldiers herd the

bound prisoners out before Maylor the sorcerer, who stands
above them at the helm.

“Look, there’s Maylor,” Max says.
Chris surveys the prisoners. “Oh no!” he says. “There’s

King Titus. Look around for the Princess. Do you see her?”
After looking around for a few moments, Max replies,

“No, I don’t see her anywhere.”
The two watch as Maylor addresses the prisoners: “By

order of Vladmiria, I hereby find you all to be enemies of the
Vladmirian empire and are to be executed at once– by way of
walking the plank.”

Max turns to Chris, “What are we going to do, Chris?”
“There is nothing we can do for them now,” Chris says

sadly. “Ifwegoout there,we’ll bewalking theplankalongwith them.”
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Maylor nods his head, signaling for the soldiers to
begin. King Titus is the first to be led to the plank. With hands
bound, the Etheria king is forced out onto the wooden beam with
nothing but sky and clouds below him. The wind ruffles the
king’s hair as Maylor gives the hand signal. And the soldiers
force King Titus off the plank with their spears. With a horrible
fading scream, King Titus plummets to his death far below. Chris
and Max remain silent at the cruel punishment placed upon the
Etherian king. One by one, the prisoners are forced to follow
suit and walk the plank, falling to their deaths as well.

Max clinches his fists angered at the sadistic killings.
“What can we do? We can’t just sit here and watch!”

“I don’t know!?” Chris growls, frustrated with the im-
possible situation.

Just then a young boy is pushed out onto the plank. A
boy about Max’s age. The soldiers taunt the terrified boy, jab-
bing and prodding at him with their spears. Max becomes en-
raged at the sight of the young boy about to die.

“This isn’t right!” he says, ready to burst with anger.
With one more jab at the boy on the plank, Max reaches

his limits, “I can’t take this anymore.” He jumps out from the
covered lifeboat.

“No, Max, what are you doing?”
Chris pleads earnestly from inside the cov-

ered lifeboat.
“STOP THIS!!” Max shouts, ex-

ploding with anger. His eyes pulse with
a faint red glow. “Leave him alone!”

At this everyone on deck, including Maylor, stops and
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turns their attention to Max.
“How did this one escape?” Maylor says to himself,

thinking that Max was one of the captives. Then he yells,
“Guards! Get him!”

As the guards rush toward Max, the boy on the plank
makes his way back aboard the main deck safely, unnoticed
amidst the distraction. Suddenly Lord Geremy bursts onto the
main deck.

“Maylor!! I have not ordered these executions,” Lord
Geremy declares strongly, irritated with Maylor’s malignant ac-
tions.

At this the soldiers stop immediately, panic-stricken
looks of fear come over the their faces as they gulp in anticipa-
tion at what an angered Lord Geremy might do to them for this
sizeable mistake.

“Why, Lord Geremy, surely you do not have a problem
with the execution of the enemies to the throne of Vladmiria,
the Etherian King and his officials?” Maylor insists.

“You fool! His blood is on your head,” Geremy says,
angered at Maylor's stupidity. “A royal hostage is worth far more
than a dead King. Your ignorance is astounding. I leave it to you
to inform Count Vladimir of your incompetence.”

Maylor, enjoying the fact that he has irritated Lord
Geremy, replies sarcastically, “Fear not, almighty Geremy, you
still have one royal hostage,” referring to the Princess ofAvolon.

Lord Geremy, not amused with Maylor’s games, dis-
misses him completely and turns to the guards struggling to keep
hold of Max and says, “Bring the boy to me. The rest of you, re-
turn the prisoners to the brig at once.”
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In the lifeboat, Chris readies himself for an attempt at
rescuing Max against all odds. But he stops when Max looks
back at him and shakes his head.

Chris nods, “Good job, kid. Nice bravery.”
As the guards lead Max away, Chris ducks back down

inside the covered lifeboat. “Don’t worry, kid. Lord willing, I’ll
get you out of this mess.”

At the helm, the two guards bring Max to Lord
Geremy. The dark Lord looks down at the boy and recognizes
him as the one he had saved during the attack on Brendinheim.
But he says nothing to him.

“Put the boy with the girl,” he orders, before walking
away.

“Yes, my Lord,” the two guards respond.
But Max, not willing to maintain the same silence, says

to Lord Geremy, “Thank you for saving me– again.” Lord
Geremy stops for a moment, then continues on his way.

Back in the wood-trimmed room where the Princess
sits alone, the door opens and Max is pushed in. The guards shut
and lock the door behind him. The Princess runs to him in dis-
belief.

“Max! How did you get here?”
“Chris and I followed you onto the ship,” Max tells her.

“We’ve been looking for you.”
“Where is Chris and Daniel?” Johanna asks.
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“Chris is hiding in one of the lifeboats, but we haven’t
seen Sir Daniel since we split up back in Etheria.We don’t know
what happened to him,” Max explains. “Are you all right,
Princess?”

“Yes, I’m fine,” she says. “And how about you?”
“Yeah, I’m okay.” Then he begins to tell her about all

that has happened to him.About how they had escaped the Vlad-
mirian soldiers back in Etheria and then they split up with Sir
Daniel to search the castle for her.

He tells her about how he and Chris got aboard the Sea
Cloud, how they had searched the ship for her during the night,
about Maylor making the prisoners walk the plank and the fate
of King Titus IX, and how Lord Geremy had stopped Maylor,
saving him and the rest of the prisoners from certain death. He
then goes on to tell her that this had not been the first time Lord
Geremy had rescued him.

Max tells of how Lord Geremy had protected him and
tried to defend his mother back in Brendinheim, though she did
not survive.

Hearing Max’s story, Johanna begins to see Lord
Geremy in a different light, a side that she had ignored somehow
before. She reminisces for a moment, realizing that Lord
Geremy had not mistreated her; in fact, he had acted quite
chivalrously towards her. He actually killed one of his own men
to protect her.

Her thoughts are interrupted by a knock at the door. It
opens, and two guards walk in with a tray of food and place it
on the small desk.

“Lunch is served,” one of the guards says.
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Max and Johanna look at the tray of food, which seems
to be quite much for just the two of them. There are large bowls
of warm rice and mixed vegetables, choice meats and cooked
fish, a bowl of fresh fruit, and several pitchers of various juices
and water to drink. Decorating the center of the tray is a vase
with a single flower. As the guards start back for the door, Jo-
hanna stops them.

“Excuse me, but this doesn’t look like a standard pris-
oner’s meal,” she says, looking at the generous portions.

“It’s not. This is our guest’s servings,” one of the
guards says before exiting the room and locking the door behind
him. The sound of the door locking reminds the princess that
they are in fact still prisoners.

Max and the Princess sit down to eat, and Johanna be-
gins to wonder to herself about this dark Lord of Lore, ponder-
ing the mysterious character of the black knight.

After the Princess and Max have had their fill, Lord
Geremy and one of his guards return to collect the leftover food
and dishes. However, the guard finds more than he can carry, so
Lord Geremy orders Max to help him. Max helps the guard by
picking up the rest of the dishes, and they both head toward the
door. But before they leave, Lord Geremy gives the guard one
last order.

“If anything happens to the boy, it’s your head.”
“Yes, my Lord,” the guard says. Then talking to Max,

“Follow me.”
As Max and the guard exit the room with the leftover

food and dishes, Johanna notices the large leather-bound Bible
on Lord Geremy’s desk.
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“Did you forget to burn a book?” Johanna asks.
Lord Geremy looks in the direction of the desk and re-

moves his helmet. “No, it was a gift from a dying woman who
reminded me of my mother.”

“How is it that a man who owns a Bible and displays
such good character can be such a monster?” the Princess asks
with much curiosity.

“Monster!? Not everyone is so lucky to be born a
princess and spoiled into being a queen, Your Highness. I’ve had
to work for everything; nothing was ever given to me. Some of
us have to work at having a life,” Lord Geremy tells her.

“If you want to have life, maybe you should try read-
ing that book,” Johanna retorts.

“Do not speak to me of life, for I
am a Nephilim, an immortal. I have lived
for over two centuries. And I have plenty
of life to spare.”Aquick, white pulse gleams
from his eyes in an attempt to intimidate her.

But Johanna is not intimidated, having seen this trait
before in Sir Daniel. “So then,” she probes, “does being im-
mortal leave you no place for that book?”

Lord Geremy is intrigued with Johanna’s apparent lack
of concern over his powers.

“...Or for God?” Johanna adds. “After all, it is God’s
written words to us.”

“God!? Hmff! My mother believed in Him. But where
was God the night our kingdom was attacked and my mother
killed before my very eyes?Where was He then?” Geremy says,
turning away to hide his emotions.
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“I am sorry,” Johanna says compassionately.
“I do not need your pity!” Geremy exclaims.
“It’s not pity. It’s compassion. I do care about what hap-

pened to you. And so does God.” Johanna tells him.
Lord Geremy turns his eyes from Johanna and focuses

on the old, leather-bound book as his voice becomes hollow. “I
have seen things as an eight-year-old boy that grown men should
never have to see in a lifetime. I just wasn’t strong enough then.
There was nothing I could do to save her. But after that a man
took me in. He, too, was a Nephilim. He raised me and taught
me who I was and that my birthright was greater than that of any
mortal man, noble, or king. He was there for me when God was
not.”

“I’m sorry, Geremy. I too, have lost
a mother. But I do not blame God for it. Do
you want to know where God was the night
your mother was killed?”

Geremy listens silently as Johanna
continues.

“He was there, looking down from heaven with tears of
sadness because of this awful thing that was happening. And
tears of sadness because He knew how long this tragedy would
keep you from coming to Him. He has never given up on you.
Even now, God is reaching out to you in love, waiting for you
to respond to Him. So He can give you a new life.”

Lord Geremy listens with a cynical look on his face.
“God crying? It sounds to me like your God is weak.”

“No, you are mistaken,” she says. “It’s not weakness,
but meekness and compassion, a quality you share.”
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“In that book it tells of how compassion and love drove
an all powerful God to give up His power and glory to become
a man, to save us from our own sins, because we are too weak
and unable to help ourselves ‘For the wages of sin is death.’ 27

So He took our penalty for us, ‘....the just for the unjust, that He
might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh but made
alive by the Spirit.’ 28 A perfect and holy God became flesh, be-
came a man. Aman named Jesus, and He died on a cross for all
sins, paying the penalty in our stead.At any given moment Jesus
could have wielded His own power as God to save Himself, but
because of His love and compassion for us, He chose to endure
death on a cross to redeem us. And He did it because He was
the only one who could. Only God could die, and yet, still live.
And I see His compassion in you, in the way you are willing to
help those who cannot help themselves, because you know that
you are the only chance they have. I saw it in the way you saved
me, and I heard about it in the way you rescued Max, and in how
you tried to save his mother, the woman who gave you that
book.”

Lord Geremy, fighting against his emotions, says,
“Enough!”

“God’s only requirement is faith– that we believe in
Him and repent and turn from our evil ways. Believe in Jesus,
that He died and rose again to take away our sins, and He will
forgive you and all of the sins you have committed, and ever
will commit. ‘As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he
removed our transgressions from us.’ 29 He can spare you from
spending eternity in Hell– the destination of all those who do
not believe in Him. Instead, when this life is finally over, you
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will spend eternity with God in Heaven, Paradise, where there is
no sin or corruption, where you will be with all those who be-
lieve in Him, including your mother,” Johanna says, looking into
Geremy’s dark saddened eyes.

Lord Germy stands up and looks down at Johanna. “It
is too late for me, Princess. I have committed far too many
shameful sins. And my punishment is eternity here in this
world.” He then puts on his helmet and walks out, leaving the
Princess alone in the small, wood-trimmed cabin.

“It’s not too late,” Johanna says softly. With tears run-
ning down her cheeks, she kneels at the bed and starts to pray
aloud. “God in Heaven, please soften Geremy’s heart and open
his eyes to see You for who You truly are...”
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Chapter XIV

°STALEMATE°

It is almost dawn in the kingdom of Vladmiria. The sun
has not yet risen on the ruined city, but its glow precedes it, il-
luminating the clouds with rich shades of orange and pink. Over
the horizon a weary rider appears riding a gray horse. Pulling
the reins, he looks from afar at the twisted, decaying castle in the
distance and then anxiously at the thick clouds above. Suddenly,
the Sea Cloud bursts forth through the clouds, revealing itself. It
slowly descends from the clouds heading for the Vladmirian cas-
tle as it prepares to dock at one of the leaning towers of the dark
empire. Having followed the airship from Etheria, the deter-
mined Sir Daniel gives his horse another kick and heads straight
for the Vladmirian castle.

Riding through the
open valley towards the castle,
Sir Daniel sees some kind of
monumental structure along the
path ahead. Coming upon it, he
slows his pace to a gallop as he
takes notice of the Vladmirian
guards posted there. Daniel looks for some cover, but to no
avail– there is nowhere to hide in this desolate valley of rocks.
And now it is too late. The Vladmirian soldiers have already
spotted him. Two guards grab their spears and begin to pursue
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Daniel on foot while a third goes to retrieve his crossbow.
“This is it,” Daniel says to himself. “I haven’t come all

this way for nothing.” He gives his horse a good kick and
charges the ensuing guards head on. Sprinting towards the two
warriors Daniel unsheathes his broken sword and hurls it at one
of the guards. The short blade catches the warrior in the chest,
dropping him to the ground.With no other weapons left in his ar-
senal, Daniel is forced to be creative and quickly removes one
of his metal gauntlets. The other approaching guard takes his
eyes off Daniel momentarily to see his comrade fall, then looks
back only to receive a metal gauntlet ricocheting off his face.

Racing on, Daniel storms the third guard when his
horse is hit by an arrow. The horse goes down, mid-stride, hit-
ting the ground hard and tossing Sir Daniel from the saddle. The
horse kicks about, snorting and neighing as it tries to get back
up, but it is put to an abrupt end by another arrow to the head.

The guard reloads his crossbow as he walks past the
still horse to check on the rider, who lies motionless, face down
in the dirt. Looking at him, the guard nudges Daniel with his
foot. When he doesn’t move, the guard reaches down and rolls
him over onto his back.

“Thought you were pretty tough, didn’t you?” the
guard says, staring into the face of the immobilized rider.

Suddenly, Daniel’s eyes open with a radiant blue stare,
severely startling the guard. Daniel quickly knocks the guard’s
legs out from under him with a sweeping kick, causing him to
lose his crossbow. Daniel jumps to his feet and catches the lost
weapon, then belts the guard across the head with it, knocking
him unconscious.
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Tossing the crossbow to the ground Daniel goes to
check on his fallen horse, but it is too late, “I’m sorry, my friend.
You served me well.”

Leaving his horse, Daniel walks to the monumental
tomb where the guards had been posted. Large stone statues of
wolf-faced men holding spears guard the ancient tomb. Tall pil-
lars support the highly decorative entrance, though most of the
intricate engravings have eroded away. Upon examining the
well-weathered tomb, he finds a peculiar name inscribed on the
door. It reads: The Count of Vladimir Vladimont. Intrigued,
Daniel tries to open the tomb door, but there are no handles. His
eyes begin to glow as he digs his fingers between the cracks of
the stone door and pulls with all his might, slowly opening the
heavy door. A rush of air comes howling out of the tomb.

Entering the tomb, he explores the small inner cham-
ber.A few burning torches illuminate the dim room. Daniel won-
ders curiously about the tomb as he looks over the elaborately
painted walls for a moment. Old symbols like hieroglyphics
cover the walls from floor to ceiling and seem to tell an ancient
story. However, Daniel is concerned with more important mat-
ters and quickly turns his attention towards the coffin in the cen-
ter of the room. It too is painted ornately. Sir Daniel approaches
the coffin and lifts the lid, expecting to find some sort of a de-
cayed body inside. But instead he finds a deep pit with a ladder
leading down into it. Cool air rushes up from within the coffin
as Sir Daniel stares down into the darkened pit. “Perhaps this
will lead me into Vladmiria,” Daniel murmurs before grabbing
one of the burning torches from the wall. Hoisting himself into
the coffin, he descends down the ladder. At the bottom he finds
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himself at the beginning of a long tunnel. He raises the torch to
light his way as he starts through the passage. The tunnel is dark
and dry with the earthen smell of dirt.

After several turns and much walking, another rush of
cool air blows out Daniel’s torch, and he is left in the pitch black-
ness of the dark. Daniel’s eyes pulse to a glow– lighting up the
darkened corridor. Using his eyes as lamps, he travels on through
the winding cavern before finally coming to a dead end. He had
thought upon entering the hidden passage that it would lead him
into the castle. But now he stands halted, confronted with a wall.
Daniel pushes against the wall, but it is solid. Not ready to give
up just yet, Daniel searches the wall with his hands, looking for
something, anything, before finally finding a small lever in the
corner. Daniel pulls the lever, which breaks the seal, and to his
surprise, light rings the squared edge of the dead end wall. He
pushes against the heavy wall, and it slowly swings open. He
steps through the opening and finds himself standing in a stone
hallway inside the Vladmirian castle.

Inside the castle now, Daniel looks back into the secret
passage, then shuts the thick passage door, which on the other
side is a large painting. Painted is a picture of the tomb he had
entered through– entitled, The way of Count Vladimir Vladi-
mont. Sir Daniel raises an eyebrow at the picture, then leaves
the passage and painting behind as he starts his search for the
Princess.

After exploring several long hallways, he comes to
some open doors where he stumbles upon Count Vladimir’s
enormous library. He peeks in to take a look at the rather large
gothic library. Book-filled shelves line the walls from top to bot-
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tom. Then he sees Count Vladimir sitting on his throne amidst
stacks of scattered books. Wearing his saber-toothed skull and
adorned with spikes he sits talking with someone. Looking fur-
ther he sees the wizard Maylor and a few guards standing with
some prisoners. He recognizes the prisoners as Johanna and, to
his surprise, Max. “I thought I had left Chris and Max both back
in Etheria,” he thinks to himself. “But where is Chris?”

Peering back into the library, Daniel sees that there is
no one standing between him and Count Vladimir. “I’ve got a
clear shot,” Daniel thinks to himself as he reaches to unsheathe
his sword– only to be reminded that he no longer has a sword.
He then looks around for some other sort of weapon. He does not
have to look far before finding a variety of swords and axes dec-
orating a nearby wall. He quickly grabs a sword from the wall
and with great speed Daniel bursts into the room, lunging
straight for Count Vladimir. And with a loud “Clank!” Sir
Daniel’s sword is stopped short, inches from Vladimir’s chest,
by a large familiar sword. Sir Daniel looks up to see Lord
Geremy, the dark Lord of Lore, who, for the
second time now, has come between
him and his objective. With the ele-
ment of surprise gone, everyone in the
room locks their attention on Sir
Daniel.

“Did you really think
that it would be that easy?”
Count Vladimir says with
cool contempt.

Sir Daniel
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glances over at Johanna and Max, who are both calling his name.
The guards stand with spears up to their throats. He then turns
his eyes back to the dark Lord of Lore who says, “It’s time we
finished this,” referring to their last encounter.

So Daniel steps back to accept his challenge, and the
two prepare to face one another in mortal combat.

“Yes, this should be most entertaining,” Count Vladi-
mous says as he stands up from his throne to watch.

The two warriors stare each other down with swords
drawn. Their eyes begin to glow as they start to circle one an-
other.

Then, just as the two warriors are about to tear into one
another, a voice interrupts and shouts, “Wait!”

It’s Chris, with his hook up to Vladimir’s neck and his
sword to Vlad’s side.

The attention now shifts to Chris as he holds Vladimir
in a death lock.

“I know what you are. And that you claim to be im-
mortal,” Chris says to Vladimir, “but I’m about to test that the-
ory. Now let them go.”

“Let’s be rational,” an uncomfortable Vladimir says.
“Even if you should kill me, my guards will kill the Princess and
the boy.And Lord Geremy will take care of the Son of Henders.
That will leave you alone with my guards, Maylor, and Lord
Geremy. How long do you think you will last? Not to mention
that I might still be alive, and all your friends that you’ve been
trying so desperately to save will be dead.”

Chris now holds his hook so close to Vlad’s neck that
it pierces his skin, and Vladimir begins to bleed. “Well, you
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bleed,” Chris says. “But I wouldn’t want to take any chances.”
Chris lowers his sword from Vladimir’s side to his thigh and
continues. “So, when I pull my hook through your throat I will
also lop off one of your legs. Either way I figure you will be a
lot less threatening. Get my point!”

Count Vladimir contemplates his situation for a mo-
ment then suggests, “How about this then: a trade. The Son of
Henders for the Princess and the boy?”

“Done!” Sir Daniel says, accepting Vladimir’s offer.
“No!” the Princess yells, voicing her disagreement,

then is followed by Chris, who speaks aloud angrily.
“No! No way! Not acceptable. You’re not in any con-

dition to bargain here, Vladimir.”
To which Count Vladimir replies, “Or maybe you

would like to just wait and see how events will unfold?”
“He’s right!” Daniel says. “It’s the only way to avoid

bloodshed.” Then speaking directly to Vladimir, Daniel offers,
“Me for their safe release. Agreed?”

“Agreed!” Vladimir confirms. “Maylor, release them,”
he orders from within the clutches of Chris.

Maylor releases Johanna and Max, and they try to run
to Sir Daniel, but Daniel shouts at them both. “No, stay back!”
Then he looks back at Chris, who is greatly troubled about the
whole deal. “Get them out of here,” Daniel says as the guards
disarm him of his sword and chain his hands and feet.

Chris shakes his head and lets out a soft but stern, “No,
I refuse.”

“Go, my friend,” Daniel assures him. “I will see you
again, I promise. The Lord is with me. Now go. Get the Princess
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out of here.”
Chris looks at his long time friend in great distress, but

finally releases Count Vladimir from his grasp, leaving him a
good-sized scrape across his neck with his hook. Vladimir grunts
at the pain and quickly brings his hand up to cover the wound.
Chris grabs Johanna and Max and heads for the door.

Johanna cries out to Lord Geremy. “Don’t let this hap-
pen, Geremy, please!”

Lord Geremy cocks his head in confusion at the
Princess, looking at her through his demon-like helmet. Their
eyes lock as Chris and Max hurry her through the doorway and
out of sight.

Chris leads Johanna and Max through the castle corri-
dors as they search for a way out to safety. After going down a
few hallways, Johanna stops them.

“We can’t just leave them,” she says.
“Don’t worry, Daniel can take care of himself. He is in

the Lord’s hands now,” Chris affirms, trying to ease their minds
as well as his own. “Now come on, this way.”

Later in Vladimir’s dungeon, Sir Daniel finds himself
alone in one of the dank dungeon cells, shackled to the wall. The
rock walls are cold, wet, and partially covered with slimy green
mold. The air is cool and smells of mildew. The back wall of the
cell has but a single barred window towards the top. Sir Daniel
pulls at his rusted chains, but they are far too thick. The mas-
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sive chains appear to be from an old ship’s anchor. Even with his
great strength, the chains prove to be too much. Maybe if he
were at his best, but the toll of his journey has left him weary and
tired. From his knees Sir Daniel looks up, out through the small,
barred window of his cell and begins to pray.

“God, my heavenly Father, please protect Johanna,
Max, and Chris, for I fear that I can no longer help them.”

Just then Daniel hears the sound of coming footsteps
echoing down the winding dungeon stair case. It is Count
Vladimir and Lord Geremy followed by several guards. One of
the guards unlocks the barred door to his cell, and Count
Vladimir and Lord Geremy enter. The skulled Count laughs con-
temptuously as he starts in on Daniel.

“What am I going to do with you, hmm? You have
caused me a great deal of trouble. But I know... I know that you
are one of us– a Nephilim,” Count Vladimir says with a glow-
ing purple pulse from his eyes before continuing on. “You know,
the Nephilim are destined to rule over the world of men. Why
don’t you join us?With me as King, you and Lord Geremy at my
side, nothing could stand against us. ‘A cord of three strands is
not quickly broken.’ 30 The three of us
would be invincible. We would live as
gods, as it was meant to be.”

“I serve only one King,”
Daniel says. “The one true living God,
Jesus Christ my Savior.”

“Why? Where is your savior king now?” Count
Vladimir asks. “He has abandoned you. Look at yourself, a holy
knight found swordless and chained to a prison wall.”
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“Aholy warrior is never swordless. Hidden in my heart
is the very word of God– the sword of the Spirit. And I may be
‘..chained like a criminal. But God’s word is not chained.31 For
the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any
twoedged sword.’ 32 It pierces straight to a man’s heart.”

“Do you plan on boring me to death with Scriptures?”
Vladimir retorts. “You know, we are a cursed race according to
that book you so pathetically cling to. The very word ‘Nephilim’
comes from a root; meaning ‘to fall’. We are considered ‘the
fallen ones.”

“You are cursed because you reject the word of God.
Because you do not believe in Him; you have faith only in your-
self,” Sir Daniel says. “For in God's word it says, ‘...those who
become Christians become new persons. They are not the same
anymore, for the old life is gone. A new life has begun! All this
newness of life is from God, who brought us back to himself
through what Christ did... For God was in Christ, reconciling
the world to himself, no longer counting people’s sins against
them.33 ...We’as Christians ‘are Christ’s ambassadors, and God
is using us to speak to you.’ I ‘urge you, as though Christ him-
self were here pleading with you, Be reconciled to God! For God
made Christ, who never sinned, to be the offering for our sin, so
that we could be made right with God through Christ. As God’s’
servant, I ‘beg you not to reject this marvelous message of God’s
great kindness. For God says, At just the right time, I heard you.
On the day of salvation, I helped you. Indeed, God is ready to
help you right now. Today is the day of salvation.’ ” 34

“Not for you!” Count Vladimir says as he backhands
Daniel across the face. “How dare you talk to me like that.
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They’re lies, all lies.”
“If that is so, why are you trying so hard to burn a book

of lies?” Sir Daniel asks. “Maybe it’s because they’re not lies,
and you know it. It’s ‘the truth, and the truth shall set you free.’
35 But you don’t want people to be free, do you? You want only
to dominate and control them. But even now, chained to this
wall, I am free, saved from the penalty of my sins, because I be-
lieve the words of that book. ‘If the Son therefore shall make
you free, ye shall be free indeed.’”36

Lord Geremy listens intently as he watches Vladimir
interrogate Sir Daniel. Geremy now seems to be caught in a
mental morality struggle, unsure as to where he stands.

Daniel continues, “maybe you are just afraid. Afraid
that you’re wrong, and that you have lived your whole sinful ex-
istence in vain, just awaiting your own damnation. It doesn’t
have to be that way, not for either of you. Repent of your ways
and believe God’s word about Jesus Christ, and He will set you
free, save you from your lives of sin and guilt, and give you a
new life. True eternal life.”

Geremy remembers reading about this in the leather
bound book and hearing similar words from the Princess, telling
him that he could be saved and set free from his life of sin and
guilt. And he had longed to have a new life. It is what had
spurred his journeys abroad. To leave behind the darkness of his
past. But to no avail. He could never break free from what he
was. And now he finds himself standing in a prison cell of self–
confronted with a glimpse of hope. Maybe he can finally get out,
get free. But then what if it wasn’t true and all he had was a false
sense of hope? Nothing but crippling disappointment, again.
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How could he live with that? Geremy thinks to himself, before
finally speaking. “It is far too late for us.”

“It’s not too late,” Daniel says strongly. “Believe in
Jesus and turn from your life of evil. Live for Him; He will not
turn you away. And nothing will be able to separate you from
His Love, not for all eternity. ‘...neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor future, nor any pow-
ers, neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation,
will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ
Jesus our Lord.” 37

Count Vladimir smacks Daniel in the face again, re-
fusing to have any part of it. “Enough of this! Do not speak to
me of eternity. I have lived for over five hundred years and have
never tasted of death. I am immortal. So do not speak to me
about your God because I am a god!” he says as his eyes light
up with a violet glow through the ocular cavities of his skull-
like helmet.

Sir Daniel, now bleeding from the mouth, says sharply,
“You are a fool. You know the Nephilim are not immortals, we
have only eight or nine hundred years, then we, too, die. So
many people live only forty or fifty years and never find Christ
as their Savior. But we have been blessed with so much more.

We have been given time– more time to
come to realize the truth of God’s
word. And more time to live a life
faithful to Him. But you have been

wasting yours.”
“I’ve had enough of you. Let’s see if

your God can save you and the land of Arteah from my dark
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age,” Vladimir says. “Guards! Prepare him. He is to stand before
me in the arena to face Dar-gahn.”

The guards give a hearty, “Yes, my Lord,” as Count
Vladimir and Lord Geremy exit the dungeon cell and make their
way up the long winding staircase, leaving Sir Daniel alone with
the guards in the dungeon.

Aboard the Sea Cloud, Lord Geremy reclines on his
bed. Left to himself again, he ponders his thoughts as a slight
breeze blows in through the windows of the small cabin.

“What if they’re right? What if there is deliverance
from this life of evil that has entangled me so?” Skeptical still,
he doubts that anything could ever make up for all of his trans-
gressions. “But what if this ancient book is true?” Lord Geremy
sits up and gazes at the cracked leather cover of the old book as
his thoughts flow back and forth like the waves of the sea until
finally he picks up the book and opens its pages once more. He
begins to read, hoping that there may still be redemption for him
yet. He turns the yellowed pages until he comes to a certain pas-
sage that seems to speak directly to him– as if someone actually
knew his thoughts and was responding to him.

“Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves full ac-
ceptance: Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, of
whom I am the worst. But for that very reason I was shown
mercy so that in me, the worst of sinners, Christ Jesus might dis-
play his unlimited patience as an example for those who would
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believe on him and receive eternal life.” 38

Lord Geremy looks up astounded, wondering if God
might be there with him at that very moment. So he calls out
and asks Him: “How can this be?”

A cool breeze blows in through the windows, turning
the pages of the book in his hands. Looking back down at the

page he reads again.
“If we confess our sins, He

is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness.” 39

At this Lord Geremy stands up,
dropping the book to the floor, and looks around the room.
“Where are You?! Show yourself. Are You watching me?” Lord
Geremy turns around and waits, but the only response is the gen-
tle breeze blowing in through the windows. Finally, Geremy sits
back down on his bed and bends over to pick up the fallen Bible.
Reaching for the book on the floor, he stops, noticing a particu-
lar verse.

“Behold, I stand at the door, and knock:” 40

Just then there is a knock at the door. Lord Geremy
turns his head in utter astonishment. Then a voice calls out to
him:

“Lord Geremy.”
Geremy cocks his head in amazement as the voice calls

out to him again: “Lord Geremy... your presence is requested.
Count Vladimir awaits you in the coliseum.”

It is only the voice of one of his soldiers. At his silence
the guard calls out to him again from outside the door. “Lord
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Lore?”
Geremy finally answers. “I will be there at once. That

will be all.”
With the moment gone now, Lord Geremy picks up the

book and sets it back on his desk. Grabbing his helmet, he puts
it on and leaves the room for the coliseum, all the while pon-
dering in his heart as to what just happened.
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Chapter XV

In the COLISEUM

In the aging coliseum of Vladimiria, Count Vladimir
sits in his royal balcony overlooking the entire stadium. Com-
fortably seated on a throne cut in stone, the vampire-looking
Count sits musing with Lord Geremy.Aguard is posted at either
end of the lengthy balcony guarding the two entrance ways. The
count pauses as several guards walk onto the balcony, bringing
out Sir Daniel stripped of his armor and in thick chains.

“Are you sure that you won’t change your mind and
join us?” Vladimir says to him.

“I’m afraid not,” Daniel replies. “How about you?Are
you ready to repent and accept the Lord Jesus as your Savior.”

“Hmmff! You are delusional. Very well then, I have a
surprise for you, Great Son of Henders.” Turning his head,
Vladimir calls for Maylor.At his command the wizard walks out
onto the balcony with Johanna and Max, both chained hand and
foot. The Princess and Max call out Daniel’s name in unison.

“You lied!” Sir Daniel spouts.
“Yes, of course,” Count Vladimir says smugly. “I did

not want you to die alone. Besides, I cannot have the only heir
to the throne of Avolon out reproducing any more royal off-
spring, now can I?”

Lord Geremy silently disapproves, giving Maylor a
long cold stare. He is not surprised at his comrades’ fiendish
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methods, but he is unsettled with the fact that he was entirely
left out of their plan.

Vladimir turns a subtle glance in Lord Geremy’s di-
rection. Vladimir, knowing full well that Geremy would not
have approved, had sent Maylor to capture the boy and the
Princess while he and Geremy interrogated Daniel down in the
dungeon.

Sir Daniel turns to the Princess, “Where’s Chris?”
But Maylor answers for her, in his raspy voice, “The

one you speak of managed to escape us for now, but he won’t get
far.”

“Yes. And as for you, your fate lies behind that door,”
Vladimir says, pointing to a large steel gate in the arena below.
Standing up from his throne he continues, “Behind that door is
a creature– one of the last of its kind. Hmmff! I believe that we
have your father to thank for that. Its name is
Dar-gahn. And you will fight it to the
death– your death, that is. And your
friends here will be next.”

Count Vladimir walks over to the
chained Sir Daniel. “Now let me introduce to
you my side arm Nightmare,” he says, draw-
ing his sword and holding it out in front of
Daniel. The blade is appropriately named, look-
ing like something straight out of a bad dream.
One side of the blade presents a long, sharp straight
edge, but the other side of the sword bristles with splinters
and jagged edges, full of hook-like barbs and sharp fractured
points.
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“Now for your ‘thorn in the flesh,” 41 Count Vladimir
says to Daniel before driving the tip of his splintered sword into
Daniel’s side. Daniel grunts in pain as he drops to his knees, still
bound by the thick chains. Vladimir gives his sword a good twist
and watches with enjoyment at Daniel’s plight.

“Daniel!” Johanna shouts with concern.
“Enough!” Lord Geremy echoes sternly. “He must be

allowed to defend himself.”
Vladimir glances at Lord Geremy, then withdraws his

sword from Daniel’s side.
Sir Daniel, still on his knees, begins to pray again.

“Lord God, give me Your strength...”
“You are pathetic!” Vladimir says, angered, as he

looms over Daniel. “Calling on your God to save you. Where is
the logic in that? I am the only one who can save you now. You
should be praying to me!”

Sir Daniel looks up at the Count and says boldly,
“That’s the thing about faith– it defies all logic.”

Vladimir gives the already kneeling Daniel a swift kick
in the chest, knocking him to the ground.

Vladimir turns to the guards. “Remove his chains. He
shouldn’t be much of a threat now.”

Two of the guards approach Daniel. “Come on, you,”
one says. “On your feet,” The two guards help Daniel up and
unlock his chains.As soon as the thick, rusted links hit the floor,
Sir Daniel springs into action. Seizing the two guards by their
collars, he slams them together, then throws their unconscious
bodies to the ground. His eyes ablaze with a fiery shade of blue
as he jumps at Vladimir. Lord Geremy deliberately takes a step
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back and does nothing. Vladimir’s eyes light up with a violet
glow as he wrestles with Daniel for a moment. During the scuf-
fle he manages to punch Daniel’s wounded side, sending him
back to his knees, where he cradles his wound. Vladimir then
grabs Daniel and tosses him over the balcony wall. Johanna and
Max scream as Daniel falls to the coliseum floor. Count
Vladimir looks over the edge to see where Sir Daniel landed,
then says to Geremy, “Where were you on that one, Lord
Geremy?”

“At your side, of course,” Geremy replies.
Count Vladimir ignores Geremy’s sarcasm and returns

to his throne, ordering, “Release Dar-gahn!”
In the arena Sir Daniel rises to his feet, still holding his

wounded side, when one of the large, steel-grilled gates begins
to rise.Amonstrous roar rumbles through the gate and suddenly
a large, scaly creature steps through the gateway and into the
arena with Sir Daniel.

The large reptilian creature stands on its two hind legs
and is at least twice the size of
Sir Daniel. Its short, stubby
arms are small in comparison to
its legs but have a set of treach-
erous claws. Its tail whips back
and forth as the creature lowers
its large lizard-like head. It
opens its mouth, letting out a
tremendous roar. Its teeth, a row
of daggers, glisten with saliva as its
worm-like tongue flicks about. Every-
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one in the balcony turns their attention to the horrible sight.
“It’s a dragon!” Max screams in utter terror.
“Stop this! You must stop this!” Johanna pleads with

Vladimir.
“Oh, I think not. My dragon is going to tear him apart,”

Vladimir says with delight.
The dragon sniffs the air then sees the bleeding Sir

Daniel and begins to stalk him, bobbing its head as it moves in
closer. Suddenly it strikes quickly at Sir Daniel, baring its teeth.
Daniel jumps and rolls backwards, narrowly escaping the deadly
snap.

Count Vladimir laughs evilly as he watches Daniel.
“Look at him. He doesn’t have a chance against Dar-gahn.”

“Stop this!” Johanna shouts.
“Keep quiet!” one of the guards says as he smacks the

princess in the face.
At this Max’s eyes pulse with a red glow. “You don’t

touch her!” he says angrily.
The guard turns to look at the boy when all of the sud-

den, Max charges the guard in a fit of uncontrollable rage. Max
pummels him to the ground and begins to pound the guard with
his fists. Another guard grabs Max by the shirt only to receive
the same clinched fists to his face like a hammer. Several more
guards rush Max, tackling him. But they struggle to subdue the
young boy. Count Vladimir, seeing the boy’s glowing eyes,
grabs a spear from a dumbfounded guard and, using the blunt
end of it, smacks the boy in the head, rendering him uncon-
scious. “That takes care of that little problem,” Vladimir says.

With tears in her eyes and bleeding from the mouth Jo-
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hanna drops to her knees and begins to pray, “Father in Heaven,
help us. Please, Lord God, we need you desperately. Deliver us
from this evil...”

Lord Geremy listens to the kneeling Princess for a mo-
ment, then looks down at Sir Daniel, who is boldly back on his
feet again in the arena. Returning his gaze to Johanna and the un-
conscious Max, he admires their display of faith in the face of
such overwhelming adversity and moved by Daniel’s sacrificial
act of heroism, something inside of Geremy begins to change.
He wonders to himself, how he could have become so jaded?

He then speaks to Johanna in a low voice, “God has
heard your prayers.” Then turning to face Count Vladimir, he
says boldly, “Enough! This has gone on for far too long. I will
put an end to your vile cowardice.”

Vladimir is startled by Lord Geremy’s outburst, but not
surprised. Geremy is not the same ruthless killer he once was. He
has watched the dark Lord slowly become soft over the years.

“I knew that your foolish convictions would catch up
with you someday, Lord Geremy. I admit, I didn’t expect it to be
so soon but nonetheless, you have become weak.”

Maylor, all too eager, has just been waiting for such an
opportunity and shouts. “Guards! You see the treachery! Kill
Lord Geremy!” But the guards, having had such a hard time sub-
duing the young boy, hesitate, frozen with fear at the prospect of
going up against the dreaded dark Lord of Lore.

Irritated at their hesitation, Maylor point his magician’s
staff at them and shouts again. “Now!” The guards draw their
swords and charge Lord Geremy.

The dark Lord’s eyes spark to glow through the slits of
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his helmet’s visor as he draws his massive shard-like sword. The
guards come at him one after another, but Geremy tears through
them like planned choreography, killing each one with a single
blow from his mighty sword. As Geremy finishes off the last of
the guards, Maylor raises his staff aloft, chanting in a cursed lan-
guage of old. Aiming at the dark Lord of Lore, a flash of orange
bursts forth from the barrel of the staff and dings off Geremy’s
chest armor, toppling him over the parapet into the arena below.

Johanna screams as Lord Geremy is sent over the edge
of the balcony, and with him, her hopes of being rescued.

Maylor sneers from the balcony at Lord Geremy, “Who
is the fool now?”

Count Vladimir, surprised at Maylor’s cunning, says to
him, “Good work, Maylor. I feel that I may have been underes-
timating the full range of your skills.”

“It’s my pleasure.We never did need him to begin with.
Not with your great ruling power and my knowledge of the dark
arts,” Maylor says with a bow of his head.

Down in the arena Sir Daniel fights for his life. He has
taken injuries from Dar-gahn’s claws, but has continued to evade
the dragon. Trying to keep some distance between himself and
the dragon, Daniel catches his foot on something buried in the
arena’s dirt floor. Looking down he sees something metal par-
tially buried in a thin patch of grass. Daniel clutches it, discov-
ering it to be an old, rusted sword, probably left there by a
gladiator from a previous battle. As the dragon strikes at him
again, Daniel swings the sword, cutting off one of its hands. Dar-
gahn roars in pain as Daniel positions himself for another attack.

Lord Geremy, recovering from his fall, gets up off the
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arena floor and looks at the sizeable
dent in his chest armor. “What kind
of sorcery is this?” he thinks to himself
before seeing Sir Daniel in the distance,
who has been holding his own against the
dragon. Wounded and bleeding, Daniel’s
struggle becomes more and more apparent.
So Lord Geremy picks up his enormous sword
and sets out to aid Sir Daniel.

Daniel holds his rusted sword out in
front of him as he and the dragon circle one another.All at once,
Dar-gahn roars wildly into the air, knocking Sir Daniel down
with a flick of his tail. Dazed, Daniel shakes his head, trying to
focus. Dar-gahn lunges at him with an awful roar, which is cut
short by a swift, shearing “Ssshwit!” and Dar-gahn’s head drops
to the ground just inches from Sir Daniel. The dragon’s body
jerks about for a minute before falling to the ground. Lord
Geremy stands beside the dragons severed head with sword in
hand. With one powerful strike he had cut the dragon’s head
clean off, and there it lay in a puddle of blood. Daniel looks up
at him with gratitude as Geremy reaches out his hand.

“Thank you,” Daniel says, grabbing his hand and get-
ting back to his feet.

Lord Geremy says levelly, “In all my journeys abroad
I have never encountered a man who possessed more courage
or faith. It is an honor, Great Son of Henders.”

“My friend, there is one greater than I.” Daniel says
humbly. “I just follow Him.”

“Forgive me for not helping you sooner,” Lord Geremy
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says. “I have allowed myself to be led astray for far too long.”
“You have my forgiveness, friend. But there is one

whose forgiveness you need more than mine: that of Christ,”
Daniel explains.

Johanna thanks God from the balcony above as Lord
Geremy and Sir Daniel walk towards the open gate to exit the
arena.

Meanwhile, Vladimir looks over the balcony wall,
shocked and annoyed as he calls out to them. “There will be no
escape! You are good against a child, but how about an angry
mother!” With that Vladimir signals the guards.

Then the coliseum is filled with the loud clanking of
gates being opened. Daniel and Geremy look around the arena
and find that all the gates are opening. A low, bone-chilling
growl rumbles through the coliseum. Sir Daniel and Lord
Geremy both turn around and stare into the blackened gateway
behind them, straining to see through the pitch darkness. In the
brief moment of silence, Daniel catches a glimpse of something

moving in the darkness. He
can’t quite make out what it is,

but whatever it is, it’s hu-
mongous. Then Daniel re-
alizes that whatever is in
there, it’s getting ready to
strike at Lord Geremy.

Daniel shouts at
Lord Geremy, “Look
out!” as he starts towards
the black knight.
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But just then a loud vicious snarl comes from the gate,
and an enormous dragon, three times larger than the first,
quickly strikes at the two warriors from out of the darkness.
Snatching up one of them, the dragon chomps him in two then
devours the rest. Johanna and Max both scream in horror from
the balcony.

Count Vladimir laughs maniacally, “Looks like he’s
only half the man he used to be!” Then he and Maylor laugh
sadistically together.

Princess Johanna, in tears, shouts angrily at Vladimir,
“Why? How can you be so evil?”

“It’s easy my dear,” Vladimir replies with pride. “But
don’t worry, Princess, you will get your turn.”

On the arena floor, the sole survivor shakes his head in
disbelief as he realizes that he is still alive. Lord Geremy gets to
his feet. Overwhelmed with sorrow and anger, he realizes the
heroic sacrifice that Sir Daniel had made for him. Daniel had
pushed him out of the dragon’s way.

“How could he do such a thing? I was his enemy. I de-
served to be taken. How could he sacrifice his life for mine? ”
he says to himself.

Geremy goes into shock as time and space seem to
slow down all around him as he reflects on images and words in
his mind.

He recalls a verse from the bible. “God demonstrates
his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ
died for us.” 42

He sees Daniel telling him. “There is one greater than
I. I just follow Him.”
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Then he hears Vladimir’s voice declaring: “...the
Nephilim are a cursed race according to that book...”

But God’s word comes back to memory as though re-
futing the statement. “...God did not send His Son into the world
to condemn the world, but that the world through Him might be
saved. He who believes in Him is not condemned;” 43

He remembers himself saying, “It is too late for me,”
But he can hear Johanna and Daniel in his head, saying:

“It’s not too late for you– it’s never too late.”
Doubts begin to plague his thoughts. “But I have com-

mitted far too many horrible sins.”
Another verse comes to mind, combating his doubts:

“Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners– of whom I am
the worst. But for that very reason I was shown mercy so that...
Christ Jesus might display his unlimited patience... for those
who would believe on him and receive eternal life.” 44

In his mind’s eye he can see the woman that gave him
the book : “...within these pages lies a secret treasure and a hid-
den power to which nothing on earth can compare. It is full of
truth and life for those who find it.”

More verses begin to flood his memory: “Believe in
the LORD Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved...45 For it is with
your heart that you believe... and it is with your mouth that you
confess and are saved.46 ...Whosoever believeth in him shall not
perish, but have everlasting life.47 Be reconciled to God.” 48

With all these thoughts spinning around inside his
head, a peace comes over him and a small still voice seemingly
whispers: “Behold, I stand at the door, and knock:” 49 Lord
Geremy drops to his knees and removes his helmet, tossing it to
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the ground. He looks up to the sky and prays.
“Christ Jesus, forgive my sins. I need You. I am so

unworthy of You, but please, come into my life and change me,
save me frommy life of sin. Give me a new life in You. I believe
in You, LORD, that You are who Your word says You are. ...and
I am Yours.”

With Geremy still on his knees, reality seems to speed
back up all around him.And, suddenly, the dragon lunges down
on him and devours Geremy whole.

Count Vladimir laughs again. “I would have thought
that the mighty Lord Geremy of Lore would have been more
sport than that.”

Maylor also laughs with delight at Geremy’s demise. “I
did not need any of my magic to finish you off, Lord Geremy,
now did I?”

Turning to Johanna and
Max, Vladimir says. “Now
that the real threat is over,
it’s your turn.”

“No, it’s yours,
Vladimir!” A familiar voice
calls out from behind him.

“What!” Vlad says as
he turns around to see Chris
standing there. “Not you again.”

“Come on, Vlad– you
and me,” Chris says beckoning him with his
hook. “Or should I call you Dante Winslette?”

“I’ve gone by many names over the years. How is it
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that you know this one?”
“You took my hand.”
“It’s possible; I take a lot of things,” Vladimir says with

pride. “And now I will take your life.” Vladimir draws his splin-
tered sword Nightmare and steps forward to face Chris, when
all of a sudden the dragon lets out a loud, strange groan. Every-
one in the balcony turns to see the commotion.

The dragon squirms in pain. Something pushes out-
ward against the dragon’s abdomen from within. Suddenly, a
sword pierces out through the stomach. Blood squirts out and
runs down the dragon’s belly as it’s slit open. The dragon groans
in horrid pain as a pair of hands grip the tear from inside and
rend it open. Vladimir gasps, and Maylor takes a step back-
wards. They watch in horror as the bloody figure of Lord
Geremy emerges out of the belly of the dragon, his eyes a blaz-
ing fire of pure white.

Vladimir is left speechless as he can hardly find the
words. “What? H...how?”

Johanna and Chris are wide-eyed as well. They can
barely believe their eyes at what has just happened.

Maylor quakes in absolute dread. “He’s some kind of
demon!” he screams before fleeing the balcony for his life.
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Chapter XVI

Of DESTINY & DEMISE

On the stadium floor of the coliseum, Lord Geremy
pulls Sir Daniel from the dragon’s belly. He finds, to his aston-
ishment, that Sir Daniel is still alive, though on the very fringe
of death.

“Son of Henders!Why?Why did you sacrifice yourself
for me?”

Daniel replies weakly, “You were not ready. Death is
not the end, my friend, it is only the beginning. We have been
created for eternity, but the choice is yours: heaven or hell. For
those who are lost, this life is the closest to heaven they will ever
get; for those who have been redeemed, this life is the only hell
they will ever know. Put your faith in Jesus, follow His ways,
and you will spend your eternity in heaven, with Him... with us...
all who believe, forever.”

“I do believe,” Lord Geremy says to him.
Just then Daniel stares far off into the sky as if he sees

something beyond the very sky itself. “It’s so beautiful.”
“What? What is it?” Geremy asks. “What do you see?

An angel?”
“Armies of angels,” Daniel replies.
“Do you see Him? Do you see God?” Geremy asks.
Daniel, fading quickly now, says softly, “Yes.” He

pauses for a moment then finishes. “I see Jesus.”
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With this, Daniel breathes his last and stares peacefully
up into the sky as if into the face of his Savior.

Above in the balcony Count Vladimir turns to flee,
only to find that Chris is still blocking his path. Vladimir takes
his jagged sword and swings it at him. But Chris catches Vlad’s
sword with his hook and just holds it there
a moment.

“You cannot kill me. I am
immortal!” Vladimir says as
his eyes begin to glow with a
purple light.

“So am I, until God is through with me,” Chris returns
confidently.

Angered, Vladimir takes another swing at Chris. But
Chris defends himself with his sword, then strikes back at
Vladimir, knocking out one of the tusk-like teeth from his bone
helmet with the tip of his sword.

“You will pay for that with your life!” Vladimir snarls
before exchanging blows with Chris again.

Suddenly, their fighting is interrupted when a giant ball
of fire falls from the sky and smashes into the stadium nearby,
exploding as it hits.

Count Vladimir, completely dumbfounded, says,
“Wha... What was that!”

Another giant fireball hurls through the air over their
heads and crashes into another part of the coliseum, bursting into
flames.

“What’s going on?” Vladimir says, angrily trying to
discern what is happening. He looks up into the sky, shaking his
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fist. “Have you sent the fires of Elijah to destroy me?”
The Princess and Max, who has just awakened from

his unconscious state, are both puzzled as to what is happening
as well.

Chris yells, “Look out!” and points to an incoming fire-
ball, then dives to shield Johanna and Max with his own body as
the ball of fire blazes right into the balcony with a loud explo-
sion. Half of the balcony crumbles away upon impact. Vladimir,
caught up in the crumbling debris, falls down into the arena.

Chris helps the Princess and Max to their feet. “Are
you two all right?”

Princess Johanna looks at Max before replying, “I think
so.” Then she notices the cuts and scrapes Chris received on his
arms and back. “Are you okay Chris? You look hurt.”

“I’ll be fine.” Chris says as he works to free Max and
Johanna from their chains. “But we’ve got to get out of here.”

“What’s happening, Chris?” Johanna asks.
“Your father was finally able to get word to the King-

dom of Tremond, and they have joined forces on an attack
against Vladmiria.”

“Now? While we are still here?” Johanna asks.
Chris shrugs. “They didn’t even know if you were

alive. When I escaped, I found your father and the two armies
marching just beyond the horizon. They were ready to begin
their attack. I told your father the situation and what had hap-
pened to us. They gave me a headstart to find you and get out–
if you were still alive. When the sand ran out of their hour glass,
they were going to start their attack. And our time has appar-
ently run out.” Changing the subject, he asks, “Hey, where’s
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Daniel?”
The Princess starts to tear up. “He didn’t make it, Chris.

The dragon got him.We couldn’t do anything.” Now Max starts
to cry as well.

Chris looks from the balcony’s crumbled edge only to
see the slain dragons. “No, Lord... not Daniel,” Chris says sadly.

But the moment of sadness is broken up by another ex-
ploding fireball crashing into the castle.

Chris reaches for Johanna’s hand, “Come on, Princess,
they’re starting their attack. We need to get out of here.”

“Wait! What about Geremy? He helped us, he tried to
save Daniel. He’s the one who killed the dragons,” Johanna ex-
claims.

“There’s no time. Come on!” Chris says as he leads
Johanna and Max through the balcony doorway and on through
the castle.

On the arena floor, Count Vladimir bursts from the pile
of fallen debris and staggers to his feet. Agitated, he watches as
the massive fireballs rain down from the sky onto his kingdom.
He shouts to the heavens in shear defiance. “Even you cannot
destroy me or stop my coming dark age!”

He starts for the nearest gate to exit the stadium but
finds to his dismay Lord Geremy, the black
Lord of Lore, standing before him with a
glowing white light piercing through the
visor of his spiked helmet.

“God won’t have to lift a
finger to stop you,” Lord Geremy says.
“I will destroy you, for Him. Though for
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God, a finger would be more than
enough to destroy you; with a

mere thought He could wipe
you from existence. You are
nothing.”

“How dare you blaspheme
me. I raised you,” Vladimir
says as his eyes ignite with an
intense glow of pure violet.

Count Vladimir takes a
swing at Lord
Geremy with his splintered sword. Geremy instinctively raises
his sword to block it, then retaliates and the two Nephilim start
to fight. They battle back and forth, but Lord Geremy clearly
has the upper hand as he dominates the duel. Then Geremy
swings his massive sword at Vladimir’s head, catching him in
the face and shattering his bone helmet, leaving him a cut across
the cheek.

“You are no match for me,” Geremy says, staring into
the face of the white-haired, old man standing before him, bleed-
ing from the cheek.

“That may be, but as you know: true power is knowl-
edge!” the white haired Count exclaims. “Would you like to
know your mother’s dying words? They were about you. She
begged me to spare your life– which I did after noticing your
Nephilim qualities– but not before I killed. You tried to stop me,
of course, but what could an eight-year-old boy do against a
god?You were unconscious for days.When you awoke, you had
no memory of what had happened or who I was. So I fed you
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that story about how I had rescued you from your mother’s at-
tackers.”

Lord Geremy takes off his helmet and throws it to the
ground, his eyes welling up with tears. He shakes his head and
clinches his fists as he looks up to the heavens. “No! Lord, God!
No!!”

“That’s right, call out to your God, but it did Sir Daniel
no good, nor your mother. He won’t save you– just like He did-
n’t save them,” Vladimir raves.

Lord Geremy lowers his sword, emotionally crushed,
demoralized, and defeated.

With Geremy in shock, Vladimir takes the upper hand,
raising his splintered sword above his head he prepares to deliver
the death blow.As he swings, an enormous ball of flames comes
howling down out of the sky and smashes Vladimir into obliv-
ion, exploding upon the place where he stood. The ground
quakes, and Geremy falls down covering his face from the vio-
lent impact of heat and flames. His ears ringing from the tremen-
dous bursting sound. Slowly, Geremy turns his head back
towards the place where Count Vladimir had been standing, but
there is nothing left except a fiery crater.

Lord Geremy looks more closely at the edge of the
crater, which is only a few footsteps away. Somehow the fireball
had completely destroyed everything in its path, but it had not
even singed the grass in Lord Geremy’s direction. He was com-
pletely untouched by the explosion. Looking up to the heavens
he says, “Thank you, Lord.” Then looking back at the crater he
continues as if to be speaking to Vladimir. “... It is written,
vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the LORD.” 50
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Picking up his spiked helmet, Geremy heads for the near-
est arena gate. Exiting the coliseum, he walks down the long
corridor until he comes to a room in the shape of a pentagon
with five open archways, one on each of the five sides of the
room.After setting foot in the room, Geremy looks through one
of the archways and sees the wizard Maylor walk by. Then out
of the corner of his eye, he catches a glimpse of something else
and turns around to see Maylor walk past another doorway on
the opposite side of the room.

Geremy, puzzled, thinks to himself, “How can that be?”
Just then, the room fills with a light fog as he hears

Maylor’s raspy voice laughing evilly. He turns around again
only to see Maylor pass by yet another doorway– this time just
to the left of him. He hears Maylor again:

“You are no match for my magic...ic...ic...ic.” His voice
echoes through the corridors.

Out of nowhere, Lord Geremy is struck from behind.
He turns around to find Maylor laughing as

he seemingly floats away from
him and out of sight. Geremy is
then struck from behind a second
time. Turning around he sees May-

lor quickly disappear through another
archway. Geremy is attacked suddenly
from the side, but this time he is ready
and blocks the blow with his enormous
sword.

Lord Geremy with glowing eyes
stares into Maylor’s hooded face, “Your
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tricks will not work against me, Wizard.”
Maylor glares back at him.

“We shall see.”
At that same moment, Lord

Geremy receives another blow to the
back of the head from behind. Recov-
ering, he looks back to the place
where he had seen Maylor face to
face, but he is gone now. The fog in
the room thickens as Maylor’s evil
laugh echoes all around Lord
Geremy. Then Maylor starts at-
tacking Lord Geremy alternately from opposite sides of the
room through the five different doorways. Lord Geremy fends
off his attacks, but at times it seems as though there is more than
one wizard in the room with him.

All at once, Lord Geremy blocks one of the attacks and
drives Maylor to the ground.While Maylor is still on the ground
Lord Geremy is attacked from the side. Seeing his attacker this
time, Geremy cuts him down as well, killing him with his mas-
sive sword. Upon taking a closer look, Lord Geremy sees that
there are two men, both cloaked like the wizard Maylor. “They
must have been working together as one all along, to pass off
their trickery as magic,” Geremy thinks to himself.

With one wizard dead on the floor, the other curses
Geremy out loud. “Curse you, Geremy!” Maylor turns his at-
tention to his companion and grieves, “Rolyam... my brother.”
Turning his attention back to Lord Geremy, he curses him again,
then snatches a small pouch from his belt and throws it to the
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ground. It bursts into a thick cloud of smoke, enveloping the
room in darkness. When the smoke clears, Lord Geremy finds
himself alone with the slain corpse.
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Chapter XVII

The GREAT ESCAPE

Chris, Johanna, and Max run down steps and through
corridors, looking to escape the dreary compounds of the Vlad-
mirian castle. But they seem to have lost their way in the maze-
like halls and staircases, and it feels as if they are going in
circles. Coming to the end of a long stone hallway, they stop
suddenly as a battalion of Vladmirian soldiers rush around the
corner. With no place to go and no time to hide, Chris’ heart
sinks in his chest.

“Oh, no!” Max says hopelessly as the Princess pulls
him close to her.

Chris steps out in front of them both, “There will be no
escape for them now,” he thinks to himself as the soldiers ap-
proach. But to their surprise the soldiers run right past them,
completely unconcerned with their presence. Chris, Johanna,
and Max all turn their heads in amazement and watch as the
black warriors continue on their way down the hall, shouting to
one another.

“Prepare for battle, men!”
“To the main gates, soldiers!”
After the battalion of soldiers has gone, Johanna asks

curiously, “What was that about? Why didn’t they try to stop
us?”

Chris walks over to one of the castle windows and
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looks out. Outside the castle he sees the combined armies of
Tremond and Avolon marching towards the castle.

“We’re no longer a concern of theirs,” Chris says to
the Princess, pointing out the window. “Your father’s forces have
started their march against Vladmiria.”

They all look out the window at the battle lines drawn
up outside the castle.

Chris speaks up, “We’ll never make it out alive that
way. Our best chance is to get as high up in the castle towers as
we can and wait for your father’s forces to take over and find
us.”

“Right, just like the King’s strategy in Etheria,” Max
replies.

“Yes! That sounds good to me and a whole lot better
than that looks,” the Princess agrees, looking at the armies out-
side the castle.

“All right then, up we go,” Chris says. “And hurry!
We’ve got to get high enough to get out of the range of those
catapults.”

The tremors of fireballs hammering various parts of the
kingdom shake the ground as they head for a nearby stair tower
to start their ascent.

Chris, Johanna, and Max rush up the steps as fast as
they can. They get about halfway up one of the towers before a
fireball smashes through the wall behind them, setting the stair-
well on fire and making it impossible for them to go back. Jo-
hanna screams at the sound of the explosion.

“There’s no turning back now,” Chris says.
Max glances back at the wall of fire behind them. “I
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don’t plan on it.”
As they get a short distance further, an-

other fireball crashes through the stairwell
ahead of them, taking out a huge section of
steps and leaving a gaping hole in the stair
tower. Through the void, they can see
just how high up they are.

“What now?” Max says.
“We can’t go back, and we can’t go for-
ward.”

“We’re trapped,” Johanna says. “Chris, what are we
going to do?”

“I’m thinking this might have been a bad idea,” Chris
says. “I guess we’ll just have to wait here.”

“But what if another fireball hits us?We’ll all be dead!”
Max says anxiously.

Chris sits down in the stairwell. “We’re stuck, kid, un-
less you think you can jump that,” Chris says, pointing to the
distance separating them from the rest of the stairs that lead up
to the top of the tower.

Max looks at the opening in the stair tower. “No, it’s
too far,” he says grimly and sits down on the steps next to Chris.
They watch through the large hole in the stair tower as fireballs
whisk by beneath them and pelt the castle below.

The Princess, still standing, is not inclined to just wait.
She surveys the distance and then turns to Chris. “It may be too
far for us, but it’s not too far for you, Chris. Go. Save yourself.
I do not wish for anyone else to die on my behalf today.”

“I can’t just leave you two here,” Chris says honorably.
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“I will not.”
But Johanna persists. “Maybe you’ll find some rope or

a ladder on the other side. We’ll be all right until you return.”
“You’re grabbing at straws, Princess,” Chris replies.

“There’s nothing in this stair tower but stone walls, that hole,
and us. Besides, we don’t even know how sturdy the steps are on
the other side. They might give out the moment I land, and we’re
fairly high up...”

“Jump, Princess!” a familiar voice calls out from the
opposite side of the stairwell, interrupting Chris. They all turn to
see who it is.

It is Lord Geremy, standing firm on the other side of
the chasm. “Jump, and I’ll catch you,” he says.

Johanna pauses, surprised and happy to see him again
as Max and Chris get to their feet.

Lord Geremy calls out to her again, “Come on,
Princess, I am ready. I will catch you.”

“Go ahead,” Chris encourages. “I’ll make sure Max
gets across.”

Johanna nods at Chris, then with a determined look,
she takes a running start up the steps. But before leaping into
the air she catches her foot on the last step and falls well short
of the other side. Chris and Max gasp in utter disbelief. Lord
Geremy reaches out his hand for the falling Princess, but catches
only a handful of air– at least that is what he expected. Miracu-
lously, however, he catches her by the wrist, and she hangs dan-
gling from the broken stairwell high above the twisted castle.

“I’ve got you, Princess! Hold on!” Geremy calls to her
then slowly pulls the Princess up to safety. Relieved, Johanna
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thanks Lord Geremy, staring deep into his dark brown eyes.
“Thank you for saving me... again.”
“It is I who needs to thank you, Princess, for saving

me,” Geremy replies. “Thanks to you I...”
“Lord Geremy!” Chris shouts, interrupting him. “I’m

going to send Max over now.”
Lord Geremy turn his attention to Chris and shouts

back. “I’m ready. Send the boy!”
Chris turns to Max. “Give it all you’ve got, kid. And

watch that last step.”
“Right. Here it goes,” Max says.
With a small glint of red light from his eyes, Max takes

a running leap into the air. To everyone’s astonishment, he al-
most makes the whole jump himself, but at the last moment Lord
Geremy grabs him by the shirt and pulls him in.

Now Chris is the only one left on the other side of the
chasm.

“Well, looks like it’s my turn,” Chris says, talking to
himself as he prepares to make the last jump. He says a short
prayer then runs up the steps and jumps into the air just as a fire-
ball smashes into the stairwell behind him, destroying it com-
pletely.

Clearing the whole jump himself, he lands on his feet
with his hook dug into the stone floor.

“You made it!” Max cheers. “That was awesome.”
“Thanks, kid,” Chris says, standing up.
“And none too soon,” Lord Geremy adds. He then

takes Johanna’s hand. “Follow me.” He leads them all up the
stairs.
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“Where are we going?” Johanna asks.
“To the balcony, where my ship is docked,” Lord

Geremy informs them. “We will be able to escape from there.”
“The Sea Cloud!” Max says excitedly.
“Nice plan,” Chris admits.
At the top of the steps they come to a short hallway

with two open doorways. Lord Geremy points to the door on the
left and says, “This way.”

Moments after they disappear through the door on the
left, Maylor walks through the opposite doorway on the right
with a handful of armed guards heading for the Sea Cloud to
make their escape as well. They enter through the same door-
way as Lord Geremy and his party and start up the steps behind
them.

Lord Geremy, the Princess, Chris, and Max all reach
the balcony, relieved at the sight of their deliverance floating in
the air. The giant vessel hangs from its balloons, docked at the
tower’s balcony by a rope bridge. The Princess catches a glimpse
of one of the former names on the ship as it sways in the wind.
Salvation is imprinted on the inner hull.

“How appropriate,” she says to herself before looking
up to the heavens. “Thank You, Lord.”

“Let’s go,” Chris says as he and Max start out across
the bridge, followed by Johanna and Lord Geremy. They get
midway across the bridge when two arrows whistle towards
them from behind. Lord Geremy turns and swings his mighty
sword twice, cutting down the arrows in mid-flight as if he could
sense them. The broken arrows hit the floor and “plink!” off the
wood plank bridge.
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A raspy voice calls out to Lord Geremy,
“Leaving so soon?”

Geremy and his companions turn to
see the vile sorcerer and his guards standing
on the balcony behind them.

“Oh, I think not, Lord Geremy. I am
going to make you pay for what you did to my
brother Rolyam,” Maylor says.

Putting on his spiked helmet, Lord
Geremy says to the others, “Go. I will take
care of this.”

“No one is going anywhere. That’s my ticket out of
here,” Maylor says hatefully. “Guards, kill them! All of them!”

At Maylor’s command, the guards raise their cross-
bows and take aim. Chris quickly hits the deck and Lord Geremy
plants his large sword into a wooden plank in the bridge directly
in front of Max to shield him, then turns to cover the Princess
with his own body.

The guards open fire and a fleet of arrows dart through
the air. Speeding towards their targets, the arrows deflect off the
broad blade of Geremy’s freestanding sword as Max crouches
down behind it on the rope bridge. However, Lord Geremy takes
multiple hits to his back while protecting the Princess.

“Are you hurt, Princess?” he asks.
“No, I’m okay,” she replies.
“Is everyone else all right?” Geremy says, looking at

Max.
“We’re fine.” Chris replies for the both of them.
Uncovering the Princess, Lord Geremy turns back
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around to face Maylor while speak-
ing to his comrades, “Quickly,
everyone, get aboard the ship!”

Chris, Johanna, and Max
run across the bridge towards the
main deck of the Sea Cloud. But
Johanna stops just short of the
main deck. Realizing what
Geremy had done to protect her,

she looks back at him with deep
concern. Chris, seeing her stopped on the bridge, turns back to
get her.

“Come on, Princess!” Chris yells, pulling her aboard
the airship.

“No! Geremy!!” she screams.
Arrows protruding from his body, the dark Lord of

Lore’s eyes begin to glow vibrantly as he reaches for his sword.
Pulling it from the wooden planks of the bridge, he calls out to
Maylor,

“You cannot kill what I am, wizard.”
Maylor looks unsure for a moment at the black Lord

standing firm despite the volley of arrows sticking out of his
flesh. “What is he?” Maylor says to himself before ordering his
guards, “Well, go on. Finish him!”

But the guards only tremble in awe at the horrific sight
of Lord Geremy.

Frustrated by their hesitation, Maylor points his magi-
cian’s staff at them and shouts again, “Now!”

The guards snap out of it and move in to attack the dark
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Lord, who stands on the swaying rope bridge ready for combat.
Several guards rush him at once, but Geremy attacks the ap-
proaching guards mercilessly. One by one, Lord Geremy cuts
through his attackers, killing them, as he sends them over the
edge of the bridge to their deaths until only Maylor is left.

With eyes glowing wildly, the arrow-studded Geremy
turns towards Maylor once more.

“No more tricks, wizard. You will have to do your own
dirty work now.”

“So be it,” Maylor replies. “But I do have one more
trick. And it should finish you once and for all.” He lights the
wick of his magician’s staff on a nearby torch. Raising it, he
takes aim at the black Lord of Lore.

“BOOM!”
At the sound of the blast, Geremy drops to a knee,

clutching the sharp pain in his side. His glowing eyes dim spo-
radically as he looks down at the blood from his wound and
wonders what kind of weapon Maylor has used against him.

Seeing the injured Geremy down on the rope bridge,
halfway between the ship and the tower balcony, Johanna
screams, “No! Geremy!”

“What’s this?! The mighty Lord Geremy kneeling be-
fore me?” Maylor taunts. “Curse you, Geremy. Why won’t you
die?” Then pulling out a small pouch, Maylor asks, “Do you
know what this is? It’s fire powder. A small amount of it is
what’s causing the agonizing pain in your side
right now. But this– well, this much should in-
cinerate you completely. Now I will watch you
die at the hands of my own magic.” Maylor
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gloats and throws the small pouch directly at the anguished Lord
Geremy.

Geremy dodges the bag of powder, evading it entirely,
but it hits the wood planks of the bridge and explodes into
flames. Lord Geremy lunges for the deck of the Sea Cloud as
the bridge begins to burn. In a matter of seconds, the fire burns
through the bridge completely, releasing the mammoth airship
from the castle tower.

Maylor shouts at Lord Geremy and the rest of his com-
panions as they float away on the giant airship. “Don’t worry,
you will not escape me! If I cannot escape, then no one will.” He
pulls out a slingshot and a much larger bag from his cloak.

“Without those balloons, you won’t get far,” Maylor
shouts as he loads the pouch of fire powder into the slingshot.
“Now enjoy the ride, because you’re all going down!”

Aboard the decks of the Sea Cloud Chris, Max, and the
Princess all watch Maylor helplessly as they float away. It seems
there is nothing they can do to stop him now.

Lord Geremy tries to think quickly as the distance be-
tween himself and Maylor expands with every passing second.
Then all at once, Geremy takes his mighty sword in hand and
hurls it into the air at Maylor. The sword streaks end over end,
from the deck of the ship to the castle balcony where it strikes
Maylor in the chest. Sending the evil wizard backwards, he falls
to the balcony floor, dropping his slingshot and the large bag of
fire powder. Upon hitting the floor the pouch explodes, engulf-
ing the entire balcony in flames, consuming Maylor in a fiery
blaze. The Princess, Lord Geremy, Chris, and Max all flinch at
the bright flash and enormous sound of the explosion. And the
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Sea Cloud sails off into the sky,
leaving the smoking tower
of Vladmiria in the dis-
tance as it makes its
escape.

On the
ground below them,
the two armies are in the
thick of battle as the heated
campaign of Avolon and
Tremond marches against the
treacherous forces of Vladmiria.
From the altitude of the Sea Cloud, the
view is stunning. Ant-like masses of men
swarm into each other amidst the rising smoke and the blaze of
catapult fire.

“Oh, no, look!” Max says, pointing to the main gates of
the Vladmirian castle below. Hordes of Vladmirian soldiers
begin to pour through the main gateway.

The Princess tenses with concern, “My father!”
“Our part in this is over now, Princess,” Chris says re-

grettably.
“There is still a way we can help end this battle,”

Geremy says. He strides across the deck with the others close be-
hind. “This ship has been designed with an emergency release–
in case one of the two ships ever became damaged.We can man-
ually release one of the ships and drop it on the main gates pre-
venting any more soldiers from joining the fight, and the
remaining Vladmirians inside will flee to the Sea of Mephasis.
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With the castle gates blocked behind them and your father’s
forces before them, the Vladmirians on the battlefield will be
trapped and forced to surrender.”

“What do we have to do?” Johanna asks.
“Yeah?” Chris adds.
“We will have to cut all the ropes to the balloons on the

Desolation side of the Sea Cloud. Then get everyone back to the
Salvation side. I’ll turn the ship around.”

“Wait, you can’t turn this ship around all by yourself,”
Chris says. “There are two wheels here. You’re going to need
some help.”

“Don’t worry; I can handle it. Now see to those ropes,”
Geremy tells him.

“Aye.” Chris says, turning to the Princess and Max.
“Come on, let’s go.”

The three head for the ropes of the Desolation as Lord
Geremy goes the opposite way to the helm of the Salvation.

On his way, Geremy stops to turns the main valve,
which releases the water flow over the giant mill-like propellers.
Opening the valve as far as it will go, the water flows out full
force and starts spinning the massive propellers. Soon the colos-
sal airship picks up speed.

Down on the main deck of the Desolation side of the
Sea Cloud, Chris finds a barrel full of weapons and grabs an axe.

“Let’s get to work!” he says as Max and Johanna grab
a sword and dagger from the barrel as well, and the three of them
go from rope to rope, sawing, cutting, and chopping at the net-
work of lines that trap the Desolation’s large balloons.

At the helm of the Salvation side of the giant airship,
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Lord Geremy’s eyes illuminate as he takes hold of the handles
to the large wooden wheel. Still bleeding from the side he
painfully begins to turn the ship’s two giant rudders with a sin-
gle wheel of the Salvation, steering the enormous twin vessel
back towards the Vladmirian castle.

Moments later, Chris, Johanna, and Max return.
“We’ve finished cutting all the rigging we could get to,

but there are a few ropes still attached to the balloons that we
couldn’t reach.” Chris says to Geremy.

“Don’t worry. They’ll release when we relinquish the
Desolation,” Geremy explains.

“Now we just have to wait until we come into range
and then pull this lever,” Geremy says, pointing to the massive
wooden lever just to the right of the wheel. “Do you think you
can guide us in for the drop, Chris? We only have one shot at
this.”

“I’ll do my best,” Chris says, then heads for the main
deck to find a good lookout point.

As the Sea Cloud sails over the battlefield and closer to
the leaning towers, Chris shouts from the main decks back to
Lord Geremy at the wheel, “Hard to starboard!” Geremy turns
the large wooden wheel accordingly, positioning the Sea Cloud
on course.

“Okay, a little to the port side!” Chris shouts again, try-
ing to line them up for the drop. “All right, that’s it, straighten it
up now!”

Below, Vladmirian soldiers continue to rush out
through the castle’s main gates. The gigantic twin vessel floats
in over the dark gates of the crumbling Kingdom.
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As soon as the Sea Cloud sails over the castle gates,
Chris yells, “Now! Release it now!”

Lord Geremy turns to Johanna and Max and says,
“Hold onto something.” Then he reaches for the wooden lever
and pulls with all his might. The giant lever moves a little, then
with the sound of wood against wood it slides all the way back
with a loud Clunk! The whole ship tilts to the side as the bal-

loons are freed from the
Desolation. The bridged
walkways between the two
ships creaks and with the
immense sound of cracking

wood it cracks in half as the
Desolation is released. It breaks

from the Salvation, taking a huge
chunk of the once bridged helm with it as it falls.

The Desolation makes its long descent through the at-
mosphere, howling as it moves at great speeds, plummeting to-
wards the earth. Smashing to the ground, the enormous vessel
crashes into the main entrance of the Vladmirian castle, sending
wood beams and boards exploding into the air from the impact.

“Bulls-eye!” Chris shouts, looking down at the wreck-
age.

Max and Johanna run to look over the railing. As the
cloud of destruction clears below them, they see that the main
gates are completely obstructed by the collapsed ship.

“We did it! It worked!” Max says as Chris rejoins
everyone on the helm.

“Now our part in this is over,” Geremy says. “There is
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nothing more we can do from up here,”
Johanna, turning her attention to Lord Geremy, sees the

wound in his side and the arrows still lodged in his armor and
body. “Geremy! Are you going to be all right?!”

“I’ll live,” Geremy says.
“Are you sure?” Max asks.
“It will take more than a wizard’s tricks and a couple

arrows to finish off a Nephilim,” Geremy assures him.
“Lord Lore, I do not know the reasons for your change

of heart, but I thank God above for you and your help,” Chris
says with gratitude. “And thank you for trying to rescue Daniel.
He was a very good friend.”

“...And a noble Nephilim of unquestionable character,”
Lord Geremy affirms. “I am sorry for your loss.” He pauses for
a moment, then turns to the Princess. “It was your God who
changed my heart.”

“Wait... What do you mean, God? Chris asks curiously.
“God has been speaking to me. I did not understand it

at first. Though His voice was silent, His words spoke ever so
clearly to my heart.”

“How did He do that?” Max questions.
Lord Geremy looks at Max and continues, “Back in the

coliseum when I saw the Princess praying to God, beyond all
hope. I thought to myself, ‘If God will not answer her most des-
perate prayers, then I will.’ But I found that when I took my
stand against Count Vladimir, God was answering her prayers.
It was Him, compelling me to deliver her.

“He’s probably been speaking to me my whole life but
I haven’t been listening. But when I took that first step of faith
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and started to believe, God revealed Himself to me in a way I
cannot describe.

“It was like a veil had been lifted, and I could finally
see all He had been doing. I was so blind, I couldn’t see it before.
I had set out searching distant lands, looking for something, any-
thing. A reason. There had to be more to this life. Something
bigger than me. Something to fill the emptiness inside. But I re-
turned from my quest empty-handed.When the pleasures of life
no longer satisfied I went back to the only thing that had brought
me purpose: combat and war. However, upon my return, I found
that even the battles of war no longer sufficed.

“All this time I had been searching so far, for some-
thing so near. And yet, all the same, it was further than I had
ever been before. I had explored the far reaches of creation, and
yet I had never searched out the Creator. I just had to turn to God
and believe. And when I did, I felt peace, true peace, like I have
never felt before. Now something has begun to fill the void. For
the first time now I have a real sense of purpose.” Pausing,
Geremy turns to the Princess. “Now I will spend eternity with
God and...”

“...with your mother.” Johanna interrupts, finishing his
statement.

Lord Geremy looks deep into Johanna’s beautiful eyes
and finishes his original statement. “...with you, Princess.”

At this tears begin to fill Johanna’s eyes, and she hugs
Geremy. The dark Lord looks down at the beautiful princess in
his arms and holds her.

Chris leans over to Max and says in a low voice, “Hey,
kid, let’s give these two some space. Come on, we’ll set a course
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for Avolon, and I’ll show you how to steer the ship.”
Max agrees, and they turn their attention to the ship’s

wheel.
“Come on, let’s tend to these wounds,” Johanna says to

Geremy.
But Geremy hesitates. “Just leave them.”
As the two embrace one another on the deck of the air-

ship they float through the clouds, leaving the cares of battle be-
hind as they sail into the sunset.
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Chapter XVIII

CEREMONY of LIFE

With the threat of Count Vladimir and his dark age at
an end, the whole land of Arteah celebrates their victory, but at
the same time they mourn the cost of their newly found peace.
Among the deceased are King Titus IX of Ehteria, King Ældor
of Avolon, and Sir Daniel the Great Son of Henders, as well as
many other brave soldiers from the various kingdoms ofArteah.
The remaining kingdoms ofAvolon, Tremond, and Etheria, hav-
ing already lain to rest King Titus IX and King Ældor, now
gather in the royal garden of Avolon to pay their respects to the
Great Son of Henders.

Before the ceremony begins Chris recognizes a famil-
iar face in the large crowds, “Nice pearls, my lady!”

Johanna turns around to see Chris standing there with
Gideon, Max, and Lord Geremy. “I am so glad to see you all
again,” she says.

“How is our new Queen of Avolon?” Chris asks.
“I’m good,” Johanna replies, “as well as one can be

under the circumstances.”
“My sympathies,” Lord Geremy says compassionately.
“Yes,” Chris adds, “the land ofArteah lost a great ruler

when it lost your father.”
Max hands Johanna a small bouquet of flowers, which

she accepts with tears in her eyes.
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“Thank you Max.And now I have something for you,”
Johanna says. She then signals to one of her aides, who brings
her a sword. “Max, please take a knee.”

Max bows one knee before the new Queen as she con-
tinues. “I, Johanna, Queen of Avolon, under the authority
granted me by Almighty God in Heaven, do hereby knight thee
for thy heroic bravery in protecting the royal family and in aid-
ing the Kingdom of Avolon in her time of need.” Then with the
tip of her sword she touches each of his shoulders, and says,
“Arise, Sir Maximous.”

Chris, Geremy, and Gideon, along with the crowds
gathered there, clap as Max stands up. Queen Johanna then pres-
ents him with the sword. “A knight needs a sword,” she says.

Max accepts the generous gift with gratitude from
Queen Johanna and takes the brilliant new sword. “Thank you,
your highness.”

“You are most welcome, Sir Maximous,” Johanna says
with a smile.

“I did it, Chris. I’m a knight!” Max says.
“You sure are, kid,” Chris says, sharing in his excite-

ment.
Queen Johanna then goes on to address the first mate.

“Gideon, I’m glad to see you.Were you able to get the rest of the
crew back home safely?”

“Aye,” Gideon says as he adjusts his eye patch. “Most
of the men are here in attendance today.”

Turning to Geremy, Johanna asks, “So, Lord Geremy
of Lore, what are you going to do now that you have been par-
doned?”
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“I am not sure. It is a new beginning
for me. I was thinking about courting a cer-

tain young lady, but I don’t know if she
will accept now that she is a queen,”
Geremy says, looking into the eyes of
the beautiful young Queen, who gives
him a warm smile in return.

“I should like that very
much.”

“Have you ever considered
missionary work, my friend?” Chris asks Geremy. “You know,
I can always use an extra hand,” he says, holding up his hook
and giving one of his half-cocked smiles.

“Yeah! That would be great!” Max says excitedly. “You
should come with us.”

“With you?” Queen Johanna says, surprised at hearing
these words from Max. “But you are a knight now.”

“I know, but part of being a knight is helping others,
and that’s what I am going to do,” Max says.

Chris goes on to inform her, “Max has decided to join
the crew. We shove off in a few days.”

“But I thought you were still in need of a ship,” Queen
Johanna says.

“Not anymore,” Chris says. “Geremy has given us the
Salvation. Now we will be able to reach areas we were never
able to go before.” He turns to Lord Geremy. “Thanks again, my
new friend.”

Lord Geremy replies, “Your thanks is appreciated. But
it’s the least I can do.”
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Then Johanna says to them, “Well, you all have a place
here in Avolon as long as I am Queen.”

Amidst the greenery of the royal garden of Avolon the
ceremony gets under way.A large beautiful rock bearing a silver
plate sits surrounded by a colorful array of flowers and marks the
gravesite where Sir Daniel lies. The silver plate bolted to the
front is engraved with these words: Here lies Sir Daniel the
Great Son of Henders.

The sun shines through the clouds down onto the me-
morial stone as the large crowds gather to pay their respects. At
the front of the crowds, Chris steps up to conduct the service.

“I know that you all have come to hear about the noble
valor of Sir Daniel, the Great Son of Henders, and his legacy.
But he would be greatly disappointed in me if I did not read to
you from the word of God that he so loved and trusted,” he says,
opening a large book. “For it is written, ‘...it is appointed unto
men once to die, but after this the judgement: so Christ was once
offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that look for
Him shall he appear the second time... unto salvation.’ 51 ...and
we know that for all those who believe in Jesus, ‘to be absent
from the body...’ is ‘...to be present with the LORD. 52 For the
LORD is my light and my salvation– whom shall I fear?’ 53 So
today we celebrate a ceremony of Life.” Chris then looks up to
the heavens and says, “I look forward to seeing you again, my
friend.”

Stringed instruments and flutes begin to play a melody
and the crowds sing some of Sir Daniel’s favorite hymns. Then
at the close of the ceremony, Lord Geremy makes his way to the
front to say some final words. Standing in front of the crowds,
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he opens his large, leather-bound book and be-
gins to speak.
“In Ephesians 6:17 God’s word is compared
to a sword ‘...the sword of the Spirit, which is
the word of God.” 54 Geremy then holds up
Daniel’s broken sword for everyone to see.

“Unlike human swords, God’s word
cannot be broken. And He says: ‘If you
look for me in earnest, you will find me

when you seek me. I will be found by you, says the LORD.’ ” 55

Then Geremy takes Sir Daniel’s broken sword and
drives the short blade into the top of the rock so that it sticks
straight out of the stone memorial.

“May this rock that marks Sir Daniel’s grave symbol-
ize Him in whom Daniel believed, and lived, and died. And in
whom he now lives again. Because in Psalms, it refers to God
as the ‘rock of my salvation.’ 56 And in I Corinthians it says:
‘...that Rock was Christ.” 57

“Now I ask you, who are here today, you, who have
read the words of this book: how long has God been speaking to
your heart? Have you been listening? You have just heard from
Him today. I ‘beg you not to reject this marvelous message of
God’s great kindness.’ 58 Come to God the Father, through Jesus
Christ the Son. Confess your sins. Ask for His forgiveness. Be-
lieve that Jesus died for you and all your sins, that He arose from
the dead so that you can be freed from the penalty of death and
have eternal life with Him forever. I invite you to come. Re-
spond to Him.

Aman from the crowd steps out and makes his way to
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the front near Daniel’s gravestone, he bows and begins to pray.
Then another man comes forward and does the same. And then
another and another.

Soon men and women, young and old, knights and
peasants, nobles and slaves all start coming forward, making
their way towards Sir Daniel’s memorial stone where they bow
in prayer before God.

Looking over the kneeling crowds Lord Geremy
watches as people continue to come forward to receive God’s
miraculous gifts of grace, mercy, and salvation. Lord Geremy
then looks at you and says, “Today is the day of salvation.’ 59

Come!”

The END...
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...Of the BEGINNING.
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APPENDIX

Ældor - (Ay-el-door) king of Avolon and father of princess Jo-
hanna, as well as a friend of Sir Daniel
antediluvian - (an-tee-di-loo-vee-an) pre-flood, pertaining to
a time period before the world wide flood
apprentice - someone learning a trade from a master
Arteah - (Ar-tay-uh) medieval lands formerly known as the
lands of Lore in ancient times
Avolon - (Av-uh-lon) largest and greatest kingdom in the land of
Arteah ruled by King Ældor
Avolonians - (Av-uh-lone-ee-ans) people of the kingdom of
Avolon
Aydrian War - (Ay-dree-an) a recent war fought between the
kingdom of Avolon and the Aydrians- barbarians from the east
Battle of Kaynesh - (Kay-nesh) a valley where the deciding vic-
tory was won in the Aydrian war
Bible - a book of the inspired words of God to man
Black HoodedWarriors - fearsome soldiers of the Vladmirian
empire
Book of Enoch - (Ee-nok) ancient text about the original
Nephilim, evil giants who ruled over men as demi gods to whom
Enoch prophesied that God would destroy them in a massive,
earth-wide flood
Brendinheim - (Bren-den-hime) small farm town on the far out-
skirts of Avolon
Chi-Rho - (Kee-Ro) an old Christian monogram ( ) made from
the first two letters of the Greek word for Christ, one letter over
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top of the other
Christopher T. Ian - questionable pirate and captain of a ship
named the Fish Hook, close and personal friend of Sir Daniel
Daniel the Great Son of Henders - descendent of the legendary
Lord David Henders, he is a brave holy night of Arteah whose
courage and faith have set him apart as a mighty hero
Dante Winslette - (Don-tay Wins-lit) former name used by
Count Vladimir Vladimous
Dar-gahn - (Dar-gon) name given to one of Vladimir’s pet drag-
ons
David Henders - legendary dragon slayer who fought to end
the first dark ages ofArteah and put an end to free roaming drag-
ons in the land
Desolation - (Des-o-lay-shun) name of one, of two vessels that
make up the giant twin airship known as the Sea Cloud
Dragons - large scaly beasts with reptilian features known for
their fierce strength and rage, thought to have been eliminated by
the dragon slayer Lord David Henders during the dark ages
Etheria - (Ee-theer-ee-uh) a high towering, two walled king-
dom in western Arteah ruled by King Titus IX
Etherians - (Ee-theer-ee-ans) citizens of the kingdom of Ethe-
ria
Fallen Forest of Fear - mysterious forest of dead trees where it
is said that the goblins still live
Fish Hook - name of the small merchant ship owned by Captain
Christopher T. Ian
forbidden books - any ancient texts that claim God as the cre-
ator of all life and Jesus as the Savior of mankind, mostly the
Holy Bible
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Gideon - (Gid-ee-on) first mate of the crew aboard a merchant
vessel named the Fish Hook
Geremy of Lore - (Jer-im-ee of Lor) mysterious black knight of
the ancient order of Lore and lost heir to the old Lorean Empire
goblins - see trolls
Gypsy warrior - human leader of a tribe of troll-like goblins
living in Fallen Forest of Fear
Heaven - abode of God and his angels, a place of perfection and
happiness where the souls of the righteous believers in Jesus
Christ go after death
Hell - eternal separation from God, a place of pain and torment
originally intended for Satan and his followers, and where all
unrighteous souls who rejected Jesus Christ as their Savior go
after death
Isulah - (Iss-oo-luh) small village of natives off the sea coast
known for their primitive but resourceful way of life
Johanna - (Joe-han-nuh) princess ofAvolon and the only heir of
King Ældor
knight - a man or mounted soldier in the Middle Ages usually
of noble birth raised to honorable military rank and bound to
chivalrous conduct.
magic - tricks, illusions, and deceit used to deceive, claiming
supernatural powers
Max - young peasant boy from Brendinheim, orphaned when
his mother is slain by Vladmirian troops
Maylor - (May-lor) evil cloaked wizard from Vladmiria known
for his dark arts, and extreme hatred for Lord Geremy
missionary - (mis-shun-air-ee) someone sent by a church into an
area to carry on evangelism or other activities, someone who
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helps or aids those less fortunate, usually by sharing faith, food,
shelter, clothes, education, or medicine
Nephilim - (nef-il-eem) from a root meaning - to fall, or fallen
ones, a mysterious antediluvian race of people of great size
strength, mighty men known as the heroes of old and men of
renown
page - someone who serves and aids a knight in exchange for
training in return, usually a young man or lad
peasant - poor or common folk who are not thought of very
highly and are considered of little worth
prayer - talking with God
Rolyam - (Rol-yam) general over the armies of Avolon
Royal Guards - elite soldiers charged with guarding the royal
family
Salvation - (Sal-vay-shun) name of one, of two vessels that
make up the giant twin airship known as the Sea Cloud
scribes - someone whose duty is to write and or copy texts for
historical documentation
Sea Cloud - (See Clowd) name of the giant twin battleship made
up of two vessels the Salvation and the Desolation with the abil-
ity to transform from a floating sea ship to a flying airship
Sea of Mephasis - (Mef-uh-ses) a very large sea that lies within
the land of Arteah
slaves - someone under the rule of another as their master
whether voluntarily or forcefully
Titus IX - (Ty-tus) king of Etheria who is from a long line of
royal kings
Tremond - (Tray-mond) a kingdom scattered with great towers
that lies to the south beyond the misted plains
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trolls - mythical sub-human race of creatures rumored to still
live in the Fallen Forest of Fear
Vladmiria - (Vlad-meer-ee-uh) a ruined and crumbling city that
lies to the north, off the Sea of Mephasis and ruled by the evil
Nephilimoverlord Count Vladimir
Vladmirians - (Vlad-meer-ee-ans) nation of war-mongering
people who live in the ruined city of Vladmira
Vladimir of Vladimous - (Vlad-im-eer of Vlad-im-us) evil
Nephilim count who rules the Vladmirian empire as a god, bent
on returning all the lands of Arteah to its former dark ages.
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